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CFA Tests Expected to Begin 
Crossed-Field Site Nearly Complete in U.K.; 
EH Antenna Developer Awaits Test Authority 
by Ted Nahil 

With the weather finally moderating in 
Shropshire in the United Kingdom, long-
awaited tests on the Crossed-Field Antenna 
should soon be underway. 

Delayed by rain, snow, ice, illness and 
injury — not to mention access restrictions 
thanks to foot-and-mouth disease — the 
construction of a test CFA in the U.K. 
neared completion at the end of May, with 
managers hoping to begin tests this month. 

EH needs permit 
In the meantime, developers of another 

new AM antenna design, the EH antenna in 
Eatonton, Ga., await word from the FCC, 
hoping they'll gain permission to construct 
and test an antenna in the United States 
designed for the AM band. 

Observers say that real-world tests are 
critical to determining both antennas' viabil-
ity as functional and efficient AM radiators. 

Dr. Fahti Kabbary, a co-inventor of the 
CFA, arrived in early May to finish con-
struction of the CFA antenna, according to 
Robert Richer, president of Crossed Field 
Antennas Ltd., Farmington, Conn. 

Foot-and-mouth disease has played its 
part in the CFA delays. The bovine illness 
produced a quarantine of the test area and 
its perimeter, halting construction and 
accompanying tests of the antenna. 

"As the weather improves, foot-and-
mouth diminishes," Richer said. "Everyone 
is scared to death, but we have access to the 
site, which is a great step forward." 

The British government has authorized 
facilities of 2 kW at a frequency of 972 
kHz, Richer stated. The government also 
has allowed an occupied bandwidth of 20 

kHz for the tests. 
The frequency-agile transmitter is being 

installed by ntl Group Ltd., a communica-
tions facilities provider headquartered in 
Hook, Hampshire, U.K. 

The company is providing a transmitter 
specialist and a medium-wave antenna 
expert to assist with impedance matching at 
the site. 

Ben Dawson of Hatfield & Dawson plans 
See ANTENNA, page 6 
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Transition to digital on your 
timetable with the new Harris 

Impulse Digital Console by 

Pacific Research & Engineering 

It can accept either analog or 

digital inputs and reconfigure 

from analog to digital easily — 

right in your studio. You can get 

the benefits of a digital console 

for less than the cost of most 

analog consoles. To find out 

more, call us today. Or, feel free 

to act on Impulse. 

next level solutions 
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• NEWSWATCH• 

BBC Shortwave 

Cuts Start July 1 

LONDON The British Broadcasting 
Corp.'s World Service plans to end short-
wave transmissions to North America, 
Australia, New Zealand and the Pacific 
Islands beginning July 1 as more of its lis-
teners access the BBC via FM, the 
Internet, cable and mobile devices. 
Mark Byford, director of the BBC 

World Service, stated on the BBC's Web 
page, "In the U.S., three times as many 
people listen to us on FM as on shortwave 
and one and a half million users access 
online each month." 

To meet demand for better quality, the 

BBC needs to explore new technologies, 
he stated. "The money saved by closing 
shortwave transmission to North America 
will go toward funding this investment in 
the future." 

The BBC says it remains committed to 
shortwave and is upgrading transmission 
relay stations in Oman, Cyprus, and 
Singapore. 

The announcement comes after Swiss 
Radio International says it, too, will phase 
out shortwave over the next several years. 

In a message on the Radio Netherlands 
Web site that tells listeners not to panic, 
spokesman Andy Sennitt stated that cost is 
a big reason to switch off shortwave. 

"Those who listen to international 
broadcasts generally contribute nothing 
toward maintaining them. These costs are 

borne by the broadcasters. ... It costs a 
lot of money to operate a high-power 
shortwave transmitter. There comes a 
point at which the proportion of listeners 
relying on shortwave falls below the level 
at which the service can be economically 
justified." 

He called the BBC decision part of an 
ongoing "strategy assessment" in which 
all international broadcasters should take 
part. 

Citadel Stockholders 

OK Acquisition 

LAS VEGAS Stockholders of mid-sized 
market radio group Citadel Communi-

AUDICIARTS DiGrrAL D-70  

The D-70 digital console from AUDIOARTS not 
only utilizes the latest in digital technology and chip 
sets, it can be ordered with a serial interface that lets 
it integrate with most popular automation systems and 
station routers; it even 
has WHEATSTONE's 
exclusive VDIP(') soft-
ware setup system. 

Plug-in modules 
let you have any com-
bination of mic, analog 
or digital line inputs, 
and four stereo busses 
give you plenty of flex-
ibility (each has both 
digital and analog out-
puts). And with sample 
rate conversion on all 
the digital inputs plus 
selectable console clock rates of 32, 44.1 or 48KHz 
(and an optional external house sync) the D-70 can 
fit right in with all your facility's present equipment. 

WHEATSTONE'S VDIP• Virtual 
Dipswitch Software lets you con-
figure D-70 input channels with a 
laptop computer. Once config-
ured console runs stand-alone. 

tel 252-638-7000/www wheatstone com/soles@whea1stone com 
copynght 0 2001 by Wheatstone Corporetton 

With a compact, tabletop-mount footprint and a 
modular rear connector system that utilizes plug-in 
submodules for easy analog-to-digital field switches, 
the D-70 can be configured onsite 
quickly and easily. On the function-
al side, fullscale digital peak plus 
simultaneous VU metering, LED 
illumination everywhere, built-in 
machine interface, automatic timer 
and clock (stand-alone or ESE 
slave) all come standard, along with 
separate control room and studio 
source selection plus built in talk-
back. You can even order the D-70 
console with a SUPERPHONE 
module to support two callers with automatic digitally 
generated mix-minus. Both digital and analog line 
selector panels are also available. 

THE D-70 DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE 
—benefit from WHEATSTONE's experience— 
at an AUDIOARTS price! 

,,...-.....1AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING 

cations Corp. approved a merger agree-
ment to allow Citadel to be acquired by an 
affi 1 iaia of Litt le. &. Co. 

The transaction, announced in January, 
is valued at approximately $2 billion, 
including assumed and refinanced debt 
and preferred stock. 
The FCC approved the transaction, 

which is expected to close in late Q2 or 
early Q3. 

Under the terms of the acquisition, 
Citadel stockholders will receive $26 per 
share in cash for each share of common 
stock held on the effective date of the 
merger. 

After closing, Citadel Communi-
cations will continue to be led by its cur-
rent management team, headed by 
founder, Chairman, President and CEO 
Larry Wilson. Through its operating sub-
sidiary, Citadel Broadcasting Co. will own 
or operate 140 FM and 65 AM stations 
concentrated in 42 mid-sized markets. 

Harris Layoffs 

At Pft&E Plant 

CARLSBAD, Calif. A Harris spokes-
woman in May confirmed that the 
Broadcast Communications Division 
released an unspecified number of "labor 
employees" who worked on radio con-
sole manufacturing from the plant in 
Carlsbad, Calif., which it acquired when 
it purchased Pacific Research & 
Engineering. 
The company continues to make 

See NEWSWATCH, page 3 
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NEWS ANALYSIS 

FCC, U.S. Senate Get New Look 
Upper Chamber Rocked by Jeffords; Meanwhile, 

Clear Sailing for Commission Nominees 

by Leslie Stimson 

WASHINGTON Not only was the 
makeup of the FCC expected to change 
in June, so now is the chairmanship of 
the Senate Committee that regulates 
media. 
On the same day the Senate 

Commerce Committee voted 17-0 for 
several administration nominations, 
including those of new FCC commission-
ers, Republican Sen. James Jeffords of 
Vermont said he would leave the 
Republican party to become an indepen-
dent, giving the balance of power in the 
Senate to the Democrats for the first time 
since 1994. 

ciled by conference committee and then 
approved by both bodies. 

Lott said if the legislation stalls, the 
change in control of the Senate was to 
occur by June 5. 

Post-shift, Democrats hold 50 seats, 
Republicans 49 and Jeffords sits in the 
sole independent seat in the Senate. If he 
gives his vote to Democrat Sen. Tom 
Daschle, as expected, and, assuming sen-
ators vote along party lines, Daschle, a 
Democrat, becomes majority leader, 
ousting Trent Lott, R-Miss., and gains 
the ability to control the Senate voting 
calendar. 

Several Senate committee chairmen 
would change as a result, including the 

From Left: Soon-to-be Commerce Committee Chairman Sen. Ernest 'Fritz' 
Hollings, D-S.C., looks on while Chairman John McCain, R-Ariz., and FCC 
Chairman Michael Powell shake hands during the nomination hearing. 
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His decision ended a four-month peri-
od in which the GOP controlled not only 
the White House but both congressional 
chambers at the same time. 

Jeffords planned to make the shift 
after the president's tax-cut bill is signed 
into law. The House and Senate passed 
different versions, which must be recon-

Senate Commerce Committee. 
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., chairman 

since 1997, would lose the chair to rank-
ing Democrat Sen. Ernest Hollings, S.C., 
who previously chaired the committee 
from 1987 to 1994 before former Sen. 
Larry Pressler, R-S.D. took over. 

Chairmanship of the communications 

• NEWSWATCH• 

NEWSWATCH, continued from page 2 

PR&E products. The layoffs came about as Harris decided to outsource a compo-
nent in the product line to make sure it remained cost-effective. 

Harris employs more than 1,000 workers in the Broadcast Communications 
Division. 

Another Crown 

Unit Stolen 

PARIS, Tenn. WKMS(FM), Murray, Ky., hoped its translator that feeds Paris, 
Tenn., would be operational by June. 

Making the job harder was the fact that the station's Crown FMIOOR, a transmitter 
with an internal receiver module for translator operation, was stolen in April, according to 
CE Allen Fowler. 

The theft echoes a similar crime in Nashville earlier this year. 
Fowler gave the serial number (#53790) to local police. Crown told him that 

stolen equipment sometimes is returned to the company for maintenance and that 
the company would inform him if that happened. 

The translator was located with the transmitter of the WTPR(AM) tower site. 
Fowler believes the thief used a crowbar to open the door where the equipment was 
located, opened the back of the rack, unscrewed all the cables from the unit, and 
took both the unit and the three-foot rack. 

The station's main signal on 91.3 MHz did not go off the air, said Fowler. The trans-
lator, at 99.5 MHz to serve Paris, remained off the air in May. 

The WKMS Crown unit was similar to one that was stolen from WAY-FM 
Media Group in Nashville (RW, April 11). 

subcommittee moves from Sen. Conrad 
Burns, R-Mont. to Sen. Daniel Inouye, 
D-Hawaii. 

Observers said McCain and Hollings 
have had a balanced approach in run-
ning the committee, which likely would 
not change. But Hollings 
will now set the committee 
agenda. 

"While we don't agree 
with Hollings on every issue, 
NAB has enjoyed a good 
relationship with him," stat-
ed the association in its 
weekly member newsletter. 
"We expect his priorities to 
include aggressively oppos-
ing FCC efforts to relax 
broadcast ownership rules." 

Unclear at press time was 
how the change might affect 
upcoming hearings reviewing 
media ownership regulation 
initially planned for June. 
Meanwhile, the Senate 

approved the FCC nomina-
tions May 25. Abernathy and 
Copps were sworn in shortly 
after and Martin was expected to be 
sworn in by July 2. Commissioner Susan 
Ness said she would step down by June 1 
and Commissioner Harold Furchtgott-
Roth said after leaving the agency he 
would join the American Enterprise 
Institute as a visiting fellow and write a 

book on telecommunications policy. 
Earlier in May, senators scrutinized 

the commissioner nominees. 
Commerce Committee members spent 

most of their time questioning Chairman 
Michael Powell during a May 17 hearing 
on the nominations. 

"I will make the hard decisions. At 
times, many will not agree with them," 
said Powell. If his second term is 
approved, he said, his decisions would be 

FCC Nominee Kevin Martin 
and Chairman Michael Powell 

"principled." 
Powell, who appeared before the same 

committee four years ago when he was 
nominated as an agency commissioner, 
said then he was "humbled" by the task 
ahead. Now he's "in awe." 

See NOMINEES, page 5 
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FROM THE EDITOR 

Paul's Summer Reading List 
by Paul J. McLane 

I love books. Here are recent titles 
that have landed on my desk. Bring 
them with you when you head off for 
vacation at Mackinaw Island, Catalina 
Island or Coney Island. 

"Rockin' Down the Dial: The Detroit 
Sound of Radio" — From Jack the 
Bellboy to the Big 8, Tom George to 
Joel Sebastian, from Mickey Shorr to 
the payola scandal, from Lee Alan and 
Dick Purtan to the Keener Sound, 
author David Courson takes us on a 
fond tour of pop music radio in the 
Motor City from the 1940s to the ' 70s. 

Well illustrated in black and white, 
the 300-page softcover is for radio 
junkies who love to talk about the gold-
en days of AM music, particularly the 
rockin' jocks of this important market. 
Published by Momentum Books, 
$24.95. Call (800) 758-1870. The 
book's ISBN number is 1-879094-62-2. 

"Complete Internet Streaming 
Manual" — What is streaming? What 
kind of gear do you need? What are the 
issues in music licensing? Should you do 
it yourself? 

These topics are tackled by Michael J. 
Langevin in a 60-page self-published, self-
bound tutorial in II chapters. This is a 
nice way to start learning about the topic. 

Although the price is a bit steep at 
$50, Langevin says the manual was a big 
hit at recent industry conferences. Note, 
the material was written last fall; like 
anything on this topic, it must be read 
with the understanding that some 
specifics may have changed since. 

The book is available from the author 
at (218) 525-1872 or through NAB or 
Amazon.com. ISBN 0-9704927-2-3. 

"Thinkin' Out Loud" — Former WLS 
personality Art Roberts provides a first-
person narrative about his career in the 
1960s and ' 70s. The book badly needs an 
editor. It starts with his baby photo, it ends 
with a picture of the back end of a horse; it 

INVISIBLE 
STARS 

Social 
His fort' 
of 
lIbmea 

ill 

-Imerican 
Broadcastim 

rambles, it has poetry and there 
are abundant spelling errors. 

However, Roberts' love of radio is sin-
cere. And you can hear his voice in his 
anecdotes and editorials — even if you 
never heard him on the air. WLS and 
Roberts fans will want to read it. 

Bar5 Publishing, $ 15. Visit 
wwwartroberts.com to order. 

THINKIN' OUT LOUD 

Néiv. 
mmunications: 

--kTechnologies 
Applitmrions, Poky, and Impact 

"The New Communications 
Technologies: Applications, Policy and 
Impact" — This is the fourth edition of a 
book that tries to provide a snapshot of tech-
nologies affecting how we communicate. 

The 268-page paperback, by educators 
Michael M.A. Mirabito and Barbara L. 
Morgenstern, seems a nice introduction 
to topics like fiber-optic, satellites, desk-
top video, e-mail and privacy, even futur-
istic ideas like holography and the paper-
less society. 

But the word "radio" appears only 
twice in the index (for Internet radio and 
the Radio-Television News Directors 
Association). The book virtually ignores 
the $20 billion commercial radio indus-

Fourth Edition 

Michael M. A- Mirabito 
Barbara L:Morgenstem 

try, not to mention 
public radio. DAB is mentioned in the 
briefest of ways. 

Hey, radio may not be cutting edge, 
but it's a helluva lot more immediate for 

most people than laser angioplasty. This 
lack also makes me wonder how thor-
oughly non-radio topics are researched. 
("Broadband" appears once in the index; 
"Webcast" and "streaming" not at all.) 

How about a section next time 
on how traditional radio is 
adapting, or might adapt, to the 
broadband revolution; about the 
challenges presented by the roll-
out of Eureka DAB; and more 
about online Webcasts? 
Focal Press, $32.95. Ask your 

bookseller for ISBN 0-240-80429-5, 
or visit wwwfocalpress.corn. 

"Invisible Stars: A Social History of 
Women in American Broadcasting" — 

Much more to my liking is Donna 
Halper's 334-page hardcover that looks 
at the role and impact of females in 
radio and TV, including pioneer pro-
grammers, owners, air talent and 
assembly line workers. 
Halper is a teacher and radio consul-

tant who knows her stuff. Hers is a 
serious work, deeply researched; 
although it sometimes reads like a 
dissertation, it will hold the interest of 
the thoughtful reader who has an 
interest in the history of our media. 
Published by M.E. Sharpe, $39.95. 

Ask your bookseller, call ( 800) 541-6563 
or send e-mail to mes@usa.net. ISBN 0-
7656-0581-3. 

Happy reading! 411 

E
ngineer Richard James of WFAN in 
New York is the owner of a new 
RCA 38-inch diagonal HDTV set, 

courtesy of the good folks 
at Harris Corp. He's this 
week's winner in the 
Radio World Silver 
Sweepstakes. 
The high-definition 

widescreen picture gives 
the same proportions as a movie screen. 
and almost 10 times the resolution of 
today's TVs. Theater-like Dolby Digital 
surround sound capability is built in. 

Retail value: $3,499. 
We have six months of prizes to go. If 

you haven't entered yet, sign up at 
www.rworiline.com 
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Colleagues Mourn Tony Mezey 
by Gregory J. Robb 

VISTA, Calif. His colleagues warmly 
remember Tony Mezey, sales representa-
tive from the Broadcast Center West 
office of Harris Corp. 

"I talk to people constantly from the 
West half of the country who knew Tony 
real well. I can't think of anybody who 
had a bad thing to say about him," said 
Don Backus, director of sales and mar-
keting for Enco Systems Inc. 

Mezey died Feb. 9 of a heart problem. 
He was 57. 

Sales career 
"He ushered in a new era of competi-

tion," said Fred Holub, who now works 
as chief engineer for FM stations 
KLAX/KMJR/KNJR in Los Angeles and 
KX.10(FM) in San Francisco, owned by 
the Spanish Broadcasting System. 

Holub said Mezey undersold competi-
tors by having little overhead when the 
other companies had to maintain their 

stock. Mezey's competitive nature, said 
Holub, helped him to attract and retain 
customers. 

Mezey's sales career began when he 
worked for Allied Broadcast Equipment 
in the early 1980s. Mezey went to work 
for Harris Corp. when Harris bought 
Allied in the late ' 80s and the 
company became known as 
Harris Allied. 

In 1991, he formed Tony 
Mezey Broadcasting Limited, 
a one-man equipment distrib-
ution company that operated 
from the basement of his 
home. The company man had 
gone to work for himself as a 
representative for dealer 

Tony 
Audio Broadcast Group. 

Harris purchased ABG in 1999, and 
Mezey had come full circle, back to the 
Broadcast Communications Division of 
Harris Corp. 

Several sources said Mezey loved his 
work. 

Mezey 

Nominees 
Continued from page 3 

Powell said he would continue the 
work begun by previous chairmen: to 
make the agency more efficient. Under 
his watch, that will include "managing 
the organization in a manner that pro-
motes cohesion and efficiency, and that 
leads to clear and timely decisions." 

"would raise antitrust questions." 
Powell said he's committed to "what 

Congress ordered me to do;" a biannual 
review of media ownership rules. Some 
rules, he said, may be on shaky ground 
due to recent court decisions. 

Powell agreed with Wyden that the 
agency has the responsibility of review-
ing ownership deals for diversity of 
ownership, which the Federal Trade 
Commission, which also reviews media 
mergers, does not do. 

FCC Nominees Kevin Martin, Kathleen Abernathy and Michael Copps 

He said the agency staff should be 
trained in technology and economics, 
and that ways to attract and retain tech-
nical talent would need to be aggres-
sively pursued. 

Sen. Ron Wyden, D-Ore., had point-
ed questions for Powell. Wyden 
referred to Powell's statement before 
NAB2001 that questioned whether the 
cross-ownership rule, generally pro-
hibiting one company from owning 
both a newspaper and a TV station in 
one market, for example, is still neces-
sary. 
Wyden asked whether "on your 

watch we could have radical ownership 
concentration" resulting in fewer com-
panies owning the majority of the 
nation's stations and newspapers. 

Powell said it troubled him "that it's 
ascribed to me before we've done any-
thing." Further, he said, radical levels of 
concentration Wyden was talking about 

The committee spent the majority 
of its time questioning Powell. 
Commissioner nominees Kathleen 
Abernathy, Michael Copps and Kevin 
Martin briefly appeared before the 
senators. 

Abernathy, a Republican, served as a 
legal advisor to former Commissioner 
James Quello and was most recently a 
vice president at Broadband Office. 

Fellow Republican Martin served on 
the staff of Commissioner Harold 
Furchtgott-Roth and then joined 
President Bush's election campaign. He 
then led the Bush transition team on 
telecom issues and was most recently a 
special assistant to the president. 

Copps, a Democrat, was chief of staff 
for Sen. Hollings, and served as assis-
tant commerce secretary for trade devel-
opment in the Clinton administration. 
No objections to the nominations 

were raised during the hearing. • 

Holub was impressed when he first 
met Tony Mezey in 1980 at KACY-AM-
FM, Port Hueneme and Oxnard, Calif. 
respectively. At the time, Mezey was 
"Tony London" on the air. 
"We were typical young crazy radio 

guys. Although I was chief engineer at a 
50,000-watt rock 'n roll AM 
station, I was still a little wet 
behind the ears and 'Tony 
London' had a couple more 
years in the biz than I did. He 
was one of those special 
broadcasters we have all 
known who inspired and 
helped us to advance and suc-
ceed in this strange business 
we call 'radio," stated Holub. 
"He loved to kid around," 

said Gary Hardwick, sales manager for 
the Harris Broadcast Center West office. 
"With the salespeople here, he always 
(had) little gigs going back and forth. 
They were always kidding each other 
about their sales and their sales quota for 
the day." 

Mezey would offer any assistance to 
anyone who needed it, said Hardwick, 
even providing guidance to other Harris 
sales reps with whom he would compete 
for accounts. 

Holub remembered Mezey's personali-
ty. "Here's a guy I can learn something 
about this business from," said Holub. 
"He was also willing to help out at the 
station. He was the announcer and the 

newsman. I was the CE. He'd see me 
moving a big, heavy transformer and he'd 
come over and help me move it." 
Don Backus worked with Mezey at 

Allied. "Tony was the kind of guy that 
seemed almost unflappable. He always 
sounded like a late-night jazz DJ (and) he 
personified southern California even 
though he was born just outside of Grand 
Rapids (Mich.). 

Personality 
"He had a wonderful demeanor ... 

even when he was upset." 
Stephanie Mabrey, Harris studio sales 

specialist, described the circumstances of 
Mezey's death: "He was home alone and 
apparently died from a fluid accumula-
tion in the sac around his heart. Added to 
that was some sort of aorta leakage or 
bursting which resulted in rapid death." 

Mezey's professionalism touched even 
those who worked with him briefly. Gary 
Hardwick worked with Mezey for a little 
more than a year at Harris, and said 
Mezey was an outstanding employee. 
"He was dependable. He had a very loyal 
customer following because he took very 
good care of his customers. He was very 
focused, very gentle in his ways ... just a 
great guy," said Hardwick. 

"It's bad when a good guy goes too 
quick," said Backus. "It really hurt to 
realize that somebody who was just fun 
to talk with and was just a really good 
human being in this business. I'm not 
going to have a chance to do that any-
more." 

His wife, Yolanda, and their three chil-
dren survive Mezey. • 
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Antenna 
Continued from page 1 

to take extensive field measurements of the 
CFA, arriving on site this month. George 
Hagn, now retired from the Washington 
office of SRI International, is accompanying 
Dawson. SRI is a global organization that 
develops applications for businesses, govern-
ments and other organizations. 

Hagn has developed an open-wire line 
kit to measure ground conductivity, a mea-
surement that will be critical at Shropshire 
to help determine the antenna efficiency. 
The efficiency test is a measurement of how 
well an antenna produces an RF signal giv-
en a known input power and impedance. 
Richer hopes the field tests will be complete 
by the end of June. These tests include the 
following procedures: 

Horizontal Plane Radiation Efficiency — 
This conventional, six-radial proof of per-
formance will measure the field strength on 
radials spaced 60 degrees apart. Fifteen or 
20 evenly spaced points will be used on 
each radial at distances ranging from 0.1 to 
3.0 kilometers from the antenna, and 10 
points are measured at distances from 3.0 to 
10.0 kilometers from the antenna. 

Ground Conductivity Tests — These tests 
will determine the ability of the ground to 
propagate an RF signal and will be used as a 
second independent set of measurements of 
field strength. 

Vertical Radiation Pattern — 
Measurements will be made using a heli-
copter provided by the BBC and will be tak-
en at known elevations and distances from 
the antenna, with a 5-degree vertical resolu-
tion. These tests will be critical in determin-
ing the shape of the antenna's pattern as the 
signal moves at an angle through the sky, 
ultimately defining how the antenna propa-
gates without causing undue skywave inter-
ference. 

Near-Field Radiation — These tests will 
determine if the CFA meets or exceeds the 
radio-frequency radiation standards of the 
FCC's Office of Engineering and 
Technology. CFA proponents claim excep-
tional performance in this area. 

Impedance Bandwidth — These tests are 
planned to determine the antenna's ability to 
produce an audio output of suitable fidelity 
in a receiver. Critics of the CFA maintain 
that short radiators, such as the CFA, gener-
ally exhibit poor impedance-bandwidth 
characteristics. 

Pattern Bandwidth — Measurements will be 
taken at carrier and sideband frequencies to 
determine what effect the CFA has on audio 
bandwidth and to determine if the antenna 
might create adjacent-channel interference 
under nighttime (skywave) conditions. 

Stability and Sensitivity — These tests will 
determine how well stations will be able to 
maintain their licensed radiation patterns 
with an operating CFA. Far-field measure-
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ments will be used to determine the effects 
on the field strength and pattern variations 
under different, but controlled, variations in 
the system input voltage and current. 

Frequency Scalability and Ground Effects 
— Prior to any FCC approval, it will be 
necessary to be able to predict the perfor-
mance of a CFA at frequencies other than 
the ones used for the tests, specifically 
across the AM band. If the CFA's perfor-
mance is less dependent on wavelength than 
conventional AM towers, it may be possible 
to define the characteristics of the CFA in a 
frequency-independent way. 

Richer stated that the measurements will 
be made solely by Dawson and Hagn to 
eliminate any possible bias introduced into 
the results by members of the CFA team. 
including Richer and Kabbary, who will be 
on site during some of the tests. 

Some preliminary test data may be avail-
able as early as the end of June. 

EH word 
Meanwhile, developers of the EH anten-

na await word from the FCC about a test 
permit. 

In March, the Mass Media Bureau dis-
missed an application filed in August 2000 
by EH Antenna Systems, Eatonton, Ga., 
with the FCC to test an EH antenna. 

The request for authority to test an anten-
na on 1590 kHz at 100 watts was denied for 
a variety of technical reasons, one of which 
concerned potential interference to co- and 
adjacent channels. 

In addition, in a letter to Hart and copied 
to his consulting engineer Sm Graham of 
Graham Brockman Inc., the bureau stated, 
"given the high level of existing interference 
at the site:' the proposed test facility would 
be subject to interference, resulting in inac-
curate measurements of the EH antenna's 
performance. 

Graham has been working since that dis-
missal with OET to obtain permission to 
test the antenna. 
Ted Hart, CEO of EH Antenna 

Systems, stated that OET has forwarded a 
revised application to the MMB for fre-
quency coordination. e 
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Industry Changes 

Programming/Networks/Groups 

IBiquity Digital Corp. has appointed 
Albert Shuldiner as vice president and 
general counsel. 
John Scelfo has 

been named CFO for 
Sirius Satellite Radio. 
Moody Broadcas-

ting Network wel-
comed Tracy Haney 
as co-host of "Midday 
Connection," a daily 

Albert Shuldiner 
call-in program. 
Changes abound at NBG Radio 

Network. It appointed Ernie 
Captibianco to its board of directors, 
011ie Hohnes as vice president of opera-
tions; Loren Henry is the new produc-
tion and creative services manager; 
George Campbell has been appointed 
president of subsidiary NBG Solutions 
Inc. and Robert Alan is the new affiliate 
sales rep for prep service "The 
Complete Sheet." 

In programming news, NBG appoint-
ed Michelle Parisi producer of 
"Hollywood Hamilton's Weekend Top 
30" program and has named Todd 
Corbett producer of the syndicated 

See SOUNDWAVES, page 7 
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Soundwaves 
Continued from page 6 

show "Honky Tonk Sundays?' 
A trio of executives has been promoted 

within Nassau Broadcasting Partners. 
Joan E. Gerberding was promoted to pres-
ident of Nassau Media Partners, Gregg 
Stiansen has been bumped to the post of 
senior vice president of Nassau Radio 
Network Direct and Glenn Jones is the new 
senior vice president of Nassau Radio 
Network Katz. 

Michael Barr, Steve Futterman and 
Cheri Preston have joined ABC News 
Radio. 

Edie Hilliard, who previously served as 
president/GM of Jones Broadcast 
Programming, Seattle, has been named to 
the newly created position of vice presi-
dent/C00 for Jones Radio Networks. 
Susan Stephens, meantime, has been pro-
moted to vice president of sales. 

Salem Radio Network has announced 
several promotions. Greg Lhamon has 
been moved to the post of vice president of 
national sales, Linnae Young has also been 
promoted to vice presi-
dent of national sales, 
while Mike Reed has 
been bumped to the 
post of vice president 
and GM of Salem 
Radio Representatives. 
NPR has named 

Kathyrn Riley Dole as  Li n na e Young  
vice president, national 
affairs. Jay Kernis has been tapped as 
senior vice president for programming at 
NPR. 

Patrick Talamantes, CFO of Sinclair 
Broadcast Group, has resigned his position 
to take a new job. Duties were expected to 
be assumed by David Amy, current execu-
tive vice president of Sinclair and the com-
pany's former CFO. 

Citadel Communications Corp. has 
promoted nine top programmers to the new-
ly created positions of format general: 
Bobby Irwin (adult contemporary), Mike 
Hammond (country), Tony Bristol (con-
temporary hit radio), Bruce Jones 
(rock/alternative), John Hager (classic 
rock), Terry Base (urban), Jeff Rickard 
(sports) and Tim Miller and Ray Marshall 
(oldies). 

Clear Channel Hawaii has named Paul 
Wilson director of programming for the 
group's seven stations. 

Suppliers 
ADC Broadcast Products has under-

gone reorganization within the domestic 
and international sales departments. Doug 
Buterhaugh takes on the position of direc-

tor of domestic sales. 
Dave Edmonds is the 
new director of interna-
tional sales, while Pat 
Gallagher has been 
tapped director of 
domestic distribution. 
The business unit of 

Richardson Electron-
ics' Broadcast Richardson is undergoing 
some changes. biter Callis has been hired 
as west coast district sales manager. Becky 
Hilborn has been pro-
moted to central region 
district sales manager, 
while Christine Chin-
chilla will serve as an 
inside sales specialist. 
Carey Trgacevski has 
joined the company's 
Canadian operations. Chuck Maint‘ 

Tyler Callis 

Chuck Maines has 
joined Broadcast 
Richardson as systems 
engineer, while David 
White comes on board 
as product manager, 
transmitter products. 
Continental 

Electronics named 
Bret Brewer as broadcast marketing 
manager. 

Symetrix Inc. has entered into an agree-
ment with Dave Burns 
of Allied AirNet 
Services to provide 
consulting services for 
the launch of AirTools, 
a line of broadcast 
products. 
American Tower 

Corp. has a new exec-

David White 

Dave Burns 

utive vice president. 
Norman A. Bikales 
will serve as special 
counsel. 
Greg Mensching 

has joined Klotz 
Digital America as 
sales engineer, while 
Christopher Kemp 
has been named pro 
ject engineer at the company. 

L. Mark Yaeger is the new vice presi-
dent of sales and 
marketing at Staco 
Energy Products 
Co. 
Doug Butler has 

been named direc-
tor of engineering at 
A.F. Associates 
Inc. 

Greg 
Menschning 

•40! 

,e& 
Chris Kemp 

Matrix 

Research Firms/Marketing 
Arthur Cohen has been tapped as the 

new president of the Radio 
Research Consortium. 
The Arbitron Co. has 

promoted Tom O'Sullivan 
to the post of eastern divi-
sional manager, Tony 
Belzer western divisional 
manager, John Nolan 
regional manager, Jim 
Remeny southeastern regional manager and 
Joie Davis to the post of regional manager 
of Arbitron Radio's Dallas regional office. 

Transamerica AG has hired Richard 
Bowman as sales manager. 

Tell us your company news. We are par-
ticularly interested in receivng more news 
about radio engineers. 

Send e-mail regarding personnel 
announcements to srae@imaspub.com e 

Arthur Cohen 
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PHOTO GALLERY 

Chrome and Glass Shine Again 
Hams Give Second Life to Legendary Transmitters 
With Names Like RCA, Gates and Raytheon 

Paul Courson 

Ever wonder what it would be like to 
fire up your radio station's old transmitter 
after local signoff to talk casually with 
someone at the other end? And have them 
fire up their station's old rig for some 
nostalgic chit-chat with you? 

It's done all the time on ham radio, the 
new home for fine, old vacuum-tube 
transmitters from Gates, RCA, Western 
Electric, Collins, General Electric, 
Raytheon and other "classic" names of 
broadcasting. 
A retired broadcast transmitter often 

gets pushed to a dusty, dark back corner 
of the technical room at a radio station. 
Increasingly, ham radio operators are giv-
ing a second life to these graceful old 
beauties, donated or sold cheaply to hob-
byists by stations with no further need. 

Walsh, Dorrough and Balsamo 
The attraction ot a "heavy metal" radio 

is part of a vintage specialty in the hobby, 
and it resembles old car collecting. Some 
of the radios even take their styling cues 
from automobiles of the era. 

Technically-minded experimenters 

The Collins Twins.' Jim Young, W8MAQ, has done the R&D to 
allow both of these 300Gs to operate between 1860 and 7300 

kilocycles. He is chief engineer at a Cleveland public radio station. 

True Dual Domain Audio 
at an Attractive Price Poi 

drawn to "hollow-state" vacuum-tube 
technology nurture, build and restore all 
manner of "classic" radios, including 
those from maritime and military com-
munications. 
Many broadcast engineers happen also 

to be ham radio operators. In some cases 
they have gotten into their careers thanks 
to years of "playing radio." These hams 
may play by day with the latest technolo-
gy, but remain delighted to stay in touch 
with discrete components, point-to-point 
wiring and the ornate hardware and 
craftsmanship not found in the typical 
contemporary transmitter. 

Fans of these heavily chromed, glass-
window transmitters include rock star Joe 
Walsh, whose ham call signs are 
WB6ACU; Mike Dorrough, of broadcast 
audio fame, call sign KO6NM; and Nick 
Balsamo, KG2IR, a recording engineer 
known for his work with Sony Music, 
Studer and now NBC. All three gentle-
men devote a lot of their ham-radio hob-
by to vintage, vacuum-tube equipment. 

Leisure time spent bringing back a 
chrome-and-glass transmitter leads to 
large gatherings on the shortwave ham 
bands, where the rigs are demonstrated in 
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their full glory. Nighttime propagation is 
especially reminiscent of the early days of 
radio, as people warm up their radios for 
hours of storytelling and technical discus-

transmitters nationwide, each with hams 
at the switch. There are now more than 
70 amateur operators across the country 
who have placed retired broadcast trans-
mitters on the shortwave ham bands (see 
list on page 10). 

The first Heavy Metal Rally honored 
grand old AM broadcast transmitters, 
and also marked the centennial of the 

A beautiful RCA BTA-1R is freed after years entombed 
behind some remodeling. The transmitter is now at the home 

of a Pennsylvania ham who plans to put it on 160 m shortwave. 

sion with other enthusiasts far and near. 
Vintage stations often place an 

emphasis on high-fidelity reception as 
well as striving toward good transmitted 
audio. Some hams listen on the big 
speaker of an antique floor console with 
shortwave bands such as those from 
Philco, GE, Crosley and Zenith. 
Occasionally, a ham running AM gets 
reception reports from an "SWL," a 
shortwave listener who has picked up 
the signals on an antique radio or per-
haps with a modern "world-band" 
receiver. 

The pasttime has become so popular 
that there now is a Heavy Metal Rally 
on the 160-meter ham band, around 
1885 kc (the old fashioned "kc" refer-
ence is deliberate). You'll notice this fre-
quency is not far from the Standard 
Broadcast Band, where the old rigs gave 
years of faithful service to their commu-
nities in the days before television. 
The first Heavy Metal Rally last 

December drew about 25 broadcast 

world's first "phone" transmission, Dec. 
23, 1900. Experimenter Reginald 
Fesseden used an amplitude-modulated 
spark gap transmitter to communicate a 
short distance from a site at Cobb Island, 
Maryland along the Potomac River. 

Mods 
The Heavy Metal event, which fea-

tured an award for "best station" decided 
by popular vote, was sponsored by 
Electric Radio magazine, a publication 
dedicated to vintage ham radio activity. 
The event was the brainchild of Bill 
Kleronomos, KDOHG, the chief engineer 
of a broadcast station in Denver. The tro-
phy features a brass portrayal of a classic 
ribbon mic, with some lightning bolts. 
The winner was Mike McElhinny, 
WN3B, running a Gates BC-250GY 
from his Pennsylvania home. 

Technically, it often takes little to 
recrystal and retune a transmitter from its 
radio station frequency to a new home on 

See CHROME, page 10 
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Continued from page 8 

the shortwave ham bands. 
Some new owners additionally have 

done considerable research and have 
reconfigured driver and RF tank circuits 
for greater power efficiency, better har-
monic suppression and expanded fre-
quency agility. 

Modifications typically involve a cer-
tain loyalty to the original look and 
design of the transmitter. The hobbyist-
engineer might use components of the 

original vintage like ceramic coil forms 
and mica capacitors, even drawing on 
NOS (new old stock) components care-
fully procured from years of searching 
hamfest "flea markets," or more recently, 
from online bulletin boards or auction 
sites catering to vintage equipment. 

Reworking the original single-frequen-
cy circuitry allows such transmitters to 
operate not only on 160 meters, as men-
tioned, but also on 75 meters (around 
3880 kc) and all the way to the 40-meter 
ham band. Here, many AM rigs can be 
found between 7280 kc and just below 

See CHROME, page 12 

Phil Galasso, K2PG, literally has given a new home to a pair of Collins 20Vs. 
One is set for the popular 1885 kc AM frequency, the other is set for 1960 kc, 
where a group of hams gather on AM for what's called 'The Gray Hair Net.' 
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Ham Under Glass and Chrome 

Some 80 amateur radio operators sport re 
shortwave setups. To find the city of license for 
on the free online database at www.QRZ.com. 

Martin, WB6OFM, Collins 300-G 
Bill, N7OTQ, Collins 20V3, 75m; 20V2, 160m 
Barry, N6CSW, Collins 300-G 
Rolynn, K7DFW, Collins 20V3, and 

Gates BC1-T, 75m 
Mike, W2ZE, RCA BTA-250K, 160m 
Gregg, WA2IAC, Gates BC1H 
William, AB6MT, Collins 20V2, 75m 
Larry, WA9VRH, Collins 20V2 
Tom, W2ILA, Collins 300-G 
Chris, KC4CMR, Gates BC1-G 
Clyde, K4UXK, Gates BC1T 
Bruce, WX10, Gates BC 250GY 
Bill, N3JDR, Gates BC1, 160m 
David, W6PSS, RCA BTA-250M, 160m 
Richard, W9LDB, Collins 300J, 160m 
Marion, W7U0, Gates BC1-G, 160m 
Gary, W6UH, Collins 20V-2, 160m 
Jim, K7EWE, Gates BC-250GY, 160m 
Gary W7GMK Bauer 707, 160m 
Fred KFOOW, Gates BC-250GY, 160m 
Doug, W5JV, Collins 300-G 160m 
Bob, K2NK, Gates BC-250GY, 160m 
John, N9QWH, Gates BCA250 
Jeff, W50MR, RCA BTA-1R 
Steve, WD8DAS, Gates BC1-H 
Ron, WBOMBZ, GE BT-20A 

W3TIM/4, Gates BC1H 
Chaz, K8RNM, Gates 250GY 
Barry, N6CSW/0, Gates 250GY 
Glen, N4VL, 1950 Gates BCA 250 160, 75 & 40m, 

1967 Gates BC250GY, 75m 
Jim, K4EDK, Bauer 707 
Eric, WB4VVI, RCA 250H, 160, CCA AM1000, 160m 
Tony, W50D, Collins 20V3 
Dudley, WA5SVL, Collins 20V2 
Gregg, K9CBD, Collins 300-J 
Dean, KK1K, RCA BTA 250M, 160m 
Andy, WA4KCY, Gates BC-250GY, 75m 
Gary, W3AM/4 Florida, Collins 20V2 
Paul, VE7KHZ, RCA BTA-250M, 160/75 
John, WB50AU/4, Collins 550A-1, 
Larry, WB8SKV, Western Electric 451A-1 (6) 211A, 

160m, and RCA 250H 
Mike, W1JZ, RCA BTA-1 160m TBD, 

Raytheon RA-250 
Joe, N2YR, 1948 Gates BC-250GY, 75m 
Joe, WA3GMS, 1946 Gates 250C-1 
Joe, WA2PJP, 1953 Collins 20V2 
Chuck, WA4HHG, Collins 20V2, 160m 
Tom W2KBW, Collins 20V, 160, 75 & 40m 

tired broadcast transmitters as part of their 
any of the operators, look up their call letters 

Sam, KI4AE, RCA BTA-500MX 
Jim, W3ATV, RCA BTA-1MX 
Arnie, KOAS, Raytheon (pair of 304TLs into a pair) 
Keith, KOKE, Gates BC-1 
Bill, WA8LXJ, Collins 231-D, (pair of 450-T into pr. of 

750-T) 160/75m 
Mike, WN3B, Gates 250C-1, 40m 
Dave, WB3ETN, Gates 250C-1, 160m 
Frank, KOBRA/4, Gates BC-250GY, 160m 
Dale, KW1I, Collins 300-G, 160m 
Jim, WA2WHV, General Electric XT- 1, 160m 
Gary, N2INR, 1949 Collins 21E, 75m 
Jerry, KG2BK, Raytheon RA1000, and RA250 

Not currently on-air 
Scott, NOBST, Collins 300-G, Gates BC1-7 
Steve, WB3HUZ, 1946 General Electric BT-20A, 

160m 
Steve, N8JRJ, Gates BC- 1G, 75m, and Gates 

BC500T, 160m, and GE BT-20A, 160m 
Mike, KO6NM, Collins 820-D, 75m 
Jim, W8MAQ, 1948 Collins 300-G, 160 and 75m 
Howard, W3HM/8, Collins 20V and a Gates BC-500, 

160m 
Phil K2PG: Two Collins model 20Vs on 160 
Paul WA3VJB: 1949 Collins 300-G on 40, 75 and 

160m 
Bill, N2BC, RCA BTA 1R1 160m 
Ed N2CWJ: 1961 Collins 20V3 
Bob W2ZM: RCA BTA250K, BTA-1MX, and Northern 

Electric 451A-1, all 160m 
Sparks W4AES: Bauer 707 
Ed, VA3ES, 1968 RCA BTA1-R3; and 1970 RCA 

BTA1-S, not on air 
Dale, VE3AAM, Gates BC5-P (pair of 3CX2500 into a 

pair) 75m 
Bill, K2LNU, Gates BC1-H, 160 and 75m 
Al, W1UX, RCA RCA BTA-500MX 
John, W6BM, Collins 20K 160m, RCA BTA-1R, 75m 
Sam, W6HDU: RCA BTA-250K 160m, Western 

Electric 443A 160m, W-E 451A-1 and 
23A, both on 160m; Collins 20V2, 75m 

Mike, W6THW, Collins 300-G 160m, W-E 12B and 
71B, 160 m, Collins 201 

Bill, AB6MT, RCA BTA-250M 160m, Bauer 707 75m, 
GE BT-20A 160m, and G-E 
XT- 1A, 75m 

Doc, K6HLO, RCA BTA1-K 
Mike, K6KKM, Collins 300J, 75m 
Ike, W4KKO, Gates BC- 1T 
Tom, N5AMA, Gates BC-250-GY 

For More Info 

The AM Window. Technical discussion and documentation. 
www.thebizlinkcom/am 

AM International. Fraternity of vintage hams. 
http://ourworldcompuserve.com/homepages/sweetbay/amintem.htm 

AM North America. E-mail reflector, links page. 
www.amfone.net 

AM Classifieds. Surplus gear, including broadcast transmitters. 
www.bulletinboards.com/view.cfm?comcode=inr 

Society of Broadcast Engineers. www.sbe.org 

Electric Radio. Monthly magazine featuring stories about vintage 
operating. Phone/FAX (970) 564-9185 

Amateur Licensing. www.w5yi.com/ 

Complex problems... 

W E SPECIALIZE IN RELIABLE, 

COST EFFECTIVE PRODUCTS FOR 

YOUR BROADCAST RELATED NEEDS. 

IL. Sine Sys1ems 

AFS-2 AUDIO FAILSAFE 

CAS-1 CON/AIR SWITCHER 

ACU- I AUDIO CONTROL UNIT 

DAI-2 DIAL-UP AUDIO INTERFACE 

TIME-TEMP-ID DELIVERY SYSTEM 

MBC- I MESSAGE BOARD CONTROLLER 

RFC- I /B REMOTE FACILITIES CONTROLLER 

TAS- I TELEPHONE ANNOUNCEMENT SYSTEM 

615 • 228 • 3500 (vox) 

615 • 227 • 2367 (FAx) 

www. SINESYSTEMS.COM 
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7300 kc, the limit of the allocation for the 
amateur service on this band. 
When the revival of interest in vacu-

um-tube gear first gained momentum, 
many hams involved with mainstream 

activities were puzzled at the "retro" 
approach taken by others who were get-
ting together in what was seen as an 
eccentric little sub-group. 

Part of the allure involves the pleasure 
of a technical pursuit, which has become 
far more difficult for the average ham to 
accomplish with today's technology. The 
most common activities in the hobby do 

This Collins 300-G, Serial No. 30, now dismantled, suffered a major 
harness fire, making the transmitter an excellent source of parts. Note 
the smoke-filled RF Current meter on the panel behind the tubes. The 
ceramic coil forms were among the 'authentic' components used to 

create handmade conversion coils tuned at new operating frequencies. 

The Shively Model 2540 Balanced Combiner: 
• Modular Construction 
• Proven Design 

• Low Maintenance 

• Expandable in Any Fequency Order 

Shively Lab 
A Division of Howell Laboratories, Inc. 
Bridgton, Maine 04009 USA 

(207) 647-3327 1-888-SHIVELY 
E-mail sales@shively.com 

An Employee-Owned Company 

FAX (207) 647-8273 
Web www.shively.com 

ISO 9001-Certified 

This 1949 Collins 300-G, the original transmitter of WUST(AM) in Washington, is 
operated by the author. Crystal modules are replaced with a self-contained vari-
able frequency control and RF exciter for operation from 1850 through 7300 kc. 

not include much radio homebrew and 
experimentation, but instead focus on 
using pre-determined circuitry in radios 
with a heavy emphasis on computer tech-
nology to provide operating features. 

Another explanation for the attraction 
to "classic" radios comes from the feel-
ing of participating in making the radios 

"work" to communicate through the 
aether. Pushing buttons on a modern 
radio may feel constrained compared to 
being actively involved manipulating 
Plate and Load controls, and hearing the 
solid ker-thunk of relay contacts keying a 
50- year- old transmitter that you've 

See CHROME, page 14 

firequencyeSh 
ejk5ffitems 

A If you are looking to deliver clean, crisp audio to your transmitter 

via microwave, Armstrong FML-10 STL system offers unsurpassed 
audio purity in a rock-solid, feature-packed package. 

A Built to tough manufacturing standards throughout, FML-10 

system features microprocessor controllers, advanced PLL circuitry, 
ultra linear VCO and front panel frequency programmability with 
digital frequency readout. 

A Currently in service at over 300 stations in 21 countries, this field 

proven design is a "rock-solid" STL choice for any station. 

Complete System Under $55 , 
Same Day Shipping 
30 Day Money Back Guara 

Alk  ARMSTRONG  
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION 

4835 N. Street • Marcellus, NY 13108 • PH: 315/673-1269 • Fax: 315/673-9972 
E-mail: info@armstrongtx.com • www.armstrongtx.com 



Encore! 

The Telos Zephyr is one tough act to follow. 

t revolutionized point-to-point audio by combining 

SDN with MPEG coding, and quickly became the 

#1 selling codec wor dwide — perhaps the most 

successful digital brocdcast product ever. So what 

will we do for an encore? 

Presenting Zephyr Xstream, with innovations like 

AAC (Advanced Audio Coding) for superior fidelity, 

a special low-delay mode, and an Ethernet port for 

IP audio streaming, remote control and easy 

software updates. There's also a rugged portable 

version with full-featured digital mixing. 

And of course Zephyr Xstream includes everything 
else you'd expect from a Zephyr, like Layer- II and 

layer- Ill coding, ISDN connectivity, a simple, 

friendly user interface, and bulletproof re iability. 

Zephyr Xstream. Sometimes the sequel is even 

better than the original. 

www.zephyr co m 

«UP 

woe' 

410 

.1441•11''''Oen 

• 
Zephyr )( Stream, Telos and the Tetes leis regIstered fr ation. Copyright 2001, TLS Corp. 
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restored to operating perfection. 
These hams might have a modern 

transceiver of some kind for emergency 
work, because the amateur community 
often is called upon to supply disaster 
communications. But the preference in 
the "AM Community" is to seek equip-
ment from long-gone American manufac-
turers like Hammarlund, Hallicrafters 
and Drake. 

Home-sized 
Enthusiasts then arrange a delightful 

mix of vintage ham, military, maritime, 
industrial and broadcast communications 
gear in their stations. 

For a ham-radio operator, practical and 

residential considerations limit the list of 
desirable broadcast transmitters to those 
using single-phase line voltage, designed 
for RF power output of 1 kilowatt or 
under, and which take up "only" a single 
cabinet's worth of space. 

That leaves a lot of transmitters to 
unearth and place in good homes. Among 
the most popular are the Gates BC-
250GY and BC- 1, the Collins 300-G and 
20V, and the RCA BTA 500 and BTA-1. 

Less commonly found are rigs like the 
GE BT-20A, among the smallest of the 
vintage broadcast transmitters at roughly 
the size of a standard 19-inch panel/sev-
en-foot equipment rack. At the othérTend 
of the scale is the enormous, 2,300-pound 
Raytheon RA- 1000. At least two exam-
ples of the Raytheon have made it to the 
ham bands. 
A company that had a foot in both the 

The Raytheon RA1000 was among the first to use a type of fiberglass 
cloth as wiring insulation. Unfortunately, the transmitter was prone to 

shorts and fires after a few decades, as the woven material loosened and 
failed. Working examples include a transmitter held by Jerry Whitney, 

KG2BK, a broadcast engineer for a chain of stations in upstate New York. 

AudioTX Communicator Software ISDN and IP Network audio codec for 
Windows 98/NT/2000 • Uses Standard Sound and ISDN cards 
• Connects to all other MPEG 2, m MPEG 3 and G codecs ISDIN & • Ideal for Studio or On-the-road use in a Laptop 

 Key• Lock Version $725, Dongle Version $790 

IP PC AUDIO CODEC 
AudioTX Communicator is 

big on audio quality, reliabili-

ty and ease of 

use - but low on price. 

As an ISDN codec, 

Communicator offers 

MPEG 2, MPEG 3 and G.722 

coding plus G.711 telephony 

and connects in mono or 

stereo to all other MPEG 2, 

MPEG 3 and Gin codecs 

for remote broadcast. STL. 

voice-over work, reporting 

and news-gathering. 

As an IP-based c 

Communicator works 

any IP-based network - 

from Ethernet to ATM or a 

Satellite link, Leased- line 

connections or even over 

the internet using ADSL, 

DSL, Cable Modem or other 

high speed coo'on. 9F 

All you need to get con- • 

nected is a standard Sound 

card and an ISDN card 

installed in your PC or 

Laptop, plus AudioTX 

Communicator. 

Audio 

Communicator 

Download a FREE, fully working 
trial version today. 

www.musicamusa.com 

Tel: 732-739-5600 

Email: sales@musicamusa.com 

oirt. 
Benrylvw. I 
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Distributed exclusively in the Western Hemisphere by 
MUSKAM USA 

broadcast and ham radio camps was the 
Collins Radio Co., founded by the late 
Art Collins, WOCXX. Well-regarded for 
quality amateur receivers and transmit-
ters, the company's broadcast transmitter 
offerings now enjoy special status in the 
vintage community. 
The 1946-49 Collins 300-G has a 

viewing window surrounded by chrome 
to show off a row of 810 triodes from left 
to right. In a darkened room, it looks like 
a quad of barn lanterns at full wick, very 
impressive. 

The same effect comes through the pic-
ture window of the Gates BC-1 and the GE 
XT- 1, both with a quad of 833A triodes. 
The Bauer 707 has a similar layout using 
4-400s, each glowing behind a glass chim-
ney like the wick of a kerosene heater. 

Familiar technical standards 
Ham radio's vintage specialty is one of 

the last venues where someone can get 
practical, hands-on expertise at trou-
bleshooting radio circuitry outside of 
academic or workplace settings. 

Experimentation takes place without 
the pressure of having to get "back on the 
air" immediately, as when a broadcast 
station is knocked off by a technical 
problem. The hobby also provides an 
opportunity to apply what's been learned 
elsewhere to a pleasurable pasttime. 
The Society of Broadcast Engineers 

has, for years, offered instant certification 
as a Broadcast Technologist to hams with 
the highest class of amateur licensing 
("Extra" Class). This is in recognition of 
the technical achievement involved in 
passing ham radio's most rigorous FCC 
exam on circuit fundamentals. 

In the Amateur licensing structure, fed-
eral regulators have discontinued a chal-
lenging high-speed Morse code require-
ment. This challenge had, in recent years, 
been cited as an obsolete holdover that 
often blocked many broadcast engineers 
from joining Amateur radio. Now, any of 
the shortwave ham licenses require only an 
entry-level, slow-speed code test. License 
exams continue to be conducted by certi-
fied teams of volunteers. 

Paul Courson, a licensed ham since 
1971, is a Washington-based network TV 
producer He began his career in radio 
news at a 1 kW daytimer. After hours, he 
conducted engineering tests with a vin-
tage ham transmitter connected to one of 
the station's towers. 

His first broadcast rig was a 1946 GE 
BT-20A, a 250-watt unit using two 828 
tubes modulating a pair of 810s. "It cost 
me $1 a watt," he writes. 

Reach him through "The AM Window" 
bulletin board at www.thebizlink.com/ 
ain/wwwboard/wwwboard.html e 
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Shannon Black, on- air ta ent at KRQQ FM, at the VA DIS D 

"After looking at several options, we decided 
on the VADIS platform and DC consoles from 

KLOTZ," says John Decker, Chief Engineer, 
Capstar Communications, Tucson. "Why? 
First, our install would be much faster since 
most of the plant wiring could be reduced to 
a simple Ethernet line and a fiber optic cable 

connecting each room with our rack room. 

"Secondly, all four stations were to be housed 
in the same facility, and we had to share audio 

sources all around the plant. This is a function 
that is part of the KLOTZ system. Our entire 

plant is now based on a digital audio 'back-

bone' that provides an improved audio signal. 

' We also purchased five DC consoles. The 
air talent finds the DC consoles simple to 
operate. They can put any source in our plant 
on any fader of the console with a simple LCD 
button in the meter bridge. Giving the operator 

the ability to call up any source to a fader is 

great since each operator prefers a different 
arrangement of sources on the console." 

onsole. 

qt. Installed in world class facilities 
7-7 t•  Integrated platform concept 
F Fiber optic networking 
Any audio source, anywhere 

'1(101Z 

DIGITAL 
5875 Peachtree Industrial Blvd. 
Bldg. 340 
Norcross, GA 30092 
Phone: 678-966-9900 
Fax: 678-966-9903 
www.klotzdigital.com 



Introducing 

The NI Aphex 2020MkII 

The  original Aphex Model zozo audio processor set the standard for audio quality, loudness and extended 
coverage. Not content to sit on its laurels Aphex continued to research ways to improve performance even further. 

The result is the zozoMkII. 

New processing algorithms and circuit designs, in addition to the fifteen proprietary circuits* from the original, 

allow even greater loudness without sacrificing a clean, natural sound. The Mkll's increased flexibility also gives 

a station the ability to create its own unique sonic signature. New features , nclude a split band optical high fre-

quency limiter, a low distortion overshoot compensated low pass filter* (with no spurs), improved remote control 

interface, RDS, and dual composite outputs. 

Audition the new 2020 Mk11 on your station and you'll find that Aphex has really done its homework— creating a 

processor with performance and features unmatched at any price. The zozoMk11 —in a class by itself. 

APHEX Improving the way the world sounds" 
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A 
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aphex.com 

*(patented or patent pending) 

SYSTEMS 
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Engineers, Doing More With Less 
Richard L. Edwards, CPBE 

The author is vice president of the 
Society of Broadcast Engineers and 
chairman of the SBE Frequency 
Coordination Committee. RW offers this 
space as a service to the SBE. 

Reduced personnel, more work, more 
responsibility and fewer resources — 
sound familiar? 

Radio and TV stations all across 
America are trying to do more with sub-
stantially fewer resources, in both staff 
and budget. And, in the short term, this 
situation is not expected to improve. 
We at the Society of Broadcast 

Engineers are aware of this dilemma and. 
where possible, we want to help. That is 
why we are here. We're not just a mem-
bership organization; we have programs 
specifically targeted to help you in your 
career path and daily work, and these 
were never more important than in times 
like these. 

A benchmark 
The Certification Program, for exam-

ple, makes it easier for engineering man-
agement to find the right people. 
Certification helps confirm that candi-
dates are qualified in the areas in which 
you are seeking help. From radio to tele-
vision, transmitters to computers, SBE 
Certification serves as a benchmark for 

technical achievement. 
But benchmarking achievement is not 

the only purpose of Certification. We also 
encourage and provide technical educa-
tion through conventions and chapter 
meetings, seminars and tutorials. We have 
developed a new level of Certification that 
specifically addresses the issues of net-
work technology in broadcasting, an 
increasingly critical area. 

discovered a new method of making mon-
ey for the government. This method is 
called "auctions"! 

In today's environment, if there is not 
an attached license or a powerful enough 
lobby to protect it, spectrum is being 
sliced off in large chunks and auctioned to 
the highest bidder. Broadcasters have a lot 
of spectrum, and Congress is eyeballing it 
with an eye toward fattening the govern-

Let's put wireless mics into the proposed 
guard bands of these new users of Channels 

62-69. ... SBE will submit this as a proposed 

rulemaking for the FCC. 

We are constantly upgrading our sam-
ple tests and real examinations to ensure 
that we are stressing the latest in broad-
cast technology, so you can be certain that 
your Certification is achievable and 
meaningful. 

But the work of Certification is only 
part of what SBE offers. Also important 
to you in your day-to-day operations is 
the efficient use of the broadcast spec-
trum. 

Unless you have been hiding under a 
rock, you have heard that the FCC has 

ment treasury. 
The losses: TV Channels 60-69 — 

gone. Channels 52-59 — gone. And 
watch out! The 2 GHz ENG channels — 
gone. 
SBE has been attempting to protect 

those assets actively wherever possible. 
Dane Ericksen, CPBE, and his FCC 
Liaison Committee have been burning 
the midnight oil and wearing out a lot of 
pencils trying to help you keep spec-
trum,or at least slow down the loss of 
usable channels. 

With the loss of spectrum, we are 
working with several groups in an attempt 
to maintain, or possibly even improve, the 
status quo. 

On guard 
The loss of TV Channels 62-69 not 

only means that those stations have to be 
displaced, but where will all those wire-
less mics in that spectrum be moved? 
SBE member Karl Voss of Phoenix 

(yeah, the same guy that somehow waves 
a magic wand every Super Bowl and 
makes a lot of people very happy by find-
ing a way to shoehorn in a few thousand 
RF users into a quarter- square-mile foot-
ball station — that Karl Voss) came up 
with a good idea: Let's put wireless mics 
into the proposed guard bands of these 
new users of Chennels 62-69! 

Great idea. Dane Ericksen went to 
work on this, and SBE will submit it as 
a proposed rulemaking for the FCC. 

Then we have the loss of Channels 1 
and 2 in the 2 GHz ENG spectrum. A few 

See SBE, page 18 

Tele-Link 
by Energy-Onix 

The only stereo quality STL link to utilize the 
"Free Internet Highway" 

Standard system provides bi-directional stereo. Versions available with 4 and 8 channel capacities. 

Contact Energy-Onix, Broadcast Connection or your Energy-Onix dealer for price & delivery information. 

Energy-Onix Broadcast Equipment Co., Inc. 

Toll Free Phone: 888-324-6649 
Fax: 518-758-1476 

E- Mail: info@energy-onix.com 

 ENERGY-ON1X  
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CO., INC. 

Broadcast Connection 
Phone: 970-482-9254 

Fax: 970-482-6123 
E-Mail: john@broadcastconnection.com 
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years back, this spectrum was sought by 
satellite services — and the FCC deter-
mined that it was in the public interest for 
broadcasters to give it up. 
Who knows? This could have hap-

pened after some politician had a prob-
lem with a sound bite one night and 
decided to get even. Well, it worked. The 
FCC felt that we as broadcasters could 
implement this by reducing the allowable 
spectrum by 17 MHz (Phase I) while 
rechanneling the ENG frequencies to 
14.5 MHz bandwidth — and you still end 
up with seven channels as always! 

Easy enough, thought the FCC. After 
all, you reduced your 36 MHz HDTV 

requirement to 6 MHz, so you should be 
able to get ENG down a bit as well. 
Wrong! 
I guess we might need to add the word 

"live" to breaking ENG reports, because 
trying to keep what we have while reduc-
ing the bandwidth is just a bit difficult. 

Just when we started working on this, 
a reduction of one channel, we learn — 
hold on — the FCC announces that 
broadcasters should also give up 
Channel 2 a little later down the road. 

What?! We can't do it with 14.5 MHz, 
and now you want it reduced to 12? OK, 
what next? Sell tourist packages to the 
international space station? Why not! 
Well, let's just call this Phase II. 
OK, broadcasters, develop a flew 

ENG system with seven channels, each 
14.5 MHz wide, use this for a short 
time, and then do it all again and reduce 

it to 12 MHz. 
Any equipment manufacturers want 

to gear up your factory to convert analog 
radios for a short term, and then repeat 
the same situation again? And at what 
cost? Not only in money, but also in pro-
gramming disruptions to your 6 o'clock 
news. I can't wait to see the look on the 
faces of news directors. You want to do 
what? When? Yeah, right! 

Team effort 
SBE is working with the networks and 

several station groups, to determine a 
solution. 
Andy Bater of the Tribune Group 

chairs the ad hoc 2 GHz ENG Transition 
Committee and is working on this with 
valuable assistance from Craig Strom of 
WLS(TV) and several others from ABC, 
CBS, Fox, NBC, Belo and Cosmos. 

Scott Studios' New CD Ripper Saves Time 
and Money for Stations using APT-X on 
Older SS, AXS and DCS Digital Systems 
At Last...A 
CD Ripper 
for APT-X 
Now.. your stations with 
classic digital systems like 
Scott Studios' SS. Electric 
Works' AXS, or Computer 
Concepts' DCS air studios 
can now save time by 
eliminating dubbing of music 
CDs and multi-track 
production editors like Vegas, 
Sound Forge, Cool Edit, 
SAW, Sadie and Audicy. 

Regardless of the age of your 
digital system, TLC transfers 
5-minute songs to hard drive 
in about 15 to 20 seconds 
and uploads 1-minute spots 
in a few seconds. Multi-hour 
syndicated CD shows now 
transfer to hard drive in a 
fraction of real time, which 
can save you real money! 

Scott Studios' recent 
customers have been ripping 
CDs and doing fast no-dub 
exports from multi-track 
editors to MPEG or 
uncompressed Scott Studios 
systems for years. 

Now Scott Studios honors 
customers of our legacy 
systems with our new TLC 4 
APT TLC stands for Trim. 
Label and Convert. Now that 
we've added APT-X 
capability, TLC 4 APT is now 
compatible with older SS, 
AXS. DCS and Maestro air 
studio systems! 

Audio quality is awesome 
because you get a direct 
digit-for-digit transfer from 
compact disc to hard drive. 

TLC also imports and 
exports BWF (Broadcast 
Wave Format) audio as well 
as the upcoming AES Cart 

24/7 Technical Support: 888-SCOTT-411 
(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811 
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Scott Studios now offers time saving CD Ripping and no dub multi-track production to stations 
using older Scott, AXS, DCS and Maestro digital audio systems. Its TLC, which stands for Trim, 
Label and Convert. TLC 4 APT imports and exports between APT-X. MPEG and uncompressed 
WAVE audio. TLC also converts MP3 audio to any other format. 

Chunk standard that virtually 
every major digital audio 
vendor promises to support. 

TLC is available either with a 
Scott 1.4 GHz. Pentium 4 
1RU slim rack mount 
computer, or as software only 
for use on your PC. 

CD ripping time varies 
according to processor and 
CD ROM speeds, so the 
faster and newer your 
Pentium and CD ROM, the 
faster your music rips onto 
hard drive. 

Stations interested in a free 
trial of TLC 4 APT can 
download a test version from 
scottstudios.com or 
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tIc4apt.com. The free trial 
lasts 10 days or allows 20 
APT-X exports for quality 
evaluation. 

TLC 4 APT handles APT-X, 
MPEG and uncompressed 
import and export as well as 
MP3 import. TLC 4 APT is 
only $1.500 per copy 
including 90 days of toll-free 
phone support. This small 
investment pays for itself in a 
few months by ripping show 
CDs to reduce weekend 
board operator payroll. On-
site installation and training is 
optionally available. Pay by 
check, Visa. MasterCard or 
American Express. Order by 

phone, mail or Internet. 

For copy or sales office 
computers that want to 
audition spots but do not 
need to rip CDs or import 
spots, a Play-Only TLC 4 
APT is only $500 per copy. 

For stations wanting to 
expand Anx systems to 
triple-overlap or add Scott's 
Voice Tracker, a few APT 
audio cards are still available. 

TLC 4 APT clients who later 
upgrade to new SS32 or 
Computer Concepts' Maestro 
systems can continue to use 
TLC with the latest digital 
studio equipment. 

.5coet Stediee 
13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400 

Dallas, Texas 75234 USA 

New SBE Frequency Coordination 
Director Galen Hassinger, CBT 

Representing SBE is Dane Ericksen, 
SBE General Counsel Chris Imlay, SBE 
Executive Director John Poray, myself 
and, in his first major assignment as 
SBE's newest staff member, SBE 
Frequency Coordination Director Galen 
Hassinger, CBT. 
As we move forward, we will be 

advising you of our progress. Should you 
wish to be more closely involved, contact 
Hassinger at (941) 267-1742 or 
ghassinger@ sbe. org . 
He comes to us after a successful his-

tory in broadcast engineering and sales. 
Most recently, he was director of engi-
neering for WINK-AM-FM-TV in Fort 
Myers, Fla. Prior to that, he held engi-
neering positions in South Carolina, 
Orlando, Fla. and Nebraska, as well as 
having served as a sales representative 
for Harris Broadcast. 

Hassinger hails from the state of 
Nebraska. With his expertise, in addition 
to the efforts of our Frequency 
Coordination Committee and the help of 
all the SBE staff, we are showing how 
SBE intends to take a more aggressive 
posture for our membership in this 
important area. 

MARKET PLACE 

Pick the Hits 
Enters Deal With 

SiteShell 

Pick the Hits, a music industry 
Web site for test-marketing music by 
popular and emerging artists, 
announced a deal with SiteShell 
Corp., an Internet Web site network 
company, to license dynamic, audi-
ence- specific, visual-content Web 
packages to radio stations. 
The agreement will place Pick the 

Hits content on SiteShell's network 
of station Web sites. Pick the Hits 
went live in May on 134 stations, and 
will be featured on approximately 
270 by the end of the year. 

"This is the perfect content part-
nership for our network," said Jim 
Champlin, president of SiteShell. 
"Pick the Hits has compelling, inter-
active music content and SiteShell's 
affiliates will provide thousands ot 
interested users." 

For information contact SiteShell 
in Connecticut at (203) 929-9101 or 
visit www.siteshell.com 
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Nigerian Scam: Too Good to Be True 
John Bisset 

It was probably 10 years ago that I 
received a fax that was too good to be 
true. Coming into the office early one 
morning, I found the fax on official let-
terhead from a government official in 
Nigeria. It seems there had been some 
large profits realized on a transaction, 
and this official was willing to "share" 
some of the profits with me — if I would 
launder his money! 

your bank information, begin transferring 
money out of — not into — your 
account. 

Turns out the Nigerian scheme is a 
classic. RW Editor Paul McLane recalled 
receiving the exact same solicitation 
years ago at a former job. I sent the fax 
off to the country's embassy, along with a 
letter suggesting they investigate the indi-
viduals who were tarnishing their coun-
try's name. I never got another fax. 

Perusing Dave Biondi's Broadcast.Net 

Fig. 1: Rain can erode soil and expose ground radials. 

Well, he didn't say "launder," but as I 
read on, I could read between the lines. 
Nonetheless, for a small businessman, the 
thought of filling my bank account with 
hundreds of thousands of dollars seemed 
too good to be true. All I had to do was 
send him my bank account information, 
and the funds would be transferred! How 
simple, how rich! 

Knowing that Stevan Dana, founder of 
Radio World, had experience in the inter-
national marketplace, I showed him the 
fax. After a few moments of laughter, 
Steve explained how these groups prey 
on small businesses, and once they get 

list server recently, I see that the crooks 
are at it again, this time using the 
Internet. 

Broadcast Consulting Engineer John 
Battison reported getting an e-mail ver-
sion of the letter, which he forwarded to 
the attorney general. 

Alan Kilgore of Moody Broadcasting 
Network's WMBV(FM)/WMBU(FM) 
reported his message to the FBI. Alan 
says the bureau is aware of these groups, 
and has been tracking them for several 
years. There now appear to be copy-cats 
of the originators, and Alan recommends 
reporting the messages to the origina-

Got a problem? 
Since 1982, Henry Engineering's 
"blue boxes" have been 
so ving your problems! 

• Audio Interface 

• Audio Mixing 

• Audic Distribution 

• Telepnone Information 

• Digital Audio Storage 

MI Control Interface 

Over 60,000 units in use worldwide. 

How can we help you? Blueboxes. Inc. 

tor's e-mail service. 
If you receive a message or a fax, 

don't get taken. There is no free lunch, 
no matter how good the offer sounds. 
Unfortunately, it seems these offers 
arrive when you just lost a contract 
client, or receivables are low — the 
temptation is high. But the chaos that 
replying to such offers can create is inde-
scribable. The rules outside of the United 
States are different. Be careful! 

* * * 

We've had a few good gully-washers 
in our area this spring. If your area has 
experienced heavy rains, it's a good time 
to check your AM ground system. 

off-road vehicles digging in the dirt. 
If your site is newly acquired, gently 

dig with a trowel and inspect your ground 
radials. The wires should not be corrod-
ed, nor brittle. 

It's OK for the radial wires to be tar-
nished green. Most radial wires are 
buried 6 to 10 inches deep. Check your 
AM license as to how many radials were 
buried, and their length. Many of the old-
er original licenses contained this infor-
mation. 

* * * 

With the migration of satellite services 
to all-digital systems, stations with older 
dishes are encountering problems. The 
new Starguide receivers must have a 2-
degree-compliant dish for effective 
reception. 

Mr. Satellite, Harris' Jerry Weddle. 

Fig. 2: The result of placing a static mat on shag or deep pile carpeting. 

Figure 1 shows the effect of rain erod-
ing the soil on a hill, exposing the ground 
radials. Not only will this earn you a fine 
from the FCC when they inspect, if ani-
mals or kids run over the radials and 
break them, your AM signal suffers. 

Walk around your site and check the 
soil. Even if your ground field is on a lev-
el plot of land, inspect for evidence of 

www.henryeng.com 
Tel: 626.355.3656 
Fax: 626.355.0077 

says if you have an older dish — 10 to 15 
years old — it may not be 2 degree-com-
pliant. The result will be interfering sig-
nals from adjacent satellites. 

Lowell Kiesow of ICPLU(FM), Pacific 
Lutheran University's station in Tacoma, 
Wash., suggests tweaking the feedhorn 
polarization to reduce interference, if the 

See WORKBENCH. page 20 
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The BBC is creating "the world' 
largest decentralized computer-assisted 
radio system," consisting of more than 
1,000 workstations across England. 
The project partnership of Jutel and 

IBM began installing Jutel's RadioMan 
radio station management technology with 
IBM Netfinity servers and Intellistations at 
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What? 
ital media sy stem designed for large 
broadcasters. It enables scheduling, pro-
gram planning, content production, ver-
sioning and broadcasting of program to 
multiple output channels like FM, AM, 
DAB, satellite, Web and 3G. 

John Sullivan is technology manager 
at Classic FM.... 

Neumann M 150 tube microphones capture NPR's 'Artist in Residence' live 
performance with resident pianist Jeremy Denk and the Shanghai Quartet. 

BBC sites in December. Digigram sup-
plied more than 950 soundcards for the 
project. 

Radio Cornwall was the first of 26 
local BBC radio stations to receive the 
digital makeover. 

Also, Classic FM, Britain's popular 
national classical music radio station. 
chose the RadioMan editorial and pro-
duction toolkits. 

Classic FM says it was the first U.K. 
broadcaster to go fully digital. RadioMan 
will help it enhance its services through 
the use of program-associated data and 
Web functionality. 

RadioMan is an open-architecture dig-

Aphex Systems supplied a Model 
2020 Series Broadcast Audio Processor 
to Christian Pirate Radio for condition-
ing audio signals destined for broadband 
broadcast via the Internet. 

The station uses the unit to condition 
signals for two Internet-delivery music 
channels: CPR and CPRXtreme. 

The Model 2020 feeds DAs that con-
nect to data-reduction encoders providing 
a variety of streaming formats, including 
a RealAudio G2 SureStream up to 32 
kbps, a Microsoft Windows Media Player 
64 kbps feed, a lower-quality Microsoft 
Windows Media Player 24 kbps feed for 
modem users, plus three WebRadio feeds 

that require no plug-ins at the end-user's 
download location. 
The station also uses Aphex 

Compellors, Telos AudioActive Encoders 
and ZSys Digital Patching equipment.... 

HCJB World Radio entered into an 
agreement with AudioScience for the 
development of an MPEG Layer II/III 
audio adapter designed for use with the 
ARIEL (Automated Radio In Every 
Language) automation system. 

Dave Pasechnik is director of the 
HCJB World Radio Engineering Center 
in Elkhart, Ind. 
The ASI6201 will be based on dual 

TMS320C6711 DSPs from Texas 
Instruments. It will offer five streams of 
MPEG Layer II/III playback with simul-
taneous MPEG-Layer record at dif-
ferent sample rates. 

Balanced analog and AES/EBU digital 
I/O are provided with the adapter sample 
clock being able to be synched to the 
AES/EBU input.... 

Omnia said jazz station WDUQ(FM) 
in Pittsburgh, Ohio, chose two Omnia-
3net audio processors for their streaming 
Internet audio. 
Cox Communications purchased an 

Omnia.fm.HOT for use "somewhere in 
America's Deep South." Radio One has 
ordered three Omnia-6fm audio proces-
sors for WHTA(FM) and WAMJ(FM) in 
Atlanta. And Greece's Radio One broad-
cast group purchased Omnia-3fm audio 
processors. 

Sister company Telos Systems sold 15 
Telos ONE+ONE telephone hybrids and 
three Delta 100 hybrids to Korean 

See WBW, page 22 

Workbench 
Continued from page 19 

problem still exists on a 2 degree-com-
pliant dish. Lowell believes that polar-
ization of the feedhorn is the first line 
of defense against adjacent satellite 
interference. 

The process is simple but can take 
some patience. The method is easiest 
using a spectrum analyzer, adjusting the 
polarization to null the garbage from 
cross-polarized adjacent birds. You 
tweak the polarization for the cleanest 
desired spectrum. 

If you don't have a spectrum analyz-
er, Lowell says the same effect can be 
achieved using the Eb/No reading on 
the receiver. The display is a slow aver-
age reading, which misses a lot of the 
transient junk that causes reception 
problems. 

However, if you are patient, you will 
succeed. You'll need a couple of handi-
talkies and a partner to watch the Eb/No 
number as you adjust the polarity. It's a 
job that will try your patience, because 
you'll need to wait at least 30 seconds 
for the Eb/No average to change after 
each adjustment. 

The trick is to take it slow, and be 
patient. Make small changes followed 
by long averages. As you adjust, you 
will find a range where no obvious 
change in the Eb/No number will 
occur. Keep moving until you get to 
the outside limits, the point where you 
observe deterioration, and mark those 

points with a pencil. Then center the 
feedhorn between these two marks for 
best rejection of interference. 

* * * 

For most of the country, static mat 
season is over. Now many of us need to 
endure days of endless humidity! Using 
static mats in the studio can be a chal-
lenge. Their 24-hour use means they 
wear quickly. 

Figure 2, on page 19, shows the result 
of placing the mat on shag or deep pile 
carpeting. You can eliminate the ruts if 
you glue the mat to a piece of 1/4-inch 
plywood, cut for the size of the mat. 
RW Technical Adviser Tom 

McGinley goes a step further. Instead of 
buying plastic mats, Tom suggests you 
purchase a stiff sheet of polished alu-
minum, 1/8-inch thick. 
An added benefit is that the sheet can 

be connected to the master ground. A 
sheet metal outfit should be able to 
make one with tapered edges at a rea-
sonable cost. It's been Tom's experi-
ence that when the air is really dry, you 
need the "real deal" — cheaper plastic 
mats can't compete with the aluminum 
equivalent. 

John Bisset has worked as a chief 
engineer and contract engineer for more 
than 30 years. Reach him at ( 703) 323-
8011. Submissions for this column are 
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recerti-
fication credit. 

Fax your submission to (703) 323-8044, 
or send e-mail to jbisset@harris.com • 
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A 1 kW STICK-ON° 
The question is frequently asked... 

...but Not Yet. 

• • • 

However, over 200 other exciting products from ROU are sure to fit many of the other needs in your facility. 

You know us by our slogan, "SPECIALISTS IN PRACTICAL PRECISION ENGlNEEilNG"TM. 

For your full- line product listing, including 13 NEW PRODUCTS for 2001, 

call or write: 
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First Professional MP3 Audio Cards 

BSI and AudioScience have teamed up to create soundcards that play four MP3 files 
simultaneously without a software CODEC. The $2095 ASI4344 and the $2795 ASI4346 
were available on May 1st, exclusively at BSI. 

This is the first time a professional audio company has created 
devices specifically for the MP3 format. The two cards 
decompress audio files on their own hardware so the processor 
doesn't have to. With these cards, the skipping and slowness 
that plague broadcasters with MP3 files have been eliminated. 

elro The concept of decompressing audio on an audio card has been 
used with other forma:s, however the Frauhofer Institute has 

controlled the CODECs for the MP3 format. Putting the CODEC on 
the card vastly improves PC performance, so playing multiple MP3 files 

simultaneously will be no different to your PC than playing multiple linear files. 

"Our corporate mission is to respond to customer requests. AudioScience has a record of 
leadership in the digital audio market. When BSI and AudioScience formed the concept of 
combining our hardware with MP3 technology it mé de sense for both 
of us," says AudioScience President Richard Gross. 

"The radio industry has been heading towards an audio card like this 
one ever since the MP3 format became popular. Broadcasters wanted 
to use MP3 files, but could not get the consistent sound they needed," 
says Ron Burley, BSI President. "We were happy to have 
AudioScience as a partner in this because of their record of creating 
products users want, rather than finding customers for the cards they 

decided to make." 

BSI will be the exclusive distributor of the new audio cards. And only 
BSI will distribute the upgrades to two other cards, the ASI4334 and the 
ASI4336, allowing them to play triple MP3 files. The $200 upgrades 
allow you to buy the earlier card with upgrade for the same cost. 

Affordable Digital Automation 

Our WaveStation 3.0 has all the features of the 
too-expensive systems, but is priced reasonably 
like software, not gold-plated broadcast 
hardware. We often hear, " It can't be true!" Over 
3000 satisfied users prove the contrary. 

WaveStation uses linear or compressed audio 
files. Features include WebCast ability, on-
screen voice-track editing, time-shift recording 
and serial port control. Offers full automation, 
satellite, voice-track and live assist. Works with 
Windows   
2000, 95, 98 
or NT. 
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ditlitne for only $1499 

www.bsiusa.com 

Tip 
Online Tech Data 

Quote of the 

Month 

"WaveCart is really an 
awesome tool. When I trained 
our weekend board-ops, who 
had no radio experience, it 
took only about 15 minutes 
before they had gi real grasp 
on it." 

Clive Millett 
KKVV- Las Vegas, NV 

Calendar 

Aug 16-18, WaveStation 
Weekend Training Session 

Birthdays: 
June 18 1942, Paul McCartney 
June 19 1903, Lou Gehrig 

If the net clock for your station is locked in the PD's 
office or you can't find the wiring diagram for your 
audio switcher, you'll probably find the info you 
need at www.bsiusa.com/support. The BSI web 
support area has a database that includes wiring 
instructions for connecting to external devices, 
whether or not you're using BSI software! It also 
includes network program & tone clocks. You'll also 
find complete online manuals for all BSI programs. 

WJIL - Dan Kolenda User file 1 

Dan Kolenda visited BSI for WaveStation 
Weekend in February. "I thoroughly enjoyed 
it. It's so good to be able to see BSI President 
Ron Burley demonstrate things. Reading the 
manual is great, but being able to see him do it, 
the lights just all come on. He really wants to 
help us, instead of just trying to sell a product. 
Ron kept saying that BSI was a user-driven 
company, and you can really feel that from what he says to you." 

Dan has been using WaveStation for a while now. Although he was 
familiar with the product, there was more to learn. " I've always had a little 
bit of reluctance to try new things because I might go off the air. 
WaveStation Weekend really raised my confidence level. I don't mind 
experimenting more now. And the technology has changed so much that 
this really brought me up to date. I also think it's good to ask for a 
roommate," he says, "I planned to go, not for a vacation, but to learn. My 
roommate and I sat in our room and just bounced ideas off each other." 

The thing Dan liked most about the $ 1499 WaveStation Weekend was the 
personal aspect. "I really enjoyed talking to the different technicians. I've 
talked with them before over the phone, but being able to sit down and pick 
their brains was worth its weight in gold." 

Send us your story. 

888-BSIUSA1 WWW.BSIUSA.COM 
Broadcast Software International 
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Broadcasting System. And Radio Free 
Asia installed a Telos Series 2101 multi-
studio talkshow system.... 

The Louisiana News Network 
renewed its agreement with AP Radio 
for its NewsPower text service. 

Clear Channel station KXTA(AM) in 
Los Angeles, a Fox Sports affiliate, added 
AP SportsPower, SoundBank and 
GraphicsBank, while the group's 
KVET(AM) in Austin, Texas, signed up 
for AP NewsPower, GraphicsBank, 
SoundBank and AP Network News.... 

Denver jazz giant KUVO(FM) upgrad-
KUVO(FM) in Denver used the Symetrix 528E 
processor in its otherwise all-digital upgrade. 

Enter to win one o great prizes in Radio World's 
reader appreciation contest giveaway! 

IMAS Publishing is celebrating 25 years of To become eligible to win, you need to 
serving you and the radio broadcast 

industry. To mark this significant mile- 
stone, 25 of radio's leading equip- . 

ment suppliers have teamed up 

with Rodio World to express their 
appreciation. 
Throughout 2001, Radio World 

will conduct 25 random drawings. 
Prizes and winners will be 

announced in every issue of Radio 
World all year long. 
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complete these three easy steps: efe, 1) Register online at our Web site 
www.rwonline.com  

seee 
a 3) Fill out the electronic entry 

form — that's it, you're done! 

It's your chance to celebrate our 
Silver Anniversary with these fine 

"o World supporters ... 

2) Click the Silver Sweepstakes 

icon on our homepage 
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Contest Rules: To ply register online at www.rwonline.com,sweeps. 25 drawings will be held thrpughout the year. Contest ends December 19, 2001. 
One prize per winnet All contestants MUST reside in the United States and have c valid mailing address. Winners shoeld receive prizes within 30 days of notification, however, 

time may vary and is not guaranteed by 1MAS Publishing. Federal, state and local tax laws may apply tc prizes and are the sole responsibility of the winner. 
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O Symetrix 

ed its signal path to digital, but opted to 
keep one piece analog: the Symetrix 
528E Voice Processor. 
The radio station also installed a 

Nautel transmitter, Logitek Numix 
digital consoles, Shively antenna, 
Harris digital microwave and an 
Omnia FM processor. 

The Symetrix 528E is at the head of 
the signal chain, providing mic pre-
amplification, de-essing, compression-
limiting, downward expansion, para-
metric EQ and voice symmetry 
alignment for air talent. 
Mike Pappas, KUVO's CE, said, 

"Keeping the ' front-end' mic processing 
separate from the main processing 
allows us to set the Omnia up to give 
consistent music performance without 
overdoing it, which is important for our 
classic Jazz format." ... 

Jones Radio Networks said Lia, 
"Country's Seven to Midnight Solution," 
is airing on WBCT(FM) in Grand 
Rapids, Mich. "We've been looking for-
ward to getting Lia on this monster sig-
nal," said Jim LaMarca, VP/GM of JRN's 
Daypart Personalities unit. Lia is on the 
air with 130 country affiliates.... 

Buckley's WOR Radio in New York 
and SiteShell Corp. entered into an affili-
ate licensing agreement. SiteShell will 
create and maintain a locally branded, e-
commerce integrated Web site for the 
talk/info station. Separately, SiteShell said 
it will build and host a site for the syndi-
cated "Doug Stephan Good Day USA" 
talk show. SiteShell's BlueDot WebSite 
NetWork hosts approximately 150 sites 
for affiliated stations, with about 100 
more in production. ... 

Longtime TV and radio talk show host 
Joe Franklin teamed up with the Riese 
Organization to open an eatery in 
Manhattan's theatre district, called Joe 
Franklin's Memory Lane Restaurant. 

In the center of the front dining room 
is a triangular stage where Franklin inter-
views celebrities via a Soundcraft 
RM100 broadcast mixer. 

The eight-channel RM100 features a 
modification by Bob Casey of dealer 
Dale Electronics that allows it to mix 
interviews to a DAT recorder for later 
broadcast use and to control the restau-
rant's PA levels.... 

RDA Systems Inc. completed a radio 
integration project for Hispanic 
Broadcasting Corp. in San Francisco. 
The installation involved designing and 
wiring a master control room, air and news 
studios and three production rooms. Bill 
Brooks is CE for HBC San Francisco. ... 

NPR's "Performance Today" tried 
out Neumann's new M 150 Tube, which 
builds upon the M 50 and has better elec-
trical specifications and a titanium cap-
sule. The mic has an unusual low-fre-
quency-omni, high-frequency-directional 
pickup pattern. The show arranged to 
borrow M 150s to coincide with an "artist 
in residence" feature, a week of on-air 
performances. 

"Who's Buying What" is printed as a 
service to our readers who are interested in 
how their peers choose equipment and ser-
vices. Information is provided by suppliers. 

Companies with news of unusual or 
prominent sales should send information and 
photos to: RW Managing Edition PO. Box 
1214, Falls Church, VA 22041. • 
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The ASI43d4 gives you professional audi 
playback of MP3 fees. This 4 stereo output/ 
'stereo input audio device has on-board 
decompression for MP3. That makes audio 
playback test and efficient. Now you can 
play multiple simultaneous MP3 audio files 

as clearly as linear audio files- and they take 
up a fractian of the hard drive space. 

Exclusively at BSI 

Pro CD Ripping - $ 199 

Our Speedy 3.0 professional CD ripping 
software gives you up to 20X ripping speeds 
into the format of your choice. RapidRip, 
automatic naming autotrim, and 

normaiizcrtion make building your library 
faster 8x simpler than ever. Free automatic 

labeling via the OMB Internet service. 

Complete Systems - $4999 
starting price 

Pictured - BSI Series 300 

Our turnkey systems come equipped with all 
hardware, software, hubs and cabling you 
need to go on-the-air. Unlike some other 
companies, we do include the PC's... 

custom built or from Dell, your choice. We 
can even provide music from our 30,000 
song library. Specially recording and Sat-Net 
systems are also available. 

Smaicicast 

Softlievarre 
International 

Digita Automation - $ 1499 

Our WaveStalon 3.0 digital automation 
software comes complete with triple-overlap 
pbyback, VoiceTracking, remote access 

and control, dynamic HTMUXML generation 
fa- web site cispdy, time 8x temp announce, 
satellite interface and log import/export. 
'vbre thar 2500 users worldwide. 

111111111' 
MP3 Audio Card - $2795 

AudioScience's ASI4346 audio card features 
MP3 playback with on-board 
decompression. With it, MP3 audio files play 
quickly ard smoothly. The card has four 

physical srereo outputs and one stereo 
input. It cdso includes a OPIO and an RS422 

bitstream input, which supports direct input 
of a satellite receiver MPEG bIstream. 

Exclusively at BSI 

Portable Production - $ 2599 

The BSI FieldStation lets you take professional 
audio production, playback and editing 
capabilities virtually anywhere. The robust 
Dell loofa° platform and versatile BSI 
software combine to form an amazing 
portable audio workstation. 

Download the actual software, or call for information 

WWW.BSIUSA,COM 888-BSIUSA1 
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MARKET WATCH 

Suburban Radio Is Key in Trenton 
'Not Philadelphia, Not New York' Is the Battle Cry 

of Market No. 139 — And No Local Television! 

Scott Fybush 

It's probably not a good idea to ask 
residents of New Jersey's Mercer 
County, "What exit are you from?" 
The old joke about the New Jersey 

Turnpike just isn't relevant in one of the 
Garden State's fastest-growing regions — 
and anyway, the turnpike clips only a tiny 
corner of the county on its way from the 
industrial plants of Newark down to the 
farmland of South Jersey. 

Good market 
With 337,000 residents and a median 

household income of $53,626, the 
Trenton market takes in a broad range 
of communities. The city of Trenton 
itself, in the southwestern corner of 
Mercer County along the Delaware 
River, is the New Jersey state capital, 
as well as an old industrial center. 

"Trenton Makes, The World Takes" 
is the slogan emblazoned on one of the 
steel bridges over the river — not to 
mention the inspiration for the 
WTTM(AM) call sign that's been on 
several stations in the market. 

After several decades of decline, the 
city is on an upswing. Waterfront Park, 
along the Delaware, is home to the 
minor-league Trenton Thunder baseball 
team. Nearby, new restaurants and 
shops are again drawing people to 
downtown Trenton. 
The real growth in Mercer County, 

though, is out along U.S. 1 in the north-
ern and eastern parts of the area. In 
towns like Windsor and West Windsor, 
farmland is rapidly changing into hous-
ing developments that boast price tags 
in the high six figures. 

New upscale retail growth is follow-
ing the housing trends, with gourmet 
supermarkets and high-end car dealers 
moving in alongside the mansions. 

What's the appeal? Ask anyone in 
eastern Mercer County where they live 
and the answer you'll get is not "near 
Trenton," but "near Princeton." 

On the FM dial, most of the big 
Philadelphia signals are regular occu-
pants of top- 10 spots in the Trenton 
book, while powerful New York AM 
signals like WABC, WOR and WFAN 
routinely appear within the top 20. 

Even Mercer County's own stations 
like to think big when it comes to sig-
nal reach. All three of the major FM 
signals licensed to Trenton — Press 
Communications' WKXW and Nassau 
Broadcasting Partners' WPST and 

Glenn Smith, VVWFM Music Director and Afternoon Host 

The Ivy League school and its name-
sake town are powerful draws. A com-
mute of less than 90 minutes to either 
Philadelphia or midtown Manhattan 
doesn't hurt, either. 

Living so close to markets No. 1 and 
4 is a mixed blessing, though, for 
Trenton's own radio scene. 

WNJO — market themselves to areas 
far beyond the Mercer County line. 
"We happen to be located within 

Trenton, but we like to think of our-
selves as part of a bigger New Jersey 
market," said Eric Johnson, program 
director of WKXW. 

See TRENTON, page 26 

PROMO POWER 

Branding: 
Internal or 
External? 

Mark Lapidus 

As I was weaving amid the 
bustling crowd of families — eaves-
dropping whenever possible, of 
course — one comment from a wife 
to her husband caught my ear. 

"Gee, hon," she said, "there sure 
are a lot of radio stations here. I 
wonder what's going on?" 

Designate a 
lead station for all 

market events at 

the start of the 

process. 

The husband shrugged his shoul-
ders as he and the kids wondered 
where they could get something to 
drink. This incident occurred during 
the early days of consolidation. We 
had decided to have all the stations 
from our company set up booths at 
a "co-branded" Kids' Fair. 
We figured we'd put as many there 

as we could, hoping to give them all 
See PROMO, page 32 

Save a Bundle on This Bundle 

Introducing the ProPack - offering you the essential functionality and reliabili-

ty of the DigaSystem tailored to the content production specialist. ProPack gives 

ycu everything you need to compose, produce and manage your audio whether 

its last-minute stringer reports, jingles or full-blown multitrack productions. 

Here's what the Diga ProPack comes with: 

• DigaStudio ra:•,kmount ND converter and desktop control console made by STUDER 
• Intel PIII 800MHz, 256MB RAM, 30G HD, CD-ROM, 6 PCI slots in a 4U ( 19") rackmount 
• Windows 2000 Professional 
• DigaSystem software bundle: Database Manager Personal Edition 
and EZ Track 3-track editor 

• 15" TFT flatscreen display 
• Digigram PCX 924 professional I/O card 
• Keyboard and mouse 

Diga ProPack 

Upgrades available 
See our website for (total's 

Price 

$9995 

MANAGEMENT DATA 
MEDIA SYÇIF MS IN( 

6193 Finchingfield Rd VVarrenton VA 20187 Tel 540 341 8550 info@mdata-us com 

mciata-us.com 
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Continued from page 25 
Press Communications' CEO Robert 

McAllan said the station shows up in six 
ratings books: New York City, which is 
the main source of WKXW's revenue; 
Philadelphia; and Middlesex-Somerset-
Union counties, Monmouth, Trenton and 
Ocean City, NJ. 
On the air, though, it programs to the 

entire Garden State, offering itself as a 
station that's "not New York and not 
Philadelphia" to an audience that regu-
larly cumes more than 900,000 listen-
ers a week. 

Statewide 
The station, which bills itself on-air as 

"New Jersey 101.5," is simulcast on 
WBSS(FM) Millville in southern New 
Jersey, reaching listeners from the 
Holland Tunnel into Manhattan, all the 
way to the Walt Whitman Bridge into 
downtown Philadelphia and the Delaware 
Memorial Bridge to the south. 

Since March 1990, its programming 
has been a mix of talk on the weekdays 
and oldies on the weekends, created by 
consultant Walter Sabo. 

"There was no newspaper that cov-
ered the state, there was no commercial 
TV station in the state and there was no 
statewide radio station until we came 
along," Sabo said. 
"New Jersey has 14 million people, 

more motor vehicle registrations than 
the state of California and nobody was 
talking about it until we came along." 

In its first few years as a talker, New 
Jersey 101.5 garnered plenty of atten-
tion, not least at the state capital of 

mate in the state has quieted, the talk 
hosts on WKXW are more likely to be 
heard discussing "lifestyle" topics. 

Whatever the nature of the talk, Sabo 
said it's as carefully planned out as the 
playlist of a top-40 music station. In fact, 

Fourth of July at the 'Trenton Makes' Bridge 

Trenton itself, with an on-air campaign 
against the state's high taxes that led to 
the 1993 defeat of Democratic 
Governor Jim Florio. 
More recently, as the political cli-

Competing With the Big Boys 
Sandwiched between markets No. I and No. 5, Trenton broadcasters contend mi WI many stations licensed to 

communities outside its market but competing for listeners 
within. In fact only half of the stations licensed to Trenton 
made the Arbitran Fall 2000 book the other half pressed 
out by stations from Philadelphia and New York 

Even market No. 33, Middlesex-Somerset- Union, N.J., 
makes an appearance or two in the Trenton book. 

For an idea of how Trenton radio is affected by "out (.1. !owners," here is the Arbitran Fall 2000 average 
quarter hour share for persons 12-plus, Monday to Sunday, 6 a.m. to midnight for Trenton, market 139. 

A ARBITRON 

Station 

WPST(FM) 
WDAS(FM) 
WNJO(FM) 
WKXW(FM) 
WXTU(FM) 
WYSP(FM) 
WUSL(FM) 
WBUD(AM) 
WJJZ(FM) 
WIMJ(AM) 
WIOQ(FM) 
WMMR(FM) 
WLCE(FM) 
WABC(AM) 
WOGL(FM) 
WFAN(AM) 
WXRK(FM) 
WCBS(AM) 
WKTU(FM) 
WMGK(FM) 
WMGQ(FM) 
WOR(AM) 
WPHI(FM) 
WQCD(FM) 
WBEB(FM) 
WBLS(FM) 
WEJM(FM) 
WHWH(AM) 
WLTW(FM) 
WAWZ(FM) 
WCHR(AM) 
WOHT(FM) 
WPTP(FM) 
WWDB(FM) 
WAXQ(FM) 
WHTZ(FM) 
WPLJ(FM) 
WRKS(FM) 

City of License 

Trenton 
Philadelphia 
Trenton 
Trenton 
Philadelphia 
Philadelphia 
Philadelphia 
Trenton 
Philadelphia 
Trenton 
Philadelphia 
Philadelphia 
Philadelphia 
New York 
Philadelphia 
New York 
New York 
New York 
New York 
Philadelphia 
Middlesex-Somerset-Union, N.J. 
New York 
Philadelphia 
New York 
Philadelphia 
New York 
Philadelphia 
Trenton 
New York 
Middlesex-Somerset-Union, N.J. 
Trenton 
New York 
Philadelphia 
Philadelphia 
New York 
New York 
New York 
New York 

Fall '00 
Share 

11.8 
6.8 
5.9 
5.6 
4.9 
3.8 
3.5 
3.3 
3.3 
2.8 
2.4 
2.4 
2.1 
1.9 
1.9 
1.6 
1.6 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

he describes New Jersey 101.5 as 
"WABC without songs," right down to 
the "chime time" bells borrowed from the 
old "musicradio 77" format in New York. 

"Whenever you tune into this station, 
they're talking about Jersey, and they're 
doing it with rhythms and references 
and pacings that are comfortable to the 
people who live there," he said. 
On June 6, Press announced that it 

sold two Trenton stations, WKXW and 
WBUD(AM), a news/talker, to the New 
York-based Millennium Radio Group, 
LLC, for $ 110 million. The deal also 
included the sale of a third Press station, 
WBSS(FM), which is licensed in Corbin 
City, N. J. The transaction is expected to 
close by the third quarter. 

Until the sale of the three Press sta-
tions, companies headquartered within 
New Jersey owned every station in the 
Trenton market, a factor that contributed 
to their success, according to Sabo, who 
said this is especially true at WIOON. 

"Never has there been interference 
about content from ownership - ever," 
he said. 

There are no plans for change at the 
two Trenton stations, according to 
Millennium statements. 

Millennium is a partnership formed by 
UBS Capital Americas, LLC, a private 
investment fund and Charlie Banta's 
Mercury Capital, L.P., a media invest-
ment firm. 

No. 1 
While New Jersey 101.5 is talking, 

Trenton's other heritage FM is cranking 
out the hits. 

Since the late ' 70s, Nassau 
Broadcasting's WPST(FM) has domi-
nated the ratings and revenue in Mercer 
County, while consistently showing up 
in Philadelphia and several adjacent 
New Jersey markets. 
"We've coined the term GLR - 

Good Local Radio," said WPST 
Program Director Michelle Stevens, 
who also directs the GLR strategy at 
Nassau. 

"We're sandwiched in between New 
York and Philadelphia in the most 
densely populated state in the nation," 

Trenton 

Market rank: 139 
Market revenue rank: 135 
Number of FMs: 5 
Number of AMs: 5 

Estimated Revenue (in $000s) 
1999 13,000 
2000 14,800 
2001 15,700 
2002 17,100 

Note: While we normally report estimated 

market revenues for 1997 through 2002. 

BlAfn said it only has Trenton numbers 

for the years shown, due to probable 

underreporting for the years prior. 

Revenue Growth: 
'94 - '99: 3.1% 
'00 - '04: 7.0% (projected) 

Local Revenue: 72% 
National Revenue: 28% 

2000 Population: 85,403 

Per Capita: $24,500 

Nledian Income: $53,626 

Average Household Income: $66,591 

Fine • 
netwerk 

Background: The Capitol Dome 
of the New Jersey State House. 

she said, explaining why one trade pub-
lication recently rated WPST as the 
17th highest- rated CHR station in 
America. 

"It's an astute market; we have some 
very sophisticated consumers here," 
Stevens said. 

While that means WPST's air prod-
uct has to sound just as professional as 
the big-city stations up and down the 
dial, it also gives the station an oppor-
tunity to connect more deeply within its 
own market than the major-market out-
siders ever can. 

WNJO(FM)'s 'Family Fun Night' 
took place at Waterfront Park, 
home of the Trenton Thunder 
minor league baseball team. 

"(WPST) is constantly involved in 
the community," Stevens said. "You'll 
see our trucks out in the marketplace, 
you'll see our talent out there." 

That local focus pays off; in addition 
to drawing twice the 12-plus ratings of 
its nearest competitor, WPST boasts 
top spots in the 18- to 24-year-old and 
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IrMediaTouch 

PJ1P3 on any card! 
Multipte Streams 

No Skipping! No Kidding! 

VSatellite 

VVoice Track 

VLive Assist 

VAutomation 

VInternet 

Recoro and Play MP3, MP2, PCM, ADPCM, and 

Windows Media Audio on ordinary sound cards. 

iMediaTouch does more forless! 

(888) 665-0501 www.imediatouch.com 
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GET THE LATEST PROCESSING 

TECHNOLOGY FROM OMNIA 
The Omnia-6fm FM processor features 96-kHz sampling and 24-bit resolution; five bands of 

AGC and six bands of limiting; a fully adjustable crossover network; remote control via 

modem, RS- 232 or TCP ,IP; a " Split Channel" processing mode that lets left and right channels 

operate as independent processors; built-in Omnia SPACE-EFX stereo enhancement; virtually 

unlimited preset storage using standard PCMCIA cards ( up to 30 presets per card); plus lots 

more. Omnia-6fm is DAB ready and ITU BS-412 compliant. 

Omnia OMNIA6 Mfr. List $ 10,900.00 

"SPLIT-SECOND" DIGITAL EDITING 

NO COMPUTER REQUIRED 
Short/Cut Editor gives you split-second editing of single or dual channel audio for talk radio, call- in clips, 

news actualities, promos and spots. Features: split-second editing; familiar tape recorder interface; high-

resolution waveform display; real-time editing including cut, copy, insert, erase; insert record; crossfades; 

fade-in/fade-out; gain changes and ramping; one-touch instant record captures incoming audio in any 

mode; title and cut select with built-in keyboard; assign cuts or edited clips to 10 Hot Keys per Directory; 

internal hard disk stores 4 hours of audio; reads and writes .WAV,.BWF and .AIFF files on MAC or PC disks; 

weighs only 12 pounds ( with built-in speakers, headphone amp and a mic level input, it makes a very 

portable workstation); balanced XLII analog I/O; AES/EBU digital l'O;IEC-958/II input; D-NET output. 

360 Systems SC180-3 SHORT/CUT 

4 hours audio storage LIST $ 3,495.00 

XSTREAM DELIVERS 
WITH NEWEST CODEC 
TECHNOLOGY 

The new Telos Xstream offers all the familiar 

features of the Telos Zephyr, as well as MPEG-2 

AAC ( Advanced Audio Coding), Ethernet connectivity for remote control 

and IP audio streaming, a straight-forward friendly graphical user 

interface and exclusive DSP-based audio processing 

by Omnia (on models with built-in mixer). 

Telos 9402 XSTREAM studio coder. 

List $ 3,990.00 ...ALL h1/4.)h AL..t 

Telos 9502 XSTREAM portable codec with mixer 

List $ 4,490.00 

Telos 9602 XSTREAM studio codec with mixer 

List $ 4,490.00 SALE 
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SALE 

$3,449.0° 

SAVE ON THE MATRIX AND MATRIX RACK 

If you've got the Matrix, you've got options, because this 15 kHz POTS codec allows for easi 

conversion to ISDN operation using Layer Ill or G.722 and/or GSM wireless phones operation. 

Features: 15 kHz full duplex audio on a single, standard telephone line; 2 microphone inputs lone is 

miciline switchable); headphone output; line level output on XLR providing direct connect on to 

mics and headphones or mixer; - 10 dBu tape input allows connection to a MiniDisc or DAT player. 

Comrex MATRIX portable POTS audio codec 

List $ 3,700.00 

Comrex MATRIXRACK rack mountable POTS audio codec 

List $ 3,700.00 

A L 

$7,345.' 

 Ra 
NEW FEATURES AND PERFORMANCE 

The 2020 FMMKII now offers even more flexibility to help you create a t•uly unique and 

competitive sound,from detailed and neutral to heavy and loud. New features irclude split 

band optical pre-emphasis filter; overshoot compensated low distortion low pass 'liter; dual 

composite outputs; RDS direct interface; new processing algorithms 

Aphex 2020MKIIWITH03 processor w/stereo generator/pre-emphasis limiter 

LIST $ 7,995.00 

Aphex 2020MKII audio processor LIST $5,495.00 

SUMMERTIME IS STL TIME 
Summer is a great time to replace your tired old STL with a new rock- solid Moseley system.The popular 

PCL6020 system employees a synthesized reference oscillator to eliminate fixed frequency chrystals. 

Manoaural or composite operation is available from a single system. By selecting appropriate jumper, you 

can enable wideband composite stereo or 15 khz monaural basebands. This analog transmitter/receiver 

system can be upgraded to digital by adding an optional encoder/decoder system. 

Moseley PCL6020 Mfr. List $ 8,250.00 

NOW WITH FIVE TIMES THE 
PROCESSING POWER! 
Loaded with Motorola's latest DSP chips, the Optimod 8400 comes equipped with more than five 

times the raw processing power of its predecessor. The 8400 retains many proven OPTIMOD-FM 

8200 features, such as the five- band and two-band processing structures. But with supercharged 

processing power, the improvements are clearly audible, The result is a noticeably louder and 

brighter signal, yet with the smoothness and pristine clarity needed to hold listeners for 

extended periods. Place your order today. 

Orban 8400 List $ 10,700.00 :ALL FOR SALE PRICE 

Hurry, Advantage Sale Ends 7/31/01 
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Continued from page 26 

25- to 34- year-old demographics, 
Stevens said. 
Down the dial at 94.5, a newer 

Nassau entry is also banking on local 
focus to build its audience. In 1998, 
Nassau bought Great Scott 
Broadcasting's WTTM(AM) and 
WCHR(FM). The company moved the 
religious programming from the FM 
signal to the weaker AM position and 
re-launched the 50 kW 94.5 FM outlet 
as oldies WNJO(FM). 
"We launched the station and took it 

from worst to first in its demographic 
(listeners 35 to 64)," Stevens said. 

While Mercer County listeners could 
already hear oldies on Philadelphia's 
powerful WOGL(FM) and New York's 
heritage WCBS(FM), Stevens said 
WNJO offered them something they 
weren't getting from the big markets. 
"(WNJO) is much more contempo-

rary in its presentation." she said. "And 

we research the music locally." 
The Trenton stations are part of a 

broader Nassau corporate strategy to 
build a cluster of signals in a broad ring 
around the giant New York market. 
Over the past few years, Nassau has 
acquired stations from the Jersey Shore 
out to the Pocono Mountains in 
Pennsylvania. 

May the circle be unbroken 
Last year, the company hoped to 

extend its cluster to the Hudson Valley 
with a multi-station cluster, but the 
economic downturn that forced the 
withdrawal of a planned IPO left that 
deal unable to close. 

Still, Stevens said, Nassau is confi-
dent in its strategy of targeting areas 
outside the big cities. 

"I really believe in suburban radio," 
she said. 

While the three big FM signals aim 
for listeners all over the Garden State, 
there's no dearth of programming tar-
geted just at Mercer County. 

Flip the radio to the AM dial and you 
will find no fewer than five stations 

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES 
Bi m\év; BOO...ORS FROM GR4CF BRMOCAST Surs • OROIE TOO - FEFF! I -888 GRACE 8x 

Sellin ads is _ood. Sellin more ads is better. 
Generate New Revenue All Summer Long!! 

Lit Huddling ItioNincs , 

"SALUTE TO THE 
AMERICAN FARMER" 
25 :30-sec. Features 
S125 Complete! 

• 

"SUMMER SAFETY CAMPAIGN" 
40 :60-sec. Features 
$199 Complete! 

ReSlTIC \tr. bat 

 1151I'Aer . 

"BACK- TO-SCHOOL SAFETY" 
25 :30-sec. Features 
$125 Complete! 

vIsl www.grace roa cas .corn 

/ 

U.S.: 

74e RoyaltEIFT ree 
Music 

U.S.: 1-800-387-3030 
905-886-5000 

www.mixmusiclibrary.com 
A Division of Sound Ideas 

BALSYS  
TECHNOLOGY G ROUP. INC.  

PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST 

ENGINEERING SERVICES 

Analysis - Installation - Support 

7141 Tallowtree Lane 
Orlando, FL32835 
Te1:407-822-7055 
Fax: 407-296-2587 
www.balsys.com 
sales@balsys.com 

$200 Off Hit Music Libraries! 

1229 Hits from 1954-1969 - 50 CDS 

545 Hits from the 70s - 30 CDS 

1012 Hits from 1980-1995 - 58 CDS 

817 Kickin" Country Hits - 39 CDS 

Only $ 499 
Per set plus shipping! 

Complete track listings at: 

www.radio-mall.com 

or call 800-759-4561 
For radio broadcast only! 

Professionally done Commercials $25.00 

Liners, Voice Tracking, and more 
The Lowest Prices On Earth! 

Choose from 20 Voices 

www.internetjock.com 

Toll Free (877) 646-4163 

ATTENTION PROVIDERS! 
Promote your services to Radio World's readers. Reach Radio Station and 
Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message. 

For information on affordable advertising 
call Simone at 1-800-336-3045, ext. 154. 

that target the local audience. 
At the top of the heap, with a 3.3 

share of listeners 12-plus, Monday to 
Sunday, 6 a.m. to midnight in 
Arbitron's Fall 2000 book, is Press 
Communications' WBUD(AM), the 

ters building in Princeton, the AM 
counterparts to WPST and WNJO are 
business-news WHWH(AM) and sports 
WTTM(AM). 
WHWH migrated to the business 

format after decades as a local full-ser-

WPST(FM) was a sponsor at the sold-out Matchbox 20 show in April. 

local sister station to WKXW's 
statewide service. (Trenton is a "two-
book" market — Arbitron surveys it 
only in the spring and fall, the latest 
figures available.) 

Local focus 
"It's hind of interesting program-

ming a station with a cume of 900,000 
(WKXW) vs. a cume of 25,000 
(WBUD)," said Eric Johnson, program 
director for both stations. 
WBUD, Johnson said, is "totally 

focused on Trenton and Mercer 
County." 
"We do news and information in the 

mornings and then we do ' Sinatra 
meets Elvis' the rest of the day," he 
said. WBUD also broadcasts Trenton 
Titans minor-league hockey and other 
local sports, with news provided by a 
full-time staff of eight shared with 
WKXW. 

"It's a big expense for us," said 
Johnson of the news department, "but 
it's worth it, because research shows us 
the 'cume magnets' for the stations are 
the traffic, weather and the news." 

Over at Nassau's year-old headquar-

vice outlet, while WTTM signed on in 
1999 as the market's first expanded-
band AM operation. 
"WHWH is an ideal format for 

Princeton, where the station is 
licensed," said Nassau's Stevens. 
"(WTTM) is niche programming where 
we're going for the sports audience." 
Owning that all- sports niche has 

helped Nassau do business with the 
Thunder, the Eastern League affiliate of 
the Boston Red Sox. 
"We use all their stations in our cam-

paigns," said Matt Armentano, the 
team's assistant director of public and 
media relations. " 1680 (WTTM) broad-
casts our games and we have promo-
tions in the park with WNJO and 
WPST." 

Armentano said all that promotion 
has helped the Thunder to one of the 
best attendance records in minor-league 
baseball. In a stadium that holds 6,400 
fans, the team averages 6,000 tickets 
sold for each game. 

In addition to WTTM and WHWH, 
Nassau continues to operate the reli-
gious format of WCHR, now on the 

See TRENTON, page 31 

Trenton Commercial Radio Market Overview 

Station 

WPST(FM) 
WNJO(FM) 
WKXW(FM) 
WBUD(AM) 
WIMG(AM) 
WHWH(AM) 
WCHR(AM) 
WPRB(FM) 
WTTM(AM) 

Owner Format 

Nassau Broadcasting 

Nassau Broadcasting 
Press Comm. 
Press Comm. 
Morris Broadcasting 
Nassau Broadcasting 
Nassau Broadcasting 

Princeton Brdcst. Serv. 
Nassau Broadcasting 

Est. Station BlAfrfs 2000 
Revenue ($000s) Fall '00 Share 

CHR 

Oldies 
Oldies/Talk 
Full Service 

UrbAC/Gospl 
Bus News 
Religion 
Rck'Cls/Jazz 

Sports 

Note: WKXW(FM), although licensed to 
Trenton, considers its home market' to be 
Middlesex-Somerset- Union, N.J. While 
BlAfn and other soulesveport its revenues 
with the Middlesex market, we have includ-
ed the station in our Trenton Overview chart 
for reference purposes. 

BL 
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5.9 
5.6 
3.3 
2.8 
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Financiall 
 network 

Shoham are ranked rei' ,idler of Arbiimn Fall 2000 12+ 
share. Copyright 2.1i01 lire Arbil's»; Company. May not 
be quoted or•reproduced wallow the prior written per 
mission of Arbitron. Other information provided by RIA 
Financial Network through its MEDIA Ayres., PM Raid!, 
Analyzer Databa ,c software. 

Background: The Trenton Thunder AA baseball team is a big part of the 
city's fun. Here, Aaron Capista at his post in the infield at Waterfront Park. 
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Continued from page 30 

original WTTM facility on 920 AM 
instead of its longtime home on 94.5 
FM, now WNJO. 

Just across the Delaware River in 
Pennsylvania sits what may be the most 
local station in Trenton, WIMG(AM), 
licensed to Ewing, N.J. 

For the last six years, former Nassau 
Broadcasting head John Morris has 
owned the station, which runs a mix of 
urban adult contemporary and gospel 
music aimed at Trenton's black com-
munity. 

"In our coverage area there are lots 
of African-American pockets," he said, 
most notably the city of Trenton itself 
and nearby Willingboro, N.J. 
WIMG's philosophy in serving those 

listeners is to stay as local as possible. 
"We (as an industry) have kind of 

gotten away from true community ser-
vice broadcasting," Morris said. "When 
the mayor of Trenton speaks, if it's 10 
minutes, if it's 20 minutes, an hour and 
a half, we carry all of it." 

Internet 
The addition of live audio streaming 

a year ago has helped WIMG's staff of 
21 bring that local programming to the 
world. 

"Last week we had trivia winners 
from New Orleans, Sacramento (Calif.) 
and one from Fort Lauderdale, Fla." 
Morris said. 

Staying tightly focused on his niche 
market has kept Morris protected from 
some of the wild swings in the radio 
sales market in the last few years. 

"Our station has not been affected 
with peaks and valleys," he said. "It's 
been just a steady climb since I bought 
it." 

Meanwhile, on the noncommercial 
side of the dial, coverage beyond 
Trenton is the order of the day for two 
of the city's signals. 
WWFM(FM), licensed to Mercer 

County Community College, has spent 
the last decade adding new signals 
across New Jersey and eastern 
Pennsylvania — not to mention six 
translators in Colorado. 

"With classical music, there's such a 
finite audience out there that to expand 
our listenership, we had to expand our 
reach," said WWFM General Manager 
Walt Gradzki. 
The station began with a transmitter 

at the Jersey Shore in Ocean County 
and has since added another full-power 
signal in Cape May, N.J., as well as 
translators around the Delaware Valley 
(including one in center city 
Philadelphia). 
As for those Colorado signals, 

Gradzki explains that the demise of 
commercial classical radio there left 
the translator operators without a local 
primary signal. WWFM was already 
using a satellite feed to its outlying 
transmitters, so it was easy to add the 
Rocky Mountains to its Garden State 
coverage. 
New Jersey's state-owned public 

broadcasting arm is expanding beyond 
Trenton. New Jersey Network, or NJN, 
has operated four public TV transmit-
ters statewide since the early 1970s. 

In the mid-'90s, NJN added several 
FM signals around the Garden State as 
"NJN Radio," beginning with 

WNJT(FM) in Trenton. 
"Their problem is they haven't really 

zeroed in on a particular type of pro-
gram," Gradzki said. "They run NPR 
news, classical and then jazz from 
WBGO(FM) Newark all night." 
Two more signals round out the 

Trenton dial: high school outlet 
WWPH(FM) in Princeton Junction, 
operated by students and the high-pow-
ered FM signal of WPRB(FM) in 
Princeton. 

Licensed as a commercial station, 
WPRB is operated by students at the 
Ivy League school under the name 
"Princeton Broadcasting Service," run-
ning a diverse music format aimed pri-
marily at the student community. 

Back on the commercial side, all of 
Mercer County's broadcasters say the 
market is healthy and thriving. With 

BIAfn projecting revenue growth of 7 
percent in the market over the next five 
years, the outlook among sales execu-
tives is a decent one. 

"I think the radio market in Trenton 
is healthy and has always been 
healthy," said WIMG's Morris. 

"Everything is down a little bit," said 
Press Communications General Sales 
Manager Frank Calderaro, "but we're 
not as affected as some of the bigger 
markets." 
The Trenton stations never had the 

volume of dot-com sales that major 
markets briefly enjoyed. Press CEO 
McAllan said other market sectors have 
remained healthy. 

"Building activity is still very robust 
in the state and automotive is down 
somewhat," he said. 

Even so, "if we are in a slowdown, 

New Jersey overall has weathered it 
quite well," he said. 

Being wedged between Philadelphia 
and New York has one more advantage 
when it comes to sales: Since there is 
no local commercial TV outlet, Trenton 
radio stations face fewer rivals in other 
media competing for each advertising 
dollar. 

"We're primarily competing against 
print and outdoor," Calderaro said, "and 
even outdoor is tough here, since it's 
not as well-boarded as other markets." 
"We focus on the local newspapers 

and radio much more than you would 
in a TV market," said the Thunder's 
Armentano. 

Scott Fybush, a regular contributor 
to Radio World, covers Trenton as edi-
tor of NorthEast Radio Watch. Contact 
him via e-mail to scott@fybush.com • 
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Promo 
Continued from page 25 

more visibility. And if you're wondering 
what the problem was, you are not alone. 
Many station groups still don't under-

stand that when all of them do some-
thing together, none of them get to 
"own" it. Most consumers will simply 
remember that there "sure were a lot" of 
radio stations there. 

Take a gander 
Take the next logical gander and you 

may conclude, as I have, that whenever 
we co-brand with sister radio stations — 
like putting multiple logos on everything 
from TV spots to T-shirts — we water 
down the impact of each of our proper-
ties in the marketplace. 
Why are so many people still con-

STATION SERVICES 

Big-Market Sound 

For Minimum Wage 

Are you a small-market broadcaster 
in search of big-market sound? 

Summit Voicetracking Services pro-
vides daily local voicetracks delivered 
via downloadable e-mail. Local fore-
casts, news and road conditions for 
your area allow Summit to localize a 
timeslot on your station. The company 
also provides a free prep service. 

Radio stations fax their music logs. 
public service announcements, station 
live-read liners and information 
regarding current promotions to 
Summit each day. 

Monthly, quarterly, six-month and 
annual contracts are available. Rates 
depend on daypart and start at mini-
mum wage or below. The company also 
offers monthly "new station" specials. 

For information call (661) 822-
4754 or visit the Web site at 
http://summitvoicetracking.cjb.net 
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fused about this subject? They have not 
considered carefully enough what 
they're attempting to accomplish. 

For radio stations, the common mis-
use of internal and external branding 
typically begins when the marketing 
director doesn't think about the target 
audience of the message. 

For example, if your station(s) is (are) 
interested in reaching either potential 
corporate employees or advertising 
clients, then you'll most want to utilize 
internal branding. 

They're a lot more likely then to recall 
the product and give that station credit 
for being present at that event. 

Yes, I understand the pickle you are 
now in. Your parent owner has made it 
very clear that you're to "exercise the pow-
er of your cluster" with the audience in 
your market. How can you meet this cor-
porate dictate and do what I'm suggesting? 

Be smart. Realize that you can pro-
mote events and even sell products 
through nonbranded means over several 
stations. How? Let's go back to the 

Many station groups still don't understand 
that when all of them do something together, 

none of them get to 'own' it. 

For this purpose, you could use either 
your corporate name or the names/logos 
of all of your stations. The target audi-
ence in this case will understand what 
you're attempting to accomplish because 
they're familiar with your internal brand 
and would even enjoy hearing you take 
your corporate sell a bit over the top. 

It's ideal to take this approach if you 
want to show off the power of your clus-
ter to potential advertisers: "You can 
reach 1.9 million listeners by advertising 
with Jumbo-Sized Broadcasting." 
And here's an example of internal 

branding for attracting and even keeping 
employees: "Jumbo-Sized Broadcasting 
is a great place to work because of this, 
this, this, this and that." 

For your listeners, you'll almost 
always want to use external branding. 
They don't know who your parent corpo-
ration is, nor do they care, because the 
information contains no benefit for them. 

But picture your listeners at the next 
Kids' Fair where all they see is dozens 
of logos for only your oldies station. 

Kids' Fair example. 
We want it to be owned by the oldies 

station, but promoted on several proper-
ties. Easy! Simply call it the "oldies 92.5 
Kids' Fair" when mentioning it on the 
oldies station. When you mention it on 
the other stations in your cluster, just refer 
to it as "The Kids' Fair." This solution 
can make everyone happy. The Kids' 
Fair people you're working with will 
feel privileged that you're using the 
power of your group to drive audience. 

Your corporation will approve that 
you're using all your stations. And most 
importantly, one of the stations in your 
group can actually benefit by taking 
ownership of the event. This scenario 
becomes a lot easier to execute over 
time as your market leader (executive 
vice president, market GM — whatever 
the applicable title) sees that there is an 
all-win way to split up events, advertis-
ing schedules and even specialty items. 

Designate a lead station for all market 
events at the start of the process. Next, 
make sure each station has its own Web 
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site. If you've got a "cluster site" where 
a consumer "picks" their station from a 
laundry list, tear that baby down. 

Here's another hint: The pennies you 
may save on co-branding specialty items 
— multiple logos on T-shirts, coffee 
mugs, etc. — are not worth it! Get rid of 
your present supply and next time you 
order, go back to single-station stuff. 

If I could turn back time ... 
Some may see this as my longing to 

turn back the hands of time on consoli-
dation. I am not. As a matter of fact, not 
that long ago, AM and FM co-owned 
stations would make the same mistakes 
I'm referring to in this article. 

It's just gotten more obvious because 
so many stations are now co-owned in 
one market. This is a simple concept, 
but before you proceed, take the idea to 
your leader. If he doesn't think it sane, 
ask him to do a little eavesdropping the 
next time he wants, say, to show off sev-
en or eight logos to consumers. 

In this case, his ears may open his 
mind in a way that would make corpo-
rate proud. 
Mark Lapidus is president, Lapidus 

Media. Contact him via e-mail to mark-
lapidus@yahoo.com 
Do you have pictures from your last 

station promotion event? Send them with 
caption information to GM Journal edi-
tor Laura Dely via e-mail to 
LD@imaspub.com e 

Radio 
Revenue 
Drops 
Radio sales continue to lag, suffer-

ing in part from comparison to very 
strong performance a year earlier. 
The Radio Advertising Bureau's 

April radio revenue report said local 
dollars declined 5 percent, while 
national dollars were down 20 percent 
for the month compared to the same 
period last year. Combined local and 
national sales dropped 9 percent. 

The RAB pointed out that last year, 
April's combined sales were up 22 
percent from the the year before. 

Overall, it said, radio revenues still 
have increased significantly since 
1998. Local dollars have increased 
31.3 percent, national 18 percent and 
combined radio revenue has almost 31 
percent since 1998, according to RAB. 
RAB President and CEO Gary 

Fries said the industry still must face 
the worse month of all: May 2000, 
when the dot-com dollars peaked. 
"We are nearing the end of the 

tremendous comparisons from 2000," 
Fries said. "While we still have May 
ahead of us with the biggest and 
toughest comparison, we are seeing a 
resurgence in specific categories, and 
the outlook for the second half of 
2001 remains positive." 
RAB monthly revenue reports are 

based on a 100-market survey con-
ducted by the accounting firms Miller, 
Kaplan, Arase & Co and Aldrin, 
Nichols and Carter. 

— Laura Dely 
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Streaming: How to Get Started 
Tom Vernon 

In just a few years, Webcasting has 
gone from an auxiliary service to an 
essential part of many stations' opera-
tions. Despite recent setbacks over 
licensing and talent fees, many experts 
feel Webcasting will be an important 
part of radio station strategy in the 
future. 

If you've been waiting on the side-
line to see if streaming media on the 
Internet is going to catch on, now may 
be the time to get on board. 

Setting up a Web site for Netcasting 
is an undertaking that shouldn't be 
taken lightly. It requires planning, suf-
ficient revenue and technical expertise 
outside the realm of that required to 
maintain digital audio systems. 

Step one 
It can be demanding on both techni-

cal resources and content developers. 
While Netcasting may seem daunting 
at the outset, it becomes easier when 
broken down into a series of small 
steps. 

WEB WATCH 

Whaddya Mean, Net 
Radio Hostage Crisis? 

ii\tt Carl Lindemann 

Web Watch is a roundup of all 
things radio and the Web. Send your 
hews and tips to Internet Radio edi-
tor Laura Dely via e-mail at 
Id@imaspub.com 

If you're still thinking that you 
can ignore the Web, look at the 
results of the new Media Audit 
study that finds that the " late 
arrivals" are coming online now. 

Minority participation is climbing. 
Forty-four percent of African-
American households are now on the 
Web, an increase of 41 percent in the 
past three years. Hispanic house-
holds show similar increases: Forty-
two percent are now online, up 45 
percent from three years ago. 

Asians, who were "early 
adapters," are now more than 70 per-
cent online; 58 percent of white 
households are online. 

Everybody's in 
Seniors' participation is up 84 per-

cent over the same period; almost 
half of all homemakers and blue-col-
lar workers are now online too, 
according to the Media Audit report. 
"No one knew for certain how the 

market was going to respond to the 
Internet," said Bob Jordan, co-chair-
1,1an of International Demographics 
Inc., the company that produces the 
"Media Audit" reports. 
"Now we're seeing an incredible 

democratization of the Web audi-
ence. Even senior citizens and 
retirees who may have had no previ-
ous familiarity with the personal 
computer are now on the Web. For 
marketers the new numbers offer 
exciting possibilities. We're witness-

ing the rollout of a direct-response, 
interactive medium that will pene-
trate every segment of the market." 

Walking around this year's NAB 
show, you'd hardly know that there 
was a "hostage crisis" going on. 

That's what some commentators 
have dubbed the streaming radio 
blackout. 

In case you've been terminally 
tuned-out, this is the crisis over on-
air spots that are made with 
American Federation of Television 
& Radio Artists talent repurposed 
online that incur an added obligation 
as per the union's contract negotiated 
last year. 
With no easy way to skim the 

spots from the streams, most stations 
simply pulled the plug on their 
Webcasts altogether. Ad insertion 
suppliers rushed to fill the need. 

While this is obviously a matter of 
some consternation to radio execu-
tives, listeners apparently aren't too 
bent out of shape about it. They're 
simply switching to Internet-only 
stations unaffected by the fracas. 

According to MeasureCast, the 
last Internet Radio Index taken 

See WEB WATCH, page 36 

To begin, decide which format or 
formats you will use to stream your 
content. While there are several for-
mats from which to choose, Real 
Audio and Microsoft command the 
majority of the market. While it is 
hard to get an exact fix, each has 
roughly half the market of installed 

the server on the premises and buy the 
bandwidth required to service audi-
ence needs from the local Internet 
Service Provider (ISP), or to co-locate 
the server at the ISP's site. 

Most stations target their streams to 
users with 28.8 dial-up service, mak-
ing a 20-kilobits-per- second stream 
the average bit rate. As ISDN and DSL 
service continue to make inroads, 
there is a growing interest in 32 kbps 
service. 

You don't want the reliability of 
your server to be dependent on five 

guys in a converted garage. 

servers and players. 
Issues such as sound quality, cost of 

ownership and scalability must be con-
sidered. If the station has a digital 
automation system, check with the 
vendor to find out if there is software 
to integrate your automation into the 
streaming system you are considering. 
Once format(s) have been deter-

mined, the next step is to purchase the 
appropriate server software. 

Estimate the size of your online 
audience and purchase a server to sup-
port the audience size. At this point, 
you'll have to decide whether to locate 

.11 
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Microsoft's Digital Media Division 
Product Manager Geordie Wilson said 
there is a small but growing market for 
premium-quality bitstreams. 

Bandwidth 
"For some musical formats such as 

classical and jazz., which are more 
demanding of a coxlec and attract an 
audiophile audience, some stations 
also offer even higher bit rate 
streams." 

For Netcasting, there is a linear rela-
tionship between required bandwidth 

See STREAM, page 38 
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Web Watch 
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before the shutdown in early April showed that the total hours streamed was up 
63 percent over January, when less than a third of the top-25 "stations" were 
Internet-only Webcasters. Over the next three weeks Net radio total hours 
streamed first plummeted to 32 percent, but since, the index nearly regained its 
former track, sliding up to 149 on the Index in May, with more than half of the 
top-25 Internet-only Webcasters. 

MeasureCast spokesman Sven Haarhoff sees this bounce as akin to what hap-
pens when the in-car audience runs into trouble tuning in a station. 

"They don't turn off the radio; they simply scan for other stations. There's so 
many options for Internet radio that the only people tuning out are hardcore fans 
of particular stations," he said. 

For Haarhoff, the flap may actually help raise awareness of radio streams. He 
said that with the coverage of the Net radio roll-up from major media outlets, 
much of the general public is finding out about streaming audio for the first 
time. 

Perhaps more incredible is the amount of time it's taken for mainstream media 
to catch on to this story. It's a sharp contrast to the time that the NPR satellite 
died and generated headlines around the globe. It's a powerful reminder that 
despite strong, steady growth, streaming media is still in its infancy. 

We have product 
Another reminder is in Arbitron's recent "Webcasters Speak Out" survey. 

What are they speaking out about? 
They're telling ad agencies that they have something to sell. According to Bill 

Rose, Arbitron Webcast services general manager and vice president, last year 
nearly half of the agencies said they had never been approached by Webcasters 
trying to sell advertising. 

Now, the latest study shows that Webcasters have been beating on more than a 
few Madison Ave. doors. ( Perhaps the dearth of venture capital inspired this 
invigorated sales effort.) 
The survey of senior- level executives at broadcast and Webcast companies. 

content delivery Networks and technology companies showed the progress   
and key obstacles — to put the fledgling medium on a paying basis. 

"Webcasters say that the biggest obstacles to growth are the need for credible 
third- party metrics and the need to continually educate 
advertisers and agencies about the value of Webcast adver-
tising," Rose said. 
All this is pretty much a moot point for stations with 

silenced streams. 
Kevin Mayer, chairman and CEO, Clear Channel 

Internet Group, (one group with many such silenced 
streams), said that the much-vaunted ad insertion technolo-
gy isn't a panacea for the current conflict with AFTRA. 
"Even if you strip the ads out, how many advertisers will 

make their ads available if they have to pay exorbitant fees 
to talent to do so?" Mayer said as a panelist at the NAB. 
"So even with the ( ad stripping) technology, the question in 
my mind is whether there will be a demand for advertising. 

See WEB WATCH, page 40 
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NET-ONLY WEBCASTERS PICK UP STREAMING SLACK 

The latest Webcast ratings are a study in 
contrast thanks to the American Federation 
of Television and Radio Artists announce-
ment in April that it will enforce the online 
triple-rate provision in its recorded commer-
cial contract. 

Arbitrons Webcast Ratings below cover 
the month of February — before the AFTRA 
move — while the latest MeasureCast 
report, for May, reflects the notable increase 
that Internet-only Webcasters received as 
terrestrial stations rolled up their streaming 
services following the AFTRA action. 

Listeners wasted no time experimenting 
with stations that were still online, including 
many that were Internet-only channels. 

According to MeasureCast, Net- only 
Webcasters enjoyed a 29 percent increase in 
total time spent listening in April over the pre-
vious month and a further 14.8 percent 
increase over that in May. Terrestrial broad-
casters declined 38 percent in April over the 
previous month and gained 4.8 percent more 
hours in May. Net-only Webcasters were unaf-
fected by the AFTRA/SAG move, as AFTRA 
and SAG contested only the rebroadcast of 
terrestrial commercials online. 

Clear Channel Internet Group, which 
debuted in the March MeasureCast Top 10 
as well as the December Arbitron ratings, 
dropped its streaming Webcasts and thus 
dropped out of the May MeasureCast report. 
Because Arbitrons most recent report cov-
ers February, CCIG still appears in its rat-
ings, with an impressive 531,400 aggregate 
tuning hours for the month with just two sta-
tions, KNAC.com (No. 5) and Groove Radio 
(No. 9), more than five times its ATH in the 
previous Arbitron report. 
ABC Radio, which dropped its stream-

ing Webcasts in mid-April, still made an 
impressive showing in the MeasureCast 
ratings in that month ( not shown). But 
with all its streams closed down in May, 
ABC Radio dropped off May's 
MeasureCast report. 

While the overall online audience dipped 

for a few weeks following the AFTRA action 
in April, according to MeasureCast's Weekly 
Internet Radio Index, by June 5 the audience 
began to build again, reaching 52 percent 
more listeners since January of this year. 

— Laura Dely 
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The MeasureCast Top 10 — May, 2001 

Stations are rated by TTSL — the number of hours streamed by the broadcaster in the reported 

time period. 

Channel/Format Owner 

1. MEDIAmazing/Listener Formatted MEDIAmazing 

2. Virgin Radio/Adult Alternative Ginger Online 

3. 3WK Underground/ Alt. Rock 3WK 

4. Radio Margaritaville/ Classic Rock 

5. Cablemusic/CHR-Top 40 Cablemusic.com 

6. ESPN Radio/ Sports Talk Walt Disney 

7. WFXZ (FM)/Classic Rock 

8. HardRadio/Album oriented rock 

9. Cablemusic Country/Country 

10. KCRW (FM)/College 

Internet Group 

Sea-Com Media 

HardRadio.com 

Cablemusic.com 

Santa Monica College 

uLx,. fl 

WWW. mediamazing. com 715,614 

www.virginradio.co.uk 254,204 

www.3wk.com  246,746 

InternetAmerica www.radiomargaritaville.com 229,794 

www.cablemusic.com 192,308 

www.espnradio1250.com 131,562 

www.937thebone.com 

www.hardradio.com 

www.cablemusic.com 

www.kciw.org 

123.598 

110,514 

84.062 

82,880 

Arbitron Webcast Ratings 

Top- 10 Report — February, 2001 

Webcast ratings measure the ATH — aggregate tuning hours — the sum total of all hours that 

listeners tune to an Internet station. 

Channel 

1. Beethoven.com 

2. WABC(AM) 

3. NetRadio - 80s Hits 

4. KING(FM) 

5. KNAC.com 

6. Virgin Radio 

7. NetRadio - Smooth Jazz 

8. RadioWave - Hits Happen 

9. Groove Radio 

10. CFNY(FM) 

Qmel_ier 

Beethoven.com 

ABC Radio 

NetRadio.com 

Classic Radio, Inc. 

Clear Channel 
Internet Group 

Scottish Media Group 

NetRadio.com 

Radio Wave 

Clear Channel 
Internet Group 

Corus Entertainment 

A ARBITRON 

ffiL 

www.beethoven.com 

www.wabcradio.com 

www.netradio.com 

www.king.org 

www.knac.com 

www.virginradio.co.uk 

www.netradio.com 

www.radiowave.com 

www.grooveradio.com 

ATh 

741,500 

310,900 

292,900 

287,800 

235,900 

204,600 

199,800 

198,400 

195,500 

www.edge102.com 193,400 
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and the number of listeners. 
The server typically delivers 
one 20-kbps stream per listen-
er. If 100 people listen, it must 
deliver 100 20-kbps streams. 

This means if a station pur-
chases a DSL with 350 kbps, 
there can be 17 concurrent lis-
teners. For a T-1 line with 
1.54 Mbps, the maximum 
number that can be served is 
60 to 70 listeners. 

If a station locates the 
streaming media server in-
house, it needs to estimate 
accurately the maximum 
number of listeners and pur-
chase sufficient bandwidth 
from the ISP. 

Pattern recognition 
One problem is that 

Internet radio listenership 
usually peaks around midday, 
meaning the station pays for 
bandwidth that is unused for 
much of the time. 

Real Broadcast Networks 
Product Manager Jim 
Kreyenhagen said this model 
works in some situations. 

"Small local radio stations 
actually could have an online 
audience of around 60 people 
and realize a cost savings by 
locating the server in-house. 
Paying for the extra band-
width still is usually less 
expensive than co- locating 
with an Internet Service 
Provider." 

For medium-market sta-
tions, there are definite advan-
tages for having the server at 
the ISP. 

With the audio server off-
site, the station may plug 
directly into the ISP's back-
bone, using its ample band-
width when needed. 
This arrangement may 

result in some flexibility with 
usage fees. 
"When you go with a co-

located ISP," Kreyenhagen 

said, "they have much bigger 
pipes into the backbone 
providers and may be able to 
provide larger concurrency 
numbers, but may bill the 
radio station on a scalable 
usage model." 

Other arrangements are 
negotiable, and some ISPs 
will own and maintain the 
server for you, providing 
24/7/365 tech support. Some 

Geordie Wilson 

lease rack space where you 
can install and maintain your 
own equipment. 
As the server system grows 

in complexity, so do the time 
and expertise required to 
maintain it. At some point, 
most medium- and large-mar-
ket stations decide to hand the 
entire task over to the ISP and 
devote engineering resources 

• : [7 
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 INTERNET RADIO 
the ISP's equipment is. 

Are the servers and routers 
on an uninterruptible power 
supply? If so, how long can 
they hold out with no AC 
power? How large is the com-
pany's tech staff? With a very 
large organization, you may 
get lost in the shuffle. 
On the other hand, you 

don't want the reliability of 
your server to depend on five 
guys in a converted garage. 
How long has the ISP been in 
business? Those guys in the 
garage may offer you a good 
price, but they may not have a 
business plan and might not 
be around in another year. 

Reliability 
Milli the ISP back up your 

server? If so, how often? If 
you rent rack space and own 
your gear, can you get 24/7 
access? 

Large-market stations have 
their own unique requirements 
for streaming media. 
While many small- and 

medium-market stations will 
be content to break even at the 
end of the year, major-market 
operations tend to see 
Netcasting as another profit 
center. 
"The days of streaming 

radio just to have a Web pres-
ence are over," Microsoft's 
Wilson said. "People now 
expect to see some return of 

u-
76. 
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Inovonics VVebcaster Audio Processor 

to the traditional tasks of 
maintaining studio and trans-
mitter facilities. 
Choose an ISP with care. 

Develop a checklist and be 
ready with some tough ques-
tions when shopping for an 
Internet Service Provider. 
Find out how fault-tolerant 

revenue." 
Major-market stations also 

have proportionally larger 
Web audiences and must plan 
for several thousand concur-
rent users. 
Many of these users turn to 

outsource hosting solution 
providers. These companies 

Audio 
Console 

Radio Station 

Studio Site 

Analog or 
AES/EBU 

Digital Audio 

6200S 
AES/EBU or 
S/PDIF Digital 

Audio 

PC running 
Real 02 
Encoder. 

(Sound card 
with digital 

input required) 

G2-encoded audio stream(s). 

Typical streams included are: 

32kBPS 
20kBPS 
11kBPS 

(for 56K modems) 
(for 28.8K modems) 
(for 14.4K modems) 

To ISP 
via ISDN. 

ADSL, or Ti 
connection 

Internet Service Provider 

(ISP) 

From radio 
station 

via ISDN, ADSL 
or Ti connection 

PC running 
Real G2 
Server 

Individual 
streams to 
RealPlayer 

clients 

Webcasting Using Orban Optimod 6200S With RealNetworks G2 Encoder and Server. 

June 20, 2001 

meet the needs of larger users, 
typically hosting sites for sev-
eral stations and providing the 
capacity to accommodate hun-
dreds of thousands of concur-
rent streams. 
They also will work with 

stations on issues such as dig-
iTal automation system inte 
gration, live ad replacement 
and AFTRA concerns. 
Some organizations special-

ize in enhancing the revenue 
stream for medium-to- large 
Webcasters. Lightningcast 
President and CEO Karl 
Spangenberg said over-the-air 
broadcasters and Webcasters 
play by different rules when it 
comes to advertising. 

"With terrestrial broadcast-
ing, the more people that tune 
in, the greater the potential to 
make money, because there 
are no incremental costs to 
increased listenership." 

It's just the inverse with 
streaming media. The more 
people who tune in to a 
Webcast, the higher cost per 
stream has to be accounted for 
by the Webcaster, Spangenberg 
said. 

"The more successful you 
are in building a Web audi-
ence, the more your costs 
increase. Webcasters need to 
work with an organization 
who knows how to turn these 
streams into very targeted 
opportunities for advertisers 
who will pay a progressively 
higher cost per thousand." 

Audio processing 
Whether you stream in-

house or go with an ISP, audio 
processing is an important 
issue. Many stations make the 
mistake of using an off- air 
tuner or post-processing tap as 
the feed for the Web server. 

Internet encoders have dif-
ferent requirements than over-
the- air broadcasting. Heavily 
processed audio can actually 
sound worse than no process-
ing at all, experts say. 
Equipment manufacturers 
have responded to this need 
and there are now Internet 
audio processors available in 
a wide price range. 

Most Internet streams are 
not FM quality. Trying to 
push high- frequency signals 
into the pipe will result in the 
hollow ringing sound heard on 
many Webcasts. For a typical 
20-kbps encoder, the maxi-
mum bandwidth is around 10 
kHz. 

Perhaps the best plan when 
setting up the audio feed is to 
have a separate path for 
broadcast and Internet audio. 
This will give you the flexi-
bility to do customized, Net-
only broadcasts in the future. 

If an Internet audio proces-
sor is beyond your budget, use 
an equalizer to roll off the 
high-frequency audio that can 
cause problems with 20-kbps 
streams. 

Technology may drive the 
Internet, but it is the content 

Jim Kreyenhagen 

that keeps visitors coming 
back to a station's Web site. 
Most Webcasters started out 
by streaming existing content 
and not creating material 
specifically for the Internet. 
That model is changing 

rapidly. Stations are turning to 
e-commerce and special pro-
motions to get listeners to 
spend more time at their site. 
In addition to Internet ad 
insertion, some stations are 
offering side channels, 
streaming media directed to a 
very targeted audience. 
A pay- per- view model is 

evolving. Successfully inte-
grating graphics and video 
will become more important 
to maintain a competitive 
edge. All of this means that 
stations may need to plan for 
the additional staff, produc-
tion facilities and server space 
to accommodate growth. 

Keeping track of the bur-
geoning number of audio, 
video, graphics and text files 
used on a streaming inedia 
site is a daunting task in 
itself. Specialized database 
applications known as media 
asset management systems are 
designed to keep it all orga-
nized and maintain associative 
links between different types 
of media. 

These programs are avail-
able from several vendors and 
are customized to each user's 
unique requirements. No mat-
ter which system is selected, 
it may be easier and less 
expensive to install a system 
before the media files grow to 
an unmanageable number. 

Tom Vernon is a multimedia 
consultant in Philadelphia. 

Reach him in clo RW. • 

Correction 
The photo on page 35 ot 

the May 23 issue was not 
Kelvin Arcelay of Cumulus 
His photo is shown here. 
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"I certainly hope so. I certainly 
hope that AFTRA and SAG (The 
Screen Actors Guild) will see that the 
demands that they've made for addi-
tional compensation to talent for 
Internet streams are absurd. They are 
not supported by any economic ratio-
nale that I can think of," Mayer said. 
Mayer sees a speedy resolution to 

today's problems that plague radio 
streams. 

He expects a quick fix to get Clear 
Channel streams flowing again with 
the aid of ad insertion to strip out ads 
using AFTRA talent. More substantive 
solutions will follow. 

"The short-term problems will work 
themselves out because it's in every-
one's interests — our interests, the 
Recording Industry Association of 
America's interests and the actors' 
union's interests — to have this evolve 
as a new medium. Where there's an 
alignment of interests, things always 
end up working out one way or anoth-
er." 

In the meantime, he sees that work-
ing with the RIAA to arrive at an ami-
cable solution may be easier than 
working with the unions. 

"With the RIAA, I think there's a 
business solution to be had. In fact, 
we're rather close to that. As far as the 
unions, I don't have much experience 
with that. They just went through a 
messy six-month-long strike. The out-

come of it was this agreement. So 
altering it could be messy," he said. As 
always, pioneering a new medium 
involves calculated risks. 

"As businessmen, we have to think 
of the long-term value creation oppor-
tunities and not be scared off by the 

in. Simple, huh? 
Again, this is hardly a long-term 

solution. However, making this fix on 
the station side may be a lot simpler 
than using ad-insertion technology to 
simply strip ads. Rest assured that the 
real value to ad insertion is in seg-

With the coverage of the Net radio 
roll-up from major media outlets, much of the 

general public is finding out about streaming 

audio for the first time. 

short-terni considerations. It takes 
some guts but you have to bite the bul-
let and just do it. If people wait too 
long, they'll be left behind. There's 
always a speed-to-market advantage," 
Mayer said. 

Motoring full away 
Speaking of speed-to-market, some 

enterprising radio managers have 
come up with a workaround to get 
their streams back up without using ad 
insertion. 
With all the excess computing 

capacity in many on-air automation 
systems, just generate an identical 
playlist with the problematic ads filled 

menting listener demographics and 
interests and targeting appropriate ads 
to them. 

Besides, letting listeners know that 
there's a way to strip out ads may give 
them the wrong idea. 

Besides the licensing costs, the 
major overhead in online audio is the 
high cost to deliver the streams or 
plug-in the listeners. Scalability seems 
to be an inherent advantage of broad-
cast over streams when it comes to 
reaching large audiences: When a lis-
tener tunes into a broadcast, it costs 
the broadcaster nothing, while each 
additional online listener (stream) is 
an additional charge on your bill. 

Now, Digital Fountain claims to 
have achieved a "quantum leap" over 
this limitation. 

"In quest of the Holy Grail of effi-
cient, economical distribution of large 
files and streaming media over the 
Internet, much has been promised but 
very little delivered," said Cliff 
Meltzer, Digital Fountain's CEO. 

This technological sleight-of-hand 
is achieved through what the privately 
held company calls "Meta-Content" 
technology whereby data packets are 
sent out as if to a single end-user yet, 
voila!, are reconstructed individually. 

Meanwhile, as the streaming of ter-
restrial radio trauma works itself out, 
others are growing businesses else-
where. 
Windows Media announced a new 

streaming media player for pocket 
PCs, the 7.1 Player. 

This player supports wireless access 
to digital audio and video for pocket 
PC users, which can be streamed over 
high-speed wireless Internet access 
such as Metricom's Ricochet 
Network or 802.11 Wireless LANs, 
according to Microsoft. 
The technology also allows for play-

back of downloaded audio and video 
content, such as that a user would 
locate via the new WindowsMedia.com 
Mobile, a new wireless digital media 
guide for mobile users that Microsoft 
previewed at the 7.1 Player's debut. 

Microsoft said in a press release 
that the new player includes "break-
through Windows Media Audio and 

See WEB WATCH, page 41 
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Revolutionizing 
the economics of streaming... 

The GMV Network AudioEdgeTM is the most cost-effective 
streaming audio solution available on the market today. 

• Supports over 2000 simultaneous 32 kbps users 
• One stream to all popular media players 
• Remote administration capabilities 
• Easy to install, use and maintain 
• Standards-based MP3 streaming 

Find out how AudioEdge can save you time and money, 
reach a larger audience, conserve bandwidth and help you 
take control of your streaming future. See how GMV Network 
is revolutionizing streaming media. Contact us at any 
of the numbers below, or visit our AudioEdge website at 
http://audioedge.gmvnetwork.com. 
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Video 8 codec technology providing 
the best-quality audio and video in the 
smallest file size." 

So truly, you can see, that just repur-
posing your terrestrial signal not only 
will cost you too much money but very 
soon it will be inadequate if it doesn't 
include some video content too. 
Maybe as you work out your 

AFTRA/SAG issues, you should also 
be shopping for Webcams to be 
installed in your studios or digital cam-
eras to go out with your news reporters. 

Subscription addiction 
RealNetworks is forging onward 

with MusicNet, the joint business-to-
business venture with AOL/Time 
Warner, Bertelsmann and EMI 
announced in early April. Company 
CEO Rob Glaser described the back-
office platform designed to enable 
entrepreneurs to launch online music 
retailing outfits to a Congressional 
committee in May. 

The oversight hearing about "Music 
on the Internet" was held by the 
Courts, the Internet and Intellectual 
Property Subcommittee of the House 
Judiciary Committee. 

As usual, for anyone working close-
ly with the RIAA, Glaser spoke about 
what artists and songwriters need. 

In this case, they need "a simplified 
licensing regime" to facilitate online 
retail sales. It is 
unclear whether such 
"simplification" will 
leave licensing in the 
hands of the RIAA 
(under its Sound-
Exchange alias) or 
under the aegis of a 
legit third-party orga-
nization as many 
musicians would 
prefer. 
Of course, in the 

interests of "simplic-
ity," why bother with 
what musicians 
want? Why not just 
let the RIAA and its 
affiliates have complete control with-
out the awkward intrusion of an inde-
pendent audit? 

as $250 million 
and eventually 
settled for a mere 
$53.4 million. 
Was this about the 
purported crusade 
to protect artists' 
copyrights or just 
softening 
MP3.com up to 
cut a sweet deal? 

Forget the "if 
you can't beat 
'em, join ' em." Today, it's "once you 
beat 'em up, buy 'em." With MP3.com 
now in control, the Vivendi 
Universal/Sony Music joint venture, 
Duet, will be squaring off against the 
MusicNet collaboration. 

Well, we can all now rest assured 
that there will be competition in the 
digital music business ... or, at least, 
two "competitors" all quite chummy 
under the RIAA umbrella. Can you 
say "cartel"? 

Jean-Marie Messier 

Still more 
OK. A few indie holdouts are still in 

the game. In early May, MusicMatch 
launched Radio MX, a music sub-
scription service. 

For $49.95 yearly, Radio MX adds 
on-demand music to the MusicMatch 
jukebox, the popular digital song man-
agement software. Also, 3Com's aban-
doning of the Kerbango Internet 
Radio isn't the end of consumer elec-
tronics interest in developing devices 
beyond the computer. 

A user demonstrates the Bose 
Wave/PC Interactive Audio System. 

Deep 
Real & Co. are not the only ones 

forging ahead. Vivendi Universal SA 
announced on May 20 that it would 
acquire MP3.com for some $372 mil-
lion in cash and stock. 
Michael Robertson, MP3.com's 

founder, chairman and CEO will 
become a "special adviser" to Vivendi 
Universal's chairman and CEO, Jean-
Marie Messier. This is the closing 
chapter of the acri-
monious litigation 
brought by Vivendi 
Universal against the 
online upstart. 

While all the other 
major labels settled 
with MP3.com in the 
controversial case 
surrounding copy-
right violations com-
mitted by making 
MP3 copies of CD's 
purchased by consumers, Vivendi 
Universal pushed for penalties as high 

Michael Robertson 

The Bose Home Audio Wave/PC 
looks like a combination of the radios 
that Paul Harvey has been pitching with 
software and a home computer hookup. 
Look for a review in RW soon. 

These seem to be natural evolutions 
for these companies. 

The bug bombs 
Not so for Volkswagen's foray into 

Web radio. RadioVW.com is a play to 
extend the auto manufacturers success 
in creating TV ads featuring signature 
musical styling. 

The motivation, according to the 
announcement on the site, is that 
"Maybe we could find a way to fea-
ture even more music than one song 
here and there on a TV spot." 
Unfortunately — at least until VW 

offers a wireless Internet hookup — 
this is liable to keep drivers 
deskbound. So much for the company 
slogan "Drivers Wanted." 
When you start talking about "lis-

teners wanted," you're into an alto-
gether different driving motivation, 
something broadcasters are all-too-
familiar with. 

Finally it's time for me to bid a 

fond farewell to Web Watch. Handing 
over the reins here to other capable 
hands is as good an excuse as any to 
reflect on these past three years. 

Since my initial Internet- related 
features in '98 that eventually evolved 
into this column, we've been through 

of a rebirth. 
So much for the past. 
Now for the closing credits: Many 

thanks to Paul McLane for his help 
and guidance in creating this, and 
many more still to Laura Dely for her 
tireless efforts in realizing the vision. 

The MusicNetbigital Music Platforrri 

WMG 
BMG 
EMI 

Others 

AOL 

RealNetwork 

Others 

MusicNet 

RealNetwork 

Others 

some historic times together. 
Given that " Internet Time" was 

(and, to a lesser extent remains) vastly 
accelerated over "normal" time, the 
business cycle has gone from boom to 
bust and now is undergoing something 

Carl Lindemann has worked in radio as 
a field reporter and production director 
He consults on radio/new media projects 
and writes extensively on these subjects. 

Reach him via e-mail at carlecyber 
scene.com 
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E-MAIL: INPUT@DIGIGRAM.COM O WWW.DIGIGRAM.COM 
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GUEST COMMENTARY 

Streaming 
Derrell Jones 

The purpose of this article is to provide 
radio managers with insights and knowl-
edge about today's streaming technology. 

Our company, the GMV Network, pro-
vides standards-based software technology 
for streaming media. When we make a pre-
sentation to radio broadcasters about how 
to stream, the following is what we present. 

as a Tool for Radio 
each other. In other words, a proprietary 
RealNetworks-encoded audio stream can 
only be served by a RealNetworks server 
and played with the RealNetworks 
RealPlayer. The same is true for Microsoft 
(see Figure 2). 

Because many Internet radio listeners 
are unlikely to have installed all media 
players, the broadcaster is forced to make a 
choice: either choose one of the proprietary 

Fig. I: The Encoding, Splitting, Serving and Decoding Process 

The article is in two parts; the second 
will appear in a subsequent issue of Radio 
World. You can find the entire article online 
at www.rwonline.com. 

New prospects 
Last year, when MP3 was adopted as a 

technical standard for streaming audio con-
tent, radio broadcasters benefited, although 
many were unaware of their new opportunity. 

With MP3 as a standard, individual radio 
stations and networks have the opportunity 
of not only saving money vs. older non-
MP3 based systems, but also actually using 
streaming as a system to provide nontradi-
tional revenues. 

Live streaming involves the distribution 
of multimedia information for playback by 
one or more users in real time. Three 
processes are involved when conducting 
live streaming: encoding, serving (often 
called splitting when streaming live) and 
decoding/playback (see Figure I). 

For live streaming to be successful, all 
processes must occur in real-time. 

Encoding involves turning the live 
broadcast signal into compressed digital 
data suitable for streaming. 

Serving (or splitting) involves launching 
the live stream to users who wish to receive it. 

Decoding is the process of decompress-
ing the encoded stream so that it can be 
heard and/or seen by an end user. The 
decoding and playback process typically is 
handled by player software like 
RealNetworks RealPlayer or Microsoft's 
Windows Media Player. 

The problem, the choice 
Imagine a world where a Ford car could 

only be driven using Mobil gasoline or 
where a Sony television could only view 
shows produced by NBC. 

This is the world of multimedia stream-
ing today. None of the major software play-
ers have streams that are compatible with 

streaming formats that some listeners won't 
be able to hear, or simultaneously encode 
and stream in all proprietary formats. 

Because most broadcasters want to 
stream to a large audience, these broadcast-
ers incur the costs and headaches of sup-
porting multiple encoding platforms and 
multiple serving platforms. 

Layer 1, Layer 2 or Layer 3 audio. 
MPEG-1, Layer 3 audio can compress 

CD-quality audio to more than one-tenth its 
original size. Audio files created under this 
standard are commonly known as MP3 files. 

The wide-scale adoption of the MP3 for-
mat, however, is a result of more than just 
great compression. Because MPEG is an 
open international standard, anyone is 
allowed to create products that encode and 
play MP3 files. 

In other words, no single vendor (e.g. 
RealNetworks, Microsoft) holds the key to 
the MP3 format. Therefore, more com-
pressed digital audio content is stored in the 
MP3 format than any other format available 
today, proprietary or otherwise. 

Such a large wave of support for a stan-
dards-based approach is difficult to ignore. 
Due to the overwhelming popularity of the 
MP3 format, RealNetworks and Microsoft 
have each added support for their players 
to receive and playback standard MP3 
audio streams. 

RealNetworks and Microsoft servers, 
however, do not have the capability to 
deliver fully standards-based MP3 streams. 

Standards-based servers, like GMV 
Network's AudioEdge and Nullsoft's 
ShoutCast. deliver MP3 streams for play-

radio industry for several years. In these 
systems the radio stations are given 
encoders that are then pointed to servers at 
the stream hosting company. 

In return for streaming services, the 
radio station surrenders portions of its 
advertising inventory or even Web site real 
estate to the hosting company. 
The hosting company then sells this 

advertising space to offset their costs and 
hopefully turn a profit. 

This method has definite cost and ease-
of-use benefits for the broadcaster. The main 
disadvantage is that broadcasters lose control 
of their streaming system and the potential 
revenues that can be derived from it. 

Alternatively, a broadcaster can choose 
to host their entire streaming system in-
house. The main advantage to this method 
is the degree of control over the process. 

The main disadvantages include the has-
sle of managing the large amounts of band-
width that must be brought on-site to sup-
port the streaming listener base. 

Co-location is the third method available 
to broadcasters for deploying streaming. 
Co-location involves placing one or more 
streaming servers at a site designed to pro-
vide dedicated Internet connectivity. 

The main advantages to this approach 
are simplicity and scalability. The disad-
vantage of this method is cost; it shows 
return on investment (ROI) only with hun-
dreds of listeners at a given time. 

The cost of co-location will vary for carri-

Encoder Server Client Encoder 

Fig. 2: Proprietary servers can only deliver 

Ilk - 
streaW  their °liters.  

(B) 

Server Client 

GMV Networ-I 
AudioEdge • 

Fig. 3: An MP3-based streaming system can take one 
standard source stream and deliver it to all major players. 

Additionally, files archived during the 
streaming process will be in a proprietary 
format, subjecting the broadcaster to the 
negative effects of technological lock-in. 

MPEG 
The Moving Picture Experts Group is the 

world's leading standards body for digital 
multimedia encoding and compression. The 
group's first international standard, MPEG-
1, was designed to compress video so that it 
could easily fit on CD-ROMs. Audio can 
also be compressed under the standard as 
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back by all popular players (see Figure 3). 
As an added bonus — consumer devices, 
portable players and Internet radios that 
connect to the home stereo and soon, car 
radios — all support the MP3 format. 

Deployment 
There are three principal ways for radio 

stations to transmit their content via 
Internet (see Figures 4 through 6). Each has 
advantages and disadvantages. 

Figure 4 shows the once "free" stream-
ing systems that have been offered to the 

INTERNET 
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er to carrier as well as location in the country. 
I thank those who contributed informa-

tion for this white paper, who are named in 
the online version of this article. We'll 
complete our discussion and cover stream-
ing economics, encoders, servers, band-
width, ROI, hosting providers and how to 
sell streaming in the July 18 issue. 
Do you have a story to tell about your 

station's start-up streaming experience? 
Send a brief outline of your tale to Internet 
Radio editor Laura De& via e-mail to 
Id@imaspub.com • 

RADIO STREAMING 
STATION HOSTING COMPANY 

DSL/T1 

Fig. 4: Streaming Hosting Companies Fig. 5: In-house Solution Fig. 6: Co-location Scenario 
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PRODUCT EVALUATION 

The dScope Goes to Top of Class 
Paul Mac 

The Prism Sound dScope has always 
been a solid performer. The latest incar-
nation of the box reveals itself to be 
another solid addition to the family. 
The dScope Series III is a multifunc-

tion,. two-channel, analog/digital test and 
measurement device based around a 
hardware box coupled with Windows-
based software. 

Signal generation is "per channel," and 
the system can handle sample rates up to 
192 kHz. The dScope Series III contains 
signal generation and analysis sections. 

FFT detectors also can employ stan-
dard or user-defined weighting filters, 
which can be set up from a list of mea-
surement results that includes amplitude; 
balance; band-pass; band-reject; 
crosstalk; gain; IMD CCIF; IMD DIM-
TIM; IMD SMPTE-DIN; THD; THD+N; 
and second-, third- and fourth-harmonic 
distortion. 

Special extras 
The dScope Series III supports 

advanced techniques such as multitone 
testing by combining arbitrary waveform 
generator capabilities with multiple, pro-
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Shown are windows for Trace, Channel Status and Signal Generator. 

The signal generator uses standard 
waveform types — such as sine, square, 
ramp and twin-tone — as well as cus-
tomized signals like multitones, bursts, 
bongs, pseudo-random signals, modulat-
ed tones and special signals like the 
Prism Sound JTEST. 

The analyzer section consists of the sig-
nal, continuous-time and FFT analyzers. 

Real-time analysis 
The signal analyzer provides real-time 

readings of RMS amplitude, frequency 
and interchannel phase for a stereo or 
two-channel input. 

The continuous-time analyzer is based 
on a conventional distortion analyzer, 
offering a selection of weighting and 
band-limiting filters, as well as a vari-
able-frequency notch filter that supports 
band-pass and band-reject modes with 
tracking or fixed frequency settings. 

Measurements include amplitude, distor-
tion, noise, IMD and others are included. 

The FFT analyzer supports multiple 
detectors or readings, which may be cus-
tomized using Microsoft Virtual Basic 
<VB) scripting to carry out further pro-
cessing of the measurement data. 

grammable FFT detectors. 
A complex signal is generated with 

several individual frequencies. This type 
of test signal enables rapid display of 
FFT-derived readings for various results, 
such as noise, distortion, crosstalk and 
frequency response. 

These tests are based on user scripts 
and they may be designed to user specifi-
cations. Preset test examples also exist. 

The sweep analyzer provides control 
of a wide range of variables and can mea-
sure up to four quantities simultaneously. 
Swept variables include generator fre-
quency and amplitude, and sweeps can 
be controlled by data table lookup, by 
timer, on manual advance or autosensing 
audio input frequency. 

The measurement can also be swept 
along the BP/BR frequencies. Results of 
the test include amplitude, frequency, 
phase, TD detector result (for example, 
THD+N), digital interface frame rate, 
deviation, carrier amplitude, jitter and 
carrier phase. 

Digital interface testing is comprehen-
sively supported. 

Series III allows digital output frame 
rate setting up to 11,500 ppm deviation 

and output channel status may be com-
pletely customized. 

Users can also simulate the degrada-

frame-rate and frame-sate accuracy, fs 
(source) jitter, data jitter (intersymbol 
interference), eye-narrowing and (AES) 
carrier amplitude, as well as providing a 
view of the AES waveform itself and the 
eye diagram. 

For many of these tests, a "trace win-
dow" is often necessary or desirable and 

The signal analyzer provides real-time 
readings of RMS amplitude, frequency and inter-

channel phase for a stereo or two-channel input. 

tion of the output carrier signal over long 
cables by adding source jitter, noise and 
common-mode interference. 

For digital inputs, Series IH measures 

the dScope software offers one. It 
includes scope and FFI' traces, real-time 
FFT averaging, sweep displays and also 

See PRISM, page 44 

Is running your production stLdiol 
like controlling a nuclear reactor? 
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Simplify. Cool Edit Pro I The complete multitrack 
recording studio for Windows*. 

Up to 64 tracks • More than 40 DSP effects 
DirectXTN Support • Crash recovery • Tons of 
file formats • Optional MP3 encoder/decoder 

Download a demonstration version from 
www.cooledit.com 

or call and well send a free deruo/tutorial CD. 

P.O. Box 62255 1-888-941-7100 
Phoenix, Al 85082 USA (toll- free 41.s, USA and Canada/ 

www.syntrillium.com tel: + 1-480-941-4327 
cepro@syntrillium.com fax: + 1-480-941-8170 
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CAD Mie Proves Its Value 
American-Born M177 Cardioid Condenser 

Dispels Theory That Quality Means a Steep Price 

Paul Kaminski 

A quiet revolution has begun in the 
manufacturing of side-address con-
denser microphones. 
Those looking for the clarity, 

warmth, tonal quality and low- noise 

40 

mV/Pascal and an equivalent SPL 
noise level of 10 dB A-weighted. 

The unit requires phantom power of 
24, 48 or 52 V with at least 8 mA for 
proper power. Even at this price, the 
microphone comes with its own fre-
quency response plot. We found the 

-40   

FREQUENCY (Hz) 

Frequency Response Plot 

cam 
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M177 

S Nolter 

Sign  mK  

figures of the condenser mic can get 
improved sound quality for less money. 
In fact, the $200 street price for some 
models is driving equipment replace-
ment and upgrade decisions. 
The American-made CAD M177 

cardioid condenser mic is a solid addi-
tion to this market segment and per-
haps the best of the bunch. 

Attractive mic 
The M177 is a single-pattern, side-

address condenser mic. It does not 
look like the typical Neumann imitator, 
but reminds us of the RCA 77-DX. 
When asked if that was a design cue, 

C.P. Pores, national sales manager 
audio products group of CAD, said, 
"We'll never apologize for making an 
attractive microphone." 

It also works 
well on the most 

frequency-challenged 

medium of all — the 

POTS interview 

through a hybrid 

Behind the business end of the mic, 
there is a 1.1-inch large gold-sputtered 
diaphragm. 

That diaphragm — a version of the 
original Equitek 300 capsule — and 
op-amp circuitry instead of the typical 
field effect transistors (FETs) give the 
M177 a published frequency response 
of 10 Hz to 20 kHz, a dynamic range 
of 133 dB, an output level of 15.9 

response to be flat out to 2 kHz with a 
slight rise thereafter. 
The microphone has a bass roll-off 

switch and a 20 dB pad on the front of 
the mic. CAD recommends you engage 
the pad before setting any mic preamp 

level. On our Mackie 1202 VLZ 
mixer, we followed instructions 
and got clean sound. 
The channel gain was at the 2 

o'clock position, which was the 
setting for our dynamic mic. We 
then disengaged the pad on the 
mic and began to set the chan-
nel gain for optimum output. 

With the pad disengaged, we 
only needed to set the channel 
gain to 10 o'clock — or just a 
bit above the "U" unity gain 
setting on the 1202 VLZ. We 
suspect users with outboard 
preamps will have much the 
same result. 
We had to change our mic 

technique for this test. No 
longer could we use the same 
technique used to enjoy New 
York City pushcart hot dogs. 

Don't get too close 
1 found 1 could get a warm, 

clear and authoritative sound if 
I kept my mouth four inches 
from the M177 business end. 
Any closer and the proximity 
effect and resulting plosives 
would be exaggerated. To bring 
back a little of that warmth, I raised 
the 80 Hz equalizer on the Mackie 
channel strip about one notch. 
The polar pattern is more full on the 

right side of the mic between 0 and 60 
degrees, so the sweet spot is more to 

the right. With the integral mount, you 
can swivel the mic so the sweet spot 
flatters your approach. 
The M177 also solves another prob-

lem some small and large studio users 
See CAD MIC, page 49 

Prism 
Continued from page 43 

the residual output of the time domain 
analyzer. 

This test allows, for example, view-
ing of the distortion waveform on a 
computer screen alongside the FF1' and 
waveform traces. 

Trace signal 
From the trace window, trace data 

can be printed, stored, recalled or 
exported. In addition, multiple markers 

can be placed on each trace and com-
ments and labels may be entered. 

Markers provide discrete reading of 
trace points, plus "limit lines" for test-
ing within tolerance — visual "outside 
limit" indications can be set up for 
immediate indication. If an oscilloscope 
is still needed, dScope provides four 
BNC connections for a variety of moni-
tor outputs. 

While dScope has numerous vari-
ables and setup windows, its test 
automation enables timesaving stan-
dardization of test procedures. 

Using VB Script, dScope Series HI 
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Product Capsule. 
Prism Sound 

dScope Series Ill 

Thumbs Up 
A plethora of tests 

= I Windows-based 

./ User-definable tests 

-= Thumbs Down 
r Trying to justify test equipment 

to station manager 

The suggested !1st price is $ 7,995. 

For more informaticn contact 

Prism Media Products Inc. in 

New Jersey at ( 973) 983-9577, 

fax (973) 983-9588 or visit the W 

site at www.prismmpLc 

allows a series o1 test workstations to 
run automated test procedures and to 
port results automatically into a net-
worked database. 

Again, examples of such scripts are 
provided with the product. dScope 
Series III also provides a snapshot store 
system for saving/recalling the whole or 
part of the instrument setup — includ-
ing the desktop layout. 

Several aspects of this device make it 
a serious contender for the standard test-
set throne in the audio field. 

If all its capabilities are summed up 
with the customizable aspects and, 
importantly, the price, the dScope Series 
III is not just in a class of its own; it has 
created a whole new class. 

Paul Mac is editor for Audio Media 
Europe, a sister publication of Radio 
World. e 



*AEC) WWR World Wide Ready series. 
The WWR equipment ensures connectivity to the different 
world-wide communication networks. 
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Choosing the #1 codec In the World. 
YOUR NEEDS.  

Your needs have to be met .How man/ times 
have you wished to have an audio codec with all the important 

feati_res?, thinking Or you ,AEQ boxed it all. 

EASY CHOICES  

No secrets here, AEQ prides itself on the 

simplest user menus in the market with all 
the Eicoding modes available at your fingertips. We know. We 

have been the No. 1 codec supplier for large 

sporting events such as the Olympic Games since 1992. 

THE MASTER OF  INTEGRATION 

ISDN p-cfccols are complicated things, or not? The EAGLE or 

COURSE are the first audiocodecs in the world 

with this high level of communication 

integration: ANSI and ETSI - a 256 KBPS' V.35 Fort in one 
single unit. 

CIVIL CONVERSATION  

Think rg of you, our codecs connect well with 

other manufacturers so you don't have tc sweat any 
ccnnec:ion with a non-AEQ codec. 

EQUIPMENT CONTROL. 

In Control Our "motto'. You should be in control. AEQ offers 

the most complete range of control 

possibilities, so you feel that you are In control. 

eagle Audiocodec 
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EAGLE is a multi-format dual-channel audio codec with analog and 

AES/EBU digital input and output, with a dual display to facilitate 

operation, and with multiplexing capability between the two ISDN "B" 
channels, in one rack unit height. 

EAGLE include V35/X21 communications boards and a universal 
terminal adapter fcrS or U interfaces. 

Remote Control IP 

Server 

LAN 

Client 1 Client 2 

Control Bus E@Sy 
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E@sy is a technology for integrating digital audio and 
communication equipment, a technology that expands the 
capacity to control equipment to a level that has never been 
attained before. 

-  4 

ranger multiplexer 

• 

E@sy integrates equipment and software applications. The equipment are connected 
to an apolication server through an RS 422 bus. In the client computers, applications 
are run that, together with the connected equipment resulting a system tha: provides 
high-end features and very powerful functions. 

With eagle and course you 
can get the latest technology 
at reasonable prices. 
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COURSE is a set of up to ten one- or two-channel multiformat 

codec boards in a four-unit-high rack with a dual power supply. 

As options, the COURSE equipment can include AES-EBU inputs 

and outputs, V35/X21 communications boards and a universal 

terminal adapter for S or U interfaces. 

Get more information about these products or how to contact 
the nearest AEQ distributor at www.aeq.es, or request 
additional information at the following address. 

.AEQ : cl Rey Pastern 40. Pol. Ind Leganés - 28914 Leganés / MADRID (SPAIN) Phone: 34 91 686 13 00 - Fax: 34 91 686 44 92 - e-mail: aeqsales@aeq.es- http://www.aeq.es 
AEQ 3roadcast International Inc:2660 S W. 87 Avenue. Davie - Fort Laurderdale - FLORIDA 33328 - Phone: (954) 424 02 03 Fax: (954) 424 0902 

e-mail: aeqa -nerica@aol.com - http://www.aeqbroadcast.com 
AE D UK Ltd. 5 Jasmin Close, The Rock, TELFORD 31- ROPSHIRE TF3 5EJ - (ENGLAND) - Phone: 44 - 01952 400 839 Fax: 44 - 01952 401 375 

e-mail:sales@aequk.com - http://www.aequk.com 
AEQ FORTUGAL: Quinta de Palhacana Pereiro de Pallbacana - 2580 ALENQUER (PORTUGAL) Phone: 351-261 94 30 06 - Fax:351- 261 94 30 07 

e-mail: aeq@maillelepac.pt 
AEQ CATALUNYA: c/ Garcilaso, 174, entlo 1° - 08C27 BARCELONA (SPAIN) Phone/ Fax: 34 93 340 96 71- e-mail:aeqcatalunya@terra.es 



The CircuitWerkes HC-3 Autocoupler 

BoommgCty, 
net. 

0.C. White Co. 

Mic Boom Arms 
*Noise-free, precision 
microphone placement 
*Holds a multitude of mics 
*Black or beige finish 
*Large selection of mounts 
& risers available 
*Order from your favorite 
dealer today! 

ALLIED 
INDEPENDENT REPRESENTATION 

Contact Dave Burns (765) 935-3893 
Email: dbocweaol.com 

WATTCHMAN® 

PROTECTION SYSTEMS ge TRANSMITTER 

WATTCIINIAN Mont:ors Forward and Reflected RF 
Rowe: and protects your Transmitter - abnormal conditions 
quickly cause Transmitter shutdown. Several models of this 
19" rack mounted Wattmeter are available to measure CW, TV, 
HDTV, & FM signals. Amplied DC outputs are also supplied 
on some models to interface with remote monitoring/control 
devices. Dual Socket Line Section (7/8" - 6-1/8") and Elements 
also required. 

50 OHM TERMINATION LOADS 

Many difbrent styles and models available - Air, Liquid/Air, 

Water 81 Self Contained designs to cover frequency ranges of 

DC to 3 GHz and Power levels up to 80 kW. Phone, fax, or visit 

website for more information. 

Coaxial Dynamics 
A CDI Industries, Inc. Company 
15210 Industrial Parkway 

Cleveland. Ohio 44135 (216) 267-2233 

Toll Free 1 800 COAXIAL (262-9425) 

FAX (216) 21,7 3142 

Web Site attp://anam.comdaLcom 
Small: coaxIal@apILnet 
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RADIO WORLD'S 

Products and Services Showcase 
-provides a perfect medium for 

marketing your products and services. 

«F3r more information, contact 
your sales rupresen I. at j,,,•(, or 

Simone Mullins at 
703-998-7600, ext. 154 
to request a media kit. 

AES3 Switching And Distribution 

Made Easy with the AES-200 
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Features: 
2 Input AES3 Switcher 
2 XLR Outputs, 2 BNC Outputs 
Remote Control/Status 

Uses: 
Main/Alt. Transmitter Audio Switching 
Digital Studio Switcher 
Professional Digital Dubbing 

Broadcast Devices, Inc. 
5 Crestview Avenue 

Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567 

Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916 

Website: www.Broadcast-Devices.com 

bdi 

Fast, 
easy, 

inexpensive 

telep,4?)c 
See the demo on our Web site. 

206.842.5202 
audionlabs.com AUDION 
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Werices 

HC• 3 shown with optional iaik mount 

More Features. Better Price. 
Auto-connect and disconnect. 

> Two-Year limited warranty. 

> LED Indicators for incoming 

rings /on-line status & power. 

> Answers on user selectable 

number of rings. 

> Momentary or latching dry 
contacts at pickup. 

> Audio, control and power 

connections on screw terms. 

> Metal case can be wall/desk 

or, optionally, rack mounted. 

;› Dual rack mount available. 

> Optional ComboLok 
provides passwordsecurity. 

> Suggested list only $229. 
> Simple, active hybrid with 

unbalanced, In/Out for 
simultaneous send & 
recieve communications. 

> Remote connections 

include: aux, relay closure, 
pickup-enable, remote pick 

up trigger,call end sink, & 
Ring / Online sink. 

CircuitWerkes 
3716 SW 3rd Place 

Gainesville, Florida 32607 
(352)335-6555 / fax 380-0230 

sales@circuitsverkes.com 
http://www.circuitwerkes.com 

DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITORS 
In-Stock-Available for 
Immediate Delivery 

11111 
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Price US$2700.00 2 Towers 
Will operate with any remote control equipment. 

Price US$2100.00 2 Towers 
For AM directionals with studio located at transmitter site. 

These monitors are state-of-the-art instruments of unequalled 
accuracy (.5% or better on ratio and .5° or better on phase) 
and stability. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of 
these monitors is a factor of 10 more stable than instruments 
that measure normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts 
are rock solid. Phase sign is automatic, no extra operation. In 
addition to the analog DC outputs for remote control the Model 
CMR has a multiplexed BCD digital output which can be used 
to drive the Remote Indicator Model CMR-1. RF inputs have 
dual protection. Gas discharge tubes across the sample line 
terminations plus relay protection. 

GORMAN REDLICH MEG. CO. 
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701 
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898 

www.gorman-redlich.com/jimg@gorman-redlich.com 

Pack. 
Rack 
or Stack'em! 

PIIIIICIANIP SERIES 
Call or 
write for 
free 
detailed 
brochure. 

Mono and Stereo Mixers and Expanders 
MX100, MX200 & MXS1C10 Three Input Mic/Line Mixers 
XP100 & XPS100 Four Input Companion Expanders 

• Low noise Mic/Line switchable Inputs 
• Phantom Power • Independent headphone and 

Balanced line outputs • Bright 3 color LED meter • XLR connectors 
• External power or battery operated • UL & CE Markings 

AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES, INCORPORATED 
328 W. Maple Avenue, Horsham, PA 19044 

Tel: (215)443-0330 • (800) 959-0307 • Fax: (215)443-0394 • http://www.atiguys.com 
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Shecky Peterson Returns: Oh Joy 
Alan R. Peterson 

Now that the NAB show is a memory, 
time for my alter ego to dust off the din-
ner jacket and hit the stage for another 
annual barrage of groaners. 

Yes, it is the triumphant return of 
Shecky Peterson, part broadcast techni-
cian, part lounge comic, always quick 
with a broadcast pun worthy of a tomato 
right in the puss. 

Post-convention traditions create a 
feeling of closure. Frank Foti celebrates 
by blasting The Who at top decibel level 
from the Omnia booth on the convention 
center floor, right at 4 o'clock sharp. 
Those of us behind the scenes at The 
World According to ARP trot Shecky out 
shortly after each show as our own little 
tradition. 
He even brings along his own rim 

shots to punctuate perfectly the jokes that 
fall flatter than the rest. 

Don't think of it as "giving back," but 
more like "heaving up." 

So folks, without further ado ... 

Cue the band 
(Cheesy fanfare music, polite golf 

clapping) 
Heyyy folks, welcome to the show. 

Good to see so many of you here in Las 
Vegas. Anyone here from out of town? 
(big laughs) Anyone here from back east? 
(A few hands go up) Anyone here work 
for CBS? 

(Stone cold silence) 
0-kayyy ... let's just get to the jokes. 
What does a snowman use in a pro-

duction room? Cool Edit. 
What does a lumberjack use in a pro-

duction room? SAW (duh!). 
What does the morning drive jock use 

in a production room? Hey, my contract 
says I don't have to do production! 
What do you call the truck that makes 

deliveries to the Ventriloquists Hall of 
Fame? A dummy load. 
What occurs when you replace FM 

transmission line with a stalk of bananas? 
Skin effect! 

Ba-da-bum! 
Heyyy, why won't fiber optics ever 

completely replace copper? How can you 
take a crook seriously when he yells, 
"You'll never take me alive, optic! "? 
Hear about that new cartoon show for 

engineers? Yeah, a wisecracking antenna 
teams up with a digital audio cable to go 
around stealing picnic baskets. The 
Adventures of Yagi and EBU-Boo. 
What do you get when you stick a 

diode up Clint Eastwood's nose? A Var-
actor — and a punch in the chops. 

Implant implode 
Did you get to see all of those little 

tiny cell phones and pagers everybody 
had at the convention? Can they get an 
smaller? Well, yes they can. I think the) 
can implant them into people now! 

See, I was sitting in the bar at the 
Hard Rock here in Vegas, talking to 
some engineering buddies. They were 
yakking it up about how many folks out 
there want them to donate their time and 
effort to build and run their LPFM sta-
tions for free ... anyway, one guy 
stopped talking for a moment, pressed 
the side of his head, said "hello," then 
carried on a one-sided conversation as if 
he had a cell phone. 

He said goodbye, pressed his temple 
again and said, "Yes, I do have a cell 
phone. I had a phone circuit hoard 

conventional cell phone." 
Anyway, we got back to our conversa-

tion, and wouldn't you know, the second 

Shecky Peterson is always quick 

with a broadcast pun worthy of a tomato 

right in the puss. 

implanted in my head, which I answer by 
pressing on my temple. Now I never miss 
calls and I never need to carry around a 

guy said, "Hold on for a moment," 
grabbed his nose and began moving it all 
around like a joystick while his eyes dart-
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ed all over the place. It looked as if he 
was reading something in front of him. 

"Well, yes I was," he told me. "I had a 
wireless Internet connection surgically 
implanted to my optic nerve. I can check 
my transmitter and my stock quotes just 

See me page 49 

ur address has changed 

...our commitment 
is the same 

In keeping with an illustrious 

legacy, Crown Broadcast has be-

g...in adding a new chapter to the 

rich history of the Crown name. To 

meet the needs of broadcasters 

worldwide, Crown Broadcast has 

taken a proactive approach in re-

searching and developing new . 

technology. 

We are committed to ushe'ing i 

the Twenty- First Century with a-

]  range of technically innovativ - 

products designed to anticipat 

,  

••• •-. 

FM loo 

the changing dynamics of world 

broadcasting, while keeping the 

heritage of rugged reliability that 

is Crown. 

In the coming months, visit our 

website to see new ideas, new Iproducts. and new directions. 
Crown Broadcast is committed 

to keeping your investment 

paying off year after year. 

Visit us at 

www.crownbroadcast.com 

CROWN BROADCAST 
ANNOUNCES FMX SERIES 
TRANSMITTERS AT NAB 

Digital System Managament I DSM) 
structure 
• Menu-driven digital control system 

and display 
• Monitor and set transmitter functions 

at front panel 
• Password protection of system control 

• Sophisticated fault alert and logging 

Remote System Management (RSM) 

option 
• DSM structure accessible fr .) n1 any 

phone 
• Natural voice communication from 

transmitter 
• Password protected 
• System operating functions evaluated 

and reset remotely 
• Alert by phone in the event of system 

faults. 

Crown FMX SeriesTransmitter models 
include the FMX 30. FMX 100. FMX 250. 
and FMX 500. DSM structure and the 
RSM option can also be retrofitted to 
current Crown transmitter model; 

crown 
c a 

Crown Broadcast 
25166 Leer Drive 

Elkhart, IN 46514-5425 

219-262-8900 

A division of 
International Radio & Electromcs Corp. 
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Products & Services 

THE MOST COMPLETE FM 
TEST SET AVAILABLE 

AND IT'S A GREAT MOD MONITOR TOO! 
• Complete 

proof of 

performance 

instrument 

• Frequency 

agile 

• Converts 

standard X-Y 

scope into a 

spectrum 

analyzer 

The QEI Model 691 Modulation Monitor and Test 

Package is a high technology precision instrument that 

set a new standard for FM performance measurement 

tools. We also manufacture a very comprehensive FM 

transmitter Line Contact QEI today and let us put our 

innovations to work for your station. Contact our sales 

department at 800-334-9154 (International 856-728-

2020) or by e-mail at geisales@gei-broadcast.com. 

http.//wwvv.qei-broadcast.com 

QEI CORPORATION 

PO Box 805 

Williamstown NJ 08094 USA 

800-334-9154\856-728-2020 

856-629-1751 Fax 

AM ANTENNA SYSTEMS 

Antenna Tuning Units 

Transmitter Combiners 

Folded Unipole Antennas 

Diplexers, Triplexers 

RF Components 

[BA antenna systems will improve 

your efficiency, performance and 

reliability. Our products are designed 

and built to international standards. 

Call LBA Technology for RF systems 

and excellent technical service. 

800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 
Fax 252-752-9715 

Email: lbatech@lbagroup.com 
or Contact Our Representatives Worldwide 

IJ3ATechnology,Inc. 
P 0 Box 8026 Greenville NC 27835 USA 

35 YEARS OF WORLDWIDE 
ENGINEERING SERVICES 

An LOA Group Company 

I 
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Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our flexible line of remote access and 
control equipment gives you elegantly fuinctional solutions to your control requirements 
without the need for "custom boxes". 

DC-8A Dial-Up Remote Control 
Controls and monitors 8 external devices from any 
touch tone telephone with extremely flexible pro-
grammable features. 

eftereeeleteerJeMIII 

SRC-1616L Serial Remote Control 
Equipped with 16 opto-isolated and CMOS/TTL com-
patible inputs and 16-Relay (Form C) outputs that 
may be controlled few) a host computer, or a pair of 
units can be used in a stand-alone configuration 
(relay extension cord). 

SRC-8 Serial Remote Control 
The SOC-8 provides a means of adding 8 chan-
nels oi remote control to RF, wirelire and fiber type 
SIL systems and may also be useo with dedicated 
modems (full & half duplex models). 

PSC Programmable Schedule Controller 
Stores and controls up to 160 events with Hour/Min-
utes/Seconds, Day/Month/Year, or Day of Week with 
Daylight Savings Time correction. 20 SPST relays 
and/or 32 serial custom commands provided. 

MC-16 Telephone Hybrid/Coupler 
Full featured telephone line coupler/hybrid provides 
32 programs; 32 ASCII strings (DTMF to ASCII); 64 
macros; 16 relays; auto answer; 4-digit access 
codes and much more. 

SSM Smart Silence Monitor 
Monitors any stereo or two independent monaural 
sources and generates alarms indicating loss of 
carrier when white noise and/or silence is detected. 

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing and a list of distributors! 

111 II WM 11 1 1 

MSO-8 Control Panel 
Provides a convenient way to add front panel con-
trol to our smaller profile products with eight LED-
indicator-equipped switches. 

Allie".90111110, 

BOS, ROS & PBB-24 Switch Panels 
The BOS offers 12 N.O. dry contact switches with 
status LEDs in a desktop panel. The ROS is simi-
lar, but in a single-space rack unit. The PBB-24 
provides 24 momentary buttons that can be pro-
grammed to output ASCII character strings. 

UI-411 Universal Interface 
Perfect for adding logic functions to mechanical 
switches/relays, adding remote functions to trans-
mitter control/logic, detecting phone line "ring", etc. 

Internet: www.broadcasttoole..com bti/çi broadcasttools.com 
Voice: 360 . 854 . 9559 

Fax: 360 854 . 9479 

BROADCAST 

tools 
Innovative Problem Solving Tool For Elroactast 
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mi 
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THE IMNISEIr PX1 

35W FM STEREO EXCITER/TRANSMITTER 

MUM 
• Frequency Agile - 87.5 to 108.0 N Hz ONLY 
• Digitally Synthesized PLL s1795" 
• Temperature and VSWR Protected 
• 120/240/12 VDC Powel with Auto Battery Back-up 

The PX1 was designed to fi I the needs of the low power or community 
broadcaster. Set-up and use is fast and simple with just 5 buttons to 
access all parameters - power, frequency, modulation, and more. The 
2-line vacuum fluorescent display gives you -at-a glance" verification of all 
imdortant functions The micro-controller continuously monitors 
frequency, temperature, dey Micro etc and makes subtle adjustments 
on the fly-like a " virtual" station engineer. 

Two balanced inputs (XLR) ire Írovided. as a-e inputs for SCA and RDS 
(BNC) RF Output ccrinection is type " N", output power is adjustable from 
1 to 35 Watts. 

If you're setting up a new station, we also supply consoles, microphones, 
antennas. feedline, and mom. 

AVCOM-RAMSEY TECHNOLOGIES 

793 Canning Parkway • V:ctor, NY 14564 

Order Toll-Fume.800-446-2295 

www.highpowerfm cam • salesg;ramseyelectronics.com 

Designed for 
Broadcasting! 
MINI-MIX BA 

$2499 
List 

12 Stereo Inputs 2 Stereo Outputs 
2 Dedicated Mikes 1 Mono Output 

Service 8, Affordable Quality for Over 28 Years 

AUT.GRAM 
CC) R. Xe1C0 R111..."X" X ICDN 

1500 Capital Avenue (972) 424-8585 

Plano Texas 75074-8118 1-800-327-6901 

FAX (972) 423-6334 

info@autogramcorp.com 

FM Channel Study 
Software for your PC 

rffletective-Pro uses FCC data that you can download for free! 

Free job viewer can be downloaded from rffletective.com 

Find out why you should be using rfDetective products! 
Call us or visit us on the web at http: Iwww.rfdetective.com 

(352) 336-7233 fax 367-1725 

POWER 
AMPLIFIERS 

Model 10/3000 

r mad 
lllllllllllllllllllllll 
llllllIlllllIllllllll 

10 watts in, 3000 watts out,guaranteed. 

I lannonic Filter 

Broadband. no tuning 

7,8" EIA Flange connector 

VSWR IMdback 

Remote On-Off. Gain Control 

Single-phase I90-265Vac (à- 30A At-a-glance status indicators 

Uses the same modules we have uncen supplying for years to Harris and Continental 

Weighs less than 300 tbs. no chassis a eighs more than 75 lbs, one pemon can install 

III 
Silicon Valley 
POWER  

AMPLIFIERS 

The RF Peoole 

Ph: 408 986 9700 Toll free: 800 986 9700 Fax: 408 986 1438 
  e-mail: sakeasvpa.com Website: sinnv.wpa.com  
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ARP 
Continued from page 47 

by mousing around with my nose and I 
'see' the information in the air right in 
front of me. I don't need a computer and 
I get all my info when I need it." 

Ribald rips 
By this time, these guys were starting 

to annoy me with their little toys. So I 
swallowed my club soda in one single 
gulp while they weren't looking, and 
within seconds — Rrrrrrrrp! — I let 
loose a belch that rattled the chandeliers 
in the bar and startled everybody in the 
room into silence. 

The two guys stared at me, I smiled 
and said, "Hold on for a moment ... I'm 
getting a fax!" 

Ba-da-bum! 
So why did the dentist lose his part-

time job building tetrode amplifiers? He 
kept filling the cavity resonators. 
What did the weekend DJ at the AM 

standalone say at the end of his shift? 
"It's now okay to turn off your com-
puter:" 
What do you get when your smear 

your RPU with Miracle Whip? Sandwich 
Spread Spectrum. 

Here's one for you academic types: 
It's a bird! It's a plane! It's the super-
position theorem! 

(Crickets heard in room.) Yeah, I knew 
that one would tank. Okay, here's one for 
you amateur radio guys: You know Cole 
Porter was a ham? 

"Yep," he wrote, "It's De-lightful, It's 
De-licious, It's D Layer." 

(Very feeble clapping) 

Schmaltzy tearjerker finish 
Thatik, folks. I'd like to get serious 

for a moment here ... (Cue single spot-
light for dramatic effect, gentle piano 
vamp).., and close with a song for you. 
Every Vegas performer has to have a 

song to close with, so here's mine. 
You all know "My Favorite Things'. 

from The Sound of Music, don't you'' 
Good. 

Neat automation rigs running on Linux, 

Arrakis' freebie for all of you cynics, 

Big generators that sit up on springs, 
These are a few of those N-A-B things ... 

Convention hall employees: big as gorillas, 
Mic booms with fuzzy springs like caterpillars, 

Cover those spots or the AFTRA phone rings, 

These are a few of those N-A-B things ... 

Watch the boss whip — out his checkbook, 

For new gear, he'll pay, 

And you'll be in heaven until you get home, 

And find it won't ship — May. 

Click once and e-mail your favorite DJ, 

Audion's VoxPro and 360's Replay, 

Airline employees that fill gear with dings, 

These are a few of those con-fer-ence things ... 

Great big compressors that clip your composites, 

Tiny hotel rooms with tinier closets, 

Overpriced food makes the cashiers cha-ching! 

These are a few of those Las Vegas things ... 

'That's a mock-up, that's a demo, 

That don't work at all... 

When we write the drivers for Windows ME, 

I think we can ship ... next fall.' 

Thank you, thank you, you're a wun-
nerful audience. See you at the 10 
o'clock show. 

Shecky tips his hat to The Greaseman 
for the fax joke and to the authors and 
publishers of the technical reference 
books that make this special appearance 
possible. 

Send e-mail to alanpeterson(d 
earthlink.net 

Eliminate 
Lightning 
„ ith the 

The Cila—Sfat 

is designed to 

reduce lightning 

damage by 

lowering the 

likelihood of a 

direct lightning 

strike to: 

Buildings 

munication Towers 

• Utility Substations 

Industrial Facilities 

3801 La Plata Hwy 

Farmington, NM 87401 

phone 505-327-5646 fax 505-325-1142 

800-443-0966 

CAD Mic 
Continued from page 44 

encounter: negating hum from com-
puter monitors. 
Hum created by the CRT rides for 

free when dynamic microphones are 
positioned near the screen. With the 
channel gain turned up to maximum, 
and the mic channel open, we could 
not hear any noise from the comput-
er monitor. 

This feature makes a big differ-
ence when you are mastering digital-
ly. It also works well on the most 
frequency-challenged medium of all 
— the POTS interview through a 
hybrid. 

Our test period coincided with the 
Daytona 500 in February and the 
resultant controversy surrounding 
the death of Dale Earnhardt. The unit 
performed well, whether laying 
down voice tracks or doing two-way 
interviews over our POTS hybrid. 

Affordable 
The M177 is made in Conneaut, 

Ohio, near the shores of Lake Erie. 
What CAD learned in 12 years of 
making microphones — like the 
Equitek E-100, 200 and 300 — was 
important in the design, manufactur-
ing and subsequent pricing of the 
M177. 
The list price for the mic is 

$249.95. The street price is in the 
$200 category. The unit comes with a 
padded case, frequency plot and a 
two-year warranty. 

"The design, quality and ability to 
assemble the product efficiently 
saved us a chunk of change," said 
Pores. Those savings are passed on to 
the consumer. 

Given the innovative and efficient 

Product Capsule: 
CAD M177 

Cardioid Condenser Microphone 

4-Thumbs Up 
./ Clear, warm, quiet-

sounding mic 
,/ Easy mount 
/ Attractive, looks similar 

to RCA 77-DX 
./ Price 
./ Immune to compu:er 

monitor hum 

Thumbs Down 

./ Like all condensers. 

increased sensitivity 
Highlights acoustic problems 

in the studio 
./ Talent may have te change 

mic technique 

The suggested list price i! $ 249.95 

For more information contact CllAudio in 

Ohio at (440) 593-1111, 

fax (440) 593-5395 or visit 

the Web site www.cadmics. 

AIM 

means of manufacturing the micro-
phone, the introduction of the CAD 
M177 could be compared to the debut 
of the similarly well-thought-out 
Mackie 1202 and 1402 series mixing 
boards only a few years earlier. 
American- built products bring 

professional results and quality to 
the value- priced segment of the 
equipment market. Since I am a 
charter member of the value-priced 
segment, I always like to solve a 
major-league problem with a minor-
league expenditure. 

Paul Kaminski is the news director of 
the Motor Sports Radio Network, and 
host of its "Race-Talk" and "Radio-
Road-Test" programs.Send him plain 
text e-mail at motorportsradio@ 
compuserve.com • 

THE COST EFFECTIVE 
ALTERNATIVE TO 

MANUFACTURER SERVICE 

SERVICE, REPAIR & 

CALIBRATION 

• STL's • RPU's • TSL's 

• Exciters • Optimods 

• AM/FM Monitors 

• Remote Control Systems 

SPECIALIZING IN 

EQUIPMENT BY 

• Belar • Marti 

• Moseley 

• McMartin 

• TFT 

• And others... 

WE ALSO PROVIDE 
Free, over-the-phone technical assistance 

SIL loaner/rentals 
PCL 505 Certification 

TECHNICAL SERVICE 

2198 Hubba d Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527 

(541) 471-2262 

excatibur etettrettitg 
HC-1 Handi-Coupler 

Here is the simplest, quickest, mo:t convenient 
way to connect audio to a telephone. The HC-1 

connects in series with the handset of any phone 
using modular connectors. Na connection to the 
phone line is needed. Press the front panel button 
and external audio is available on separate send and 
receive 1/4" TRS jacks on the rear pane... Release the 
button and the handset is once more connected for 
normal use of the phone. Nothing could be simpler! 

You can find many uses for the HC-1 around your 
station: on-air studio, production room, newsroom, 
sales office, field news kits, sports remotes, etc. 

EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA 

yourfatonie radio Innadcast dealer today for Erealibiir pizxhich! 
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Equipment Exchange 

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers. 

ACOUSTICS 

Want to Sell 

icitsticsnist" 
TF. 81111-71111-291111 

Full product line for sound 

control & noise elimination. 

www.acousTicerst.com 

AMPLIFIERS 

Want to Sell 

Crown stereo power line, $ 195. J 
Price, 214-321-6576. 

ANTENNAS/ 

TOWERS/CABLES  

Want to Sell 

Dielectric 3-5/8" motorized four 
port coaxial switch . Continental 
Communications, 314-664-4497. 
Email: contcommafiastinet. 

LPFM ANTENNAS 

$95! 
3db gain single bay 
fmbroadcasters.com 

Shively FM 6810-4R-DA, 4 bay, full 
wave with radomes, 30' long, good 
for 98.7 ro 102.7 mHz, pole mount, 
$5000 FOB Colorado Springs. Jim 
Bruneau, KGFT. 6760 Corporate Dr, 
#340, Colorado Springs CO 80919. 
719-531-5438 x124. 

AM Ground Systems 
Reliable. On-time Installation 

Quality Workmanship 
Ground System Evaluation 

and Repair 

www.amgroundsystems.com 
1 -877-766-2999 

Want to Buy 

FM antenna to work on 88.3 mHz. 
Bill Lacy, Star Radio, 6910 NW 2nd 
Terrace, Boca Raton FL 33487. 
561-912-9002. 

AUDIO 

PRODUCTION 

Want to Sell 

Presonus ACP22 stereo 
compressor/limiter/gate, new, $235; 
Auditronics stereo sliders model 
340-560 +extender boards 110EX6-
2-A & 110-EX9-2-A, BO; Fostex line 
amp model 5030, 8 channels, $ 195; 
Aiwa cassette deck model AD6900 
MK II, $750; Otan auto locator 
CB111, $195; Altec AM-FM receiver 
M-725A, $195. J Price, 214-321-
6576. 

Gentner Digital Hybrid Ill; 
Musicam USA Prima CD() 110. 20 
kHz stereo bi-directional codec. 
James Phillips, WZOM, 301 Third 
St, Defiance OH 43512. 419-782-
8591. 

Check out our web site! 

AUTOMATION 

EQUIPMENT  

Want to Sell 

DCS Dos-based digital audio 
system. Great for audio storage & 
playback. Would make a great 
simple replacement for carts at a 
small, limited budget operation. 
Dewayne Forbis or Chris Jessie, 
WLOC, POB 98, Horse Cave KY 
42749. 270-786-4400. 

Digilink Ill Systems (2) complete 
with cables & manuals, currently 
operating & will be avail on 5/15/01, 
BO. Angie Sugalski, WCN, POB 
444, Spartanburg SC 29304. 888-
989-2299. 

UDS On-Air Digital System. 
Upgraded in 2000 with OAS 
software for log generation & 
automation interfacing. Would make 
great back up for existing UDS 
system or would be great, light 
automation system for station on 
small budget. Dewayne Forbis or 
Chris Jessie, WLOC, POB 98, 
Horse Cave KY 42749. 270-786-
4400. 

BAI automation live assist with (2) 
Revox r- r, cart carousel, 6' Gates 
rack, very good condition, $800. 
John Wilsbach, WMSS, 214 Race 
St, Middletown PA 17057. 717-948-
9136. 

1YESI 
Space is as ailahle! 

Call 703-998-7600. et 154 
to advertise in 

Radio World 

COMPLETE 

FACILITIES 

NEW OR USED 
COMPLETE PACKAGES 

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER/ANTENNA 

OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE 

-LEASE OPTIONS-

-EMERGENCY RENTALS-
-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040 
You Know We Know Radar> 

CONSOLES 

Want to Sell 

Vestax PMC-15mkII, Autogram 8 
channel on- air console. Don 
Noordyk, WSHN, 517 N Beebe St, 
Freemont MI 49412. 231-924-4700. 

Auditronics 800MI or 80051, 
modules or replacement hybrids. 
Jim Nelson, KFLR, 702 E 
Thunderbird Rd. Phoenix AZ 85022. 
602-978-2035. 

Gatley 16 x 8 audio board with 
quad monitoring XLR concenters on 
all inouts, outputs, 4 effects returns 
with EQ. E0 on every channel, in a 
custom console, $500. Art Baker, 
Broadcast Productions of America, 
804 E 38th St, Indianapolis IN 
46205. 317-925-7371. 

Harris Stereo 80, 8 mixer-rotary 
pots, fair cond, $1800 +shpg. 
Joseph Bahr, WVIS FM, POB 6556, 
San Juan PR 00914. 787-725-3732. 

Quantum QM-168 & QM-120. 16 x 8 
audo board with patch bay & console, 
this is a recording console, $3000. 
Art Baker. Broadcast Productions of 
America, 804 E 38th St, 
Indianapolis IN 46205. 317-925-
7371. 

Want to Buy 

Auditronics Airmaster 90 console. 
Parts needed. Wheatstone part 
number is 390-003A. Dave Bear, 
KUBA, PO Drawer 232. Yuba City 
CA 95992. 530-673-1600. 

MCI processor board PCA 2500-
0611. J. Price. 214-321-6576. 

LIMITERS/ 

AUDIO PROCESSING 

Want to Sell 

Orban Optimod 6200. Brand new, 
never used, factory-sealed carton. 
$5000. Compare. Mike Webb, 
KIRO, 206-283-0914. 

CRL SG800, SMP 800, SEP 800, 
SPP 800. complete set. Don 
Noordyk. WSHN, 517 N Beebe St, 
Freemont MI 49412. 231-924-4700. 

Orban 8000-A, $1600/B0 +shpg. 
Joseph Bahr, WVIS FM, POB 6556, 
San Juan PR 00914. 787-725-3732. 

Orban 8100A refurbished. James 
Phillips, WZOM, 301 Third St, 
Defiance OH 43512. 419-782-8591. 

ProTools Mix 24 system. 
Complete system, almost new, 
$8500 including computer. Phil or 
Joel. The Production Block, 906 E 
5th St, Austin TX 78702. 512-472-
8975. 

Want to Buy 

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's 
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's, 
any Pultec EO's & any other old 
tube compressor/limiters, call after 
3PM CST. 972-271-7625. 

MICROPHONES  

Want to Sell 

Altec 6838 $295; EV 654A. $ 125. 
J Price, 214-321-6576. 

Want to Buy 

RCA 77-DX, 44-BX, KU-3A's, WE-
639's. On-Air & recording lights 
wanted, top dollar paid! 615-352-
3456. FAX: 615-352-1922. E-mail: 
billbryantmgmtehome.com. 

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other 
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call 
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625. 

GOLDEN MIKE ORIGINAL AWARDS 
WANTED. PAYING TOP DOLLAR! 
615-352-3456, fax: 615-352-1922. 
email: billbryantrngmtehome.com 

Shure SM5B microphone. B 
Giordano, WODS, 170 Soldiers 
Field Rd, Boston MA 02134. 617-
787-7589. 

To athertiNe. call "Ii1111111l. at 

1-800-336-3045, ext. 154 
or c-mail: siii LIII ins isna.pu h.com 

Radio Wedd 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Want to Sell 

ROIRON BLOWERS AND PUCE BLOOMS, 
new & rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA, 
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435 
Manderson 51. Omaha, NE 68164 
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821 

Looking for parts to service 
various ancient equipment? Cart 
decks, r-r's, etc. We may have what 
you've not been able to find! 
Dewayne Forbis or Chris Jessie, 
WLOC, POB 98, Horse Cave KY 
42749. 270-786-4400. 

BAY COUNTRY 

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT 

BUY - SELL - TRADE 
Your #1 Source For 
Quality Used Radio 

Broadcast Equipment 

View The Latest List On Line At. 
http://www.baycountry.com Or 
Call And We Will Fax It To You. 

7117 Olivia Rd Baltimore MD 21220 
Toll Free 877-722-1031 
FM 786-513-0812 

E-mail info@baycountrycom 
Member of BBB 

Sony, professional CD Jukeboxes. 
Compatible with various systems. 
have 4. Will sell separately or all. 
great back-ups & for parts. 
Dewayne Forbis or Chris Jessie, 
WLOC, POB 98, Horse Cave KY 
42749. 270-786-4400. 

Peter Dahl plate XFR new never 
used, $5500 +shpg. Joseph Bahr, 
WVIS FM, POB 6556, San Juan PR 
00914. 787-725-3732. 

MONITORS 

Want to Sell 

Used Mod Monitors, McMartin & Belar. 
Many to choose from, tuned & calibrated 
on your frequency. full guaranteed. 
Goodrich Ent. 402-493-1886. 

Delta digital antenna monitor up 
to 6 towers. James Phillips. WZOM. 
301 Third St, Defiance OH 43512. 
419-782-8591. 

Yamaha MSP5 powered studio 
monitors, almost new, $400/pr 
+shpg. Joel Block, The Production 
Block, 906 E 5th St, Austin TX 
78702. 512-472-8975. 

RECORDERS 

Want to Sell 

Sony MD5-82P mini disc player, BO. 
Rob Lankton, Lankton Engineering, 
5053 Ocean Blvd #18A, Siesta Key FL 
34242. 941-544-6842. 

Sony mini disc recorder/players (3): 
Panasonic SV-3800 DAT players (2). 
Don Noordyk, WSHN, 517 N Beebe St, 
Freemont MI 49412. 231-924-4700. 

Tanberg Model 15-21 Series 15 
reels ( 2). like new, need belts. 
$50/pr. Will Dougherty, WLD, Music 
Valley, At 1, Box 1548, Mill Spring 
MO 63952. 573-998-2681. 

Ampex AG350 mono r-r with Ampex 
solid state electronics & in a custom 
console, in gd cond, $500. Art Baker, 
Broadcast Productions of America, 
804 E 38th St, Indianapolis IN 46205. 
317-925-7371. 

NIliideeett Detail &indicts Inc. 
áiMnal Atudienlidee Senvict 

Authorized Sers ice: Sons. Panasonic, Tascam 
Repairs for Denon 

Sales: Sony. Tascam. Nagra 

Specialists in DAT, 1)T RS. CD, Retocam. DVCpro & lh cam 

12859 S. Harlem Ave., Palos Heights, IL 60463 
800-809-3309: 708-448-7539: Fax 708-148-7678 

miduestdigital@'compuscrve.corri 
midwestcligitalscrvice.s.COM 

Ampex AG-440, mono r-r in Ampex 
console. $600. Art Baker, Broadcast 
Productions of America, 804 E 38th St. 
Irdianapolis IN 46205. 317-925-7371. 

Ampex AG440B 4 trk 1/2" r-r R/P in a 
custom console in gd cond, $ 1000. Art 
Baker, Broadcast Productions of 
America, 804 E 38th St, Indianapolis 
IN 46205. 317-925-7371. 

Otani MX-505081I & MX-55, (2) 
Otaris with very little use, call for 
complete details, $2500/both. Pat 
Appleson, Pat Appleson Studios, 
757 SE 17 St, #358, Ft Lauderdale 
FL 33316. 954-587-7900. 

Scully 28043 mono r-r in custom 
console in good cond, $800. Art Baker, 
Broadcast Productions of America, 
804 E 38th St, Indianapolis IN 46205. 
317-925-7371. 

Tascam 688 rrulti track recorder 
mini studio; Fostex 16 trk r-r with 
remote keybad & all cables; 16 
channel studio master mixer board. 
All in very good condition. James 
Sealey, WMAF, PO Box 621, 
Madison FL 32340. 850-973-3233. 

REMOTE & 

MICROWAVE 

Want to Sell 

Gentner TS612 with 2 phones. Don 
Noordyk, WSHN, 517 N Beebe St, 
Freemont MI 49412. 231-924-4700. 

REMOTE 
EQUIPMENT 
RENTAL 

Silver Lake Audio 
(516) 763-1776 

silverlakeaudio.com 

Marti RPT-30 RPU transmitter on 
455.800, $ 1000. Rob Lankton, 
Lankton Engineering, 5053 Ocean 
Blvd #18A, Siesta Key FL 34242. 
941-544-6842. 

Burke TC-8, $1000. Joseph Bahr, 
WVIS FM, POB 6556, San Juan PR 
00914. 787-725-3732. 

Conex Celljack in very good 
condition, $ 175. John Wilsbach, 
WMSS, 214 Race St, Middletown 
PA 17057. 717-948-9136. 

WE RENT FOR LESS 
110t1Ines 

ZeMitts 
M IS 

AMMO 

FM beers 

STL's 

FM Pwr Amps 

Test Equipment 

If we don't have It, we Nil get 
SCIVIS, INC. (800) 438-8040 
"You Know We Know Radio" 

Moseley 606C, tested on your 
frequency. James Phillips, WZOM, 
301 Third St, Defiance OH 43512. 
419-782-8591. 

SATELLITE 

EQUIPMENT 

Want to Sell 

SATELLITE C/Ku gear, 

www.daveswebshoo.com. 

Roadie Weddl 
STATIONS 

Want to Buy 

AM or FM station located in RI, 
MA. CT or FL area. Non commercial 
or commercial, no station to small, 
will consider partnership. Michael 
Cardillo, 151 Morgan St, Cranston 
RI 02920. 401-942-8341. 

AM/FM Combo in Southwest 
Missouri. 25.000 watt FM, 1,000 
watt Daytime AM. Owner will carry 
note. 417-326-6445. 

TEST EQUIPMENT  

Want to Sell 

POTOMAC FIM21 Field intensity 
Meter, Potomac FIM41 Field Intensity 
Meter, both with manuals. Delta 018-1 
Operating Impedance Bridge with 
connectors and manual. B and K 
Function Generator with book Potomac 
AT51 Audio Test Set with generator, 
analyzer and books. All equipment in 
excellent and working condition, $5000 
for all. Call Gary Lee at 815-584-5186. 

Buying Or Sellin 
- . 
-s.-

You're In the right place! 
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Ampex 300E vacuum tube voltmeter, 
$30; B&W Nidek 400 distortion meter, 
$20; Bellatine Labs Model 314 
electronic voltmeter, cord cut, $20; 
Beta Scope non destructive thickness 
gauge, $30; Eico 250 AC VTVM & 
amp, $20; Electronic Designs model 
100 electronic voltmeter/ohmmeter, 
$25; GC Electronics 36-616 CRT 
tester 8i rejuvenator FC & BW, manual 
& case, $ 15; HP 330C distortion 
analyzer, $25 ea; HP 400D (4) 
vacuum tube voltmeter, $40/all 4; NRI 
model 12 vacuum tube voltmeter, $25; 
Weston Instruments model 1240 
tester, $20. Will Dougherty, WLD. 
Music Valley, RI 1, Box 1548, Mill 
Spring MO 63952. 573-998-2681. 

IFR 1200S service monitor/spectrum 
analyzer, $6000. Rob Lankton, Lankton 
Engineering. 5053 Ocean Blvd #18A, 
Siesta Key FL 34242. 941-544-6842. 

Tektronix 7L14/7L18 spectrum 
analyzer. $4500/B0. Rob Lankton. 
Lankton Engineering, 5053 Ocean 
Blvd #18A, Siesta Key FL 34242. 
941-544-6842. 

Tektronix digital multimeter DM 
501A, $150; Tektronix digital 
multimeter DM 502A, $150; Eico 
150 solid state signal tracer, $ 100; 
Nuvistors (assorted), $25. J Price, 
214-321-6576. 

Want to Buy 

Potomac Instruments FIM-71, 
FMNHF field strength meter. Rick 
Levy, Broadcast Signal Lab, LLP, 64 
Richdale Ave, Cambridge MA 
02140. 617-864-4298. 

TRANSMITTERS 

Want to Sell 

BE FM-30, 30KW FM. Continental 
Communications. 314-664-4497. 
Email: contcommefiasenel. 

COLLINS 831G-2B 22.5KW FM 
transmitter with 310Z-2 exdter. Very 
dean. New tubes. Recently removed 
from a major market station. $18,500. 
BROADCAST WORKS 903-509-2470. 
See it at www.broadcastwork,s.com. 
Watch final testing on your frequency in 
person or via webcast. 

Continental 315-R "Power Rock" pulse 
modulated 5KW AM transmitter. 
Continental Communications. 314-664-
4497. Email: conicommefiastinel. 

OFF THE AIR? 
Emergency Back-up Rentals 

FM Exciters - STLs - 
FM Pwr Amps - Antennas - 
Studio & Test Equipment 

SCMS Inc 18001 438-6040 
"You Know We Know Radio" 

HARRIS FM3.5K transmitter with 
MX- 15 exciter. Solid State IPA. 
Clean. $12,500. BROADCAST 
WORKS 903-509-2470. See it at 
www.broadcastworks.com. Watch 
final testing on your frequency in 
person or via webcast. 

Harris MW-10-B, 10KW pulse 
modulated AM transmitter. Continental 
Communications. 314-664-4497. 
Email: contcommefiastl.net. 

Harris MW-50-B 50KW pulse 
modulated AM xmtr. Continental 
Communications. 314-664-4497. 
Email: contcommefiastl.net. 

1976 Sparta 602/625 25kW transmitter. 
excellent condition & working order. All 
documentation available. Jim East, 
WOLC, 11890 Crisfield Lane, Princess 
Anne MD 21853. jeastew*.orq. 

-OM Online 

TRANSCOM CORP. 
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978 

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment 

3DOW FM 1988 Harris FM300K Solid State - Single Phase 

1 KW FM 1981 Harris FM 1K - Single Phase 

1 KW FM 1968 Harris FM 1H - Single Phase 

1 KW FM 1978 RCA BTF 1E1 

2.5KW FM 1984 Harris FM 25K Single Phase 

2.5KW FM 1980 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase 

2.5KW FM 1979 Harris FM 25K Single Phase 

2.5KW FM 1976 Collins 831D Single Phase 

3.8KW FM 1994 Continental 814.1 Solid State 

5 KW FM 1967 Collins 830E 

5 KW FM 1985 BE FM5A 

5 KW FM 1979 Harris FM 5K 

6 KW FM 1994 Henry 6000D 

10KW FM 1974 Harris FM1011iK 

1KW AM 1976 Harris MW1 
1KW AM 1981 Harris MW1,1 
1KW AM 1981 Collins 8280-1 (314R) 
5KW AM 1980 Harris MW5/1 
10KW AM 1983 Continental 316F 
10KW AM 1986 Harris MW1OB 
25KW AM 1989 Nautel Ampfet 25 Solid State 
25KW AM 1985 CSI T-25-Al 
50KW AM 1978 Continental 117C-1 
50KW AM 1982 Harris MW-513B 
Miscellaneous Equipment: 

Belar AMM2B Mod. Monitor ( 1200 K lz) 
Belar FM Mod. Monitor 
Belar FM Stereo Monitor 
CRL SMP-900 AM Stereo Matrix Processor 
CAL MDF 800 Stereo De-Emphasis 9Iter 
CAL SEC 800 Compressor 

IVISIT 

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 190C:6 

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-9:38-7361 
OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com 

SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcorrefrnamtv.com 

CONSULTANTS 
igigetill I lit EVANS ccesueng 

s s o c 6..1 a s Engineers 

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning 
Upgrade d Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof 

EXPERTS IN'. 
TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure 

210 S. Main St.. Thiensville, WI 53092. (2621 242-6000. FAX (2621 242-6045 
httgyftwwwevansassoc.com Member AFCCE 

r T. Z. Sawyer 
Technical Consultants 

www.sawyencom 
AM-FM-TV-LPTV 
• FCC Applic.on. 

• Ewenmeni.il 

• AM Dir..iional Amen.. 

• High Po.er AnrflniArra> , 
• Freyucnc Studle, 

• CI,. Upgrade. 

• SIL 

• Mahon inspcciion. 

Tr 1-301-913-9287 
FAX 13111 91.1.5794 

Ruer iii 4111.1ieihevià \11) i'01,1L1} 

MUNN-REESE, INC. 

Broadcast Engineering 
Consultants 

AM - FM - TV 

P.O. Box 220, 100 Airport Dr. 
Coldwater, MI 49036 

517-278-7339 or Fax 517-278-6973 

wayne@munn-reese.com 

GRAHAM BROCK, INC. 
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS 

Full Service From Allocation to 
Operation AM/FM/IN/All( Services: 

Field Work:Antenna and 
Facilities I ksign 

Over 35 years engineering 
and consulting experience 

912-638-8028 
202-393-5133 
ww w.grahambrock.com 

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E. 

& ASSOCIATES, P.C. 

ALLOCATION STUDIES 

HELD WORK A SPECIALITY 

ELECTROACOUSTICS 
RI OSHA measurements te 

datswoialt 
e 

WI% IN . datall orld.com 
800-368-575-1 

Market Analysis 

Engineering Software 

Ethnic/Demographic Data 

Custom Full-color Mapping 

Sales Marketing Packages 

info a dawn orld.com 
fax: 301-656-5341 

Consulting Communications Engineers 
EMC Test Lab 

FCC Applications and Field Engineering 
• Frequency Searches and Coordination 
• AM-FM-CATV-ITES-LPTV 
• EMC Test Lab-FCC and European (IEC) 

OWL ENGINEERING, INC. 
E-mail: infoeowleng.corn 1-800-797-1338 Fax (763) 785-4631 
8899 Hastings 51 NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 763) 785-4115 Member Af  ii• 

PC — SOFTWARE f 
AM FM TV Search Programs 
Signal Mapping—STL Paths 
RFHAZ—US Census PopCount 
FAA Tower—Draw Tower 

Doug Vernier 
Engineering Consultant 
1600 Picturesque Drive 

xft 
V 

Cedar Falls IA 50613 

800-743-DOUG 

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC. 
Consulting Engineers 

•Design & Optimization of 
AM Directional Arrays 

•Analysis for New Allocation, 
Site Relocation. And Upgrades 

AM-FM TV LPTV 
Wireless Cable 

(MDS/MMDS/TFS/OFS) 
-Environmental Radiation Analysis 

•Field Work 
-Expert Testimony 

9049 Shady Grove Court 
Gaithersburg. MD 20877 
Phone: (301) 921-0115 
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757 

email: mullengr@aol.com 

Communications Technologies, Inc. 

Broadcast Engineering Consultants 
AM FM TV LPTV 

Cellular/PCS Site Analysis 

• 
P.O. Box 1130, Marlton. NJ 08053 

Phone: 1856198541077 
Fax: 18561 985-8124 

Internet: commtechrf.com 

Clarence M. Beverage 

Laura M. Mizrahi 

System One Communications 
Broadcast Constructors & Consultants 

Houston. Texas 

888-625-5649 

AM-FM Site Construction 
Specialists 

▪ Complete Tower Service 
Antenna & Transmission 
Line Diagnostics 

- Custom Studio Designs & 
Furniture 

FM FREQUENCY SEARCH 

FM APPLICATIONS - $ 1,199 
Amendments & Upgrades 

Field Work . Site Construction 
MX Resolutions . Petitions îCoverage Maps • $39 r 
MBC Consulting 
(800) 219-7461 

www.mbcradio.org 

M Celenza 
Communications Consultants 

TV-$550: LPTV-$550: FM-$250: 
AM Frey Searches-Call for quote 

Applications, Amendments 
& Upgrades 

Antenna Structure Registration. 
Field Work Avail 
631-928-0077 

Fax: 631-928-1905 

FASTER._ 
MORE ACCURATE R111110 COVERAGE 

111, 
Visit us on the the web at www rachosoft corn 

109 West Knapp An • Edgewater • FL - 386) 426-2521 

• Real Time 3-D Displays 
• Interference calculations 
• Cost effective mapping 

• Fully integrated databases 
• Used by the FCC 
• Latest standards built-in 

DISTRIBUTOR 
DIRECTORY 

The following distributors serving the 
broadcast industry would be glad to help you 

with any of your requiremenu. 

CORNELL-DUBILIEF 
MICA CAPACITORS 

FROM STOCK 

JENNINGS VACUUM 
CAPACITORS 

FROM STOCK 

JENNINGS VACUUM 
RELAYS 

SURCOM ASSOCIATES 
2215 Faraday Ave.. Suite A 
Carlsbad, California 92008 

(7601438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759 
tI i.i il 11111, t 0111 tt VI V VV ti Vt • 11,-, 111 

...country, top 40, news, 
urban, talk, jazz, the classics, 
mixed bag... 

RADIO! The beat goes on! 

CROUSE-KIMZEY 
OF ANNAPOLIS 
tops in broadcast equipment 

1-800-955-6800 
ask for Kathleen 

kkannapolis@worldnetattnet 

Save Time & Money! 
Call us for your 

Broadcast Equipment needs 

We provide Studio & Transmitter packages 

New & pre-owned equipment 

AM. FM. LPTV 

530-542-2591 

Visir Solution to Broadcast Equipment requirements! 

 rke__51  
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TRANSMITTERS (cont.) BEE 
June 20, 2001 

Gates BC-17 AM transmitter on 
930 kHz, worked when removed 
from service. BO. Will Vos, 
Cascade Radio Group, 2219 Yew St 
Rd, Bellingham WA 98228. 360-
734-9790. 

Small AM transmitters, very little 
use, great for backup, emergency 
use or small AM station night 
transmitter. Dewayne Forbis or 
Chris Jessie, WLOC, POB 98, 
Horse Cave KY 42749. 270-786-
4400. 

Harris 10-H, 10 kW FM, call for 
price; Wilkinson 2500E, 2.5 kW, 
$3500 +shpg; CCA 1000-D, 1.0 kW 
FM, $3500/130 +shpg; Moseley 
505/C STL xmtr. Joseph Bahr, 
WVIS FM, POB 6556, San Juan PR 
00914. 787-725-3732. 

Harris MX-15, recently aligned, 
$2000/B0 +shpg. Joseph Bahr, 
WVIS FM, POB 6556, San Juan PR 
00914. 787-725-3732. 

LPB low power AM xmtr, about 5-
15 watts. James Phillips, WZOM, 
301 Third St, Defiance OH 43512. 
419-782-8591. 

Want to Buy 

Cash paid for FM translators or FM 
translation CP's. Call Bill at 561-
912-9002. 

1, 2, 5 kW FM transmitters. Bill 
Lacy, Star Radio, 6910 NW 2nd 
Terrace, Boca Raton FL 33487. 
561-912-9002. 

fladio World 
TUBES  

Want to Sell 

AMPEREX, EIMAC, SVETLANA 
3CX400A7/8877, 3CX3000A7, 3-
500ZG, 4CX250B, 4-400, 4CX400A, 
807, 833C, ETC. Westgate 800-213-
4563. 

FOR THE BEST PRICE 
& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes 
& sockets/ports, new & rebuilt call 
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day 
or night, FAX 402-493-6821  

TUBES, Eimac, Svetlana 
800-430-6683 
Fax: 905-469-4291 
wvvw.hard-to-find.net 
emsehard-to-find.net 

Since 1047 

Elms 
Thomson 
Freeland 

Since 1047 

urfe 
Svetiene 
RCA 

EEV ARS 
4CX150iii)A - EEV 
4CX2508 - Elmo 
3CX800A7 + more 

Nitif Liebet Min 
Export Shipping 

ARS Electronics 
USA 800-422-4250 Ca 800.422-4277 
Same Day World Wide Shipping 

POWER TUBEEscollico TEL 800-532-6626 

REBUILT INIT.: +1-530-662-7553 

FAX +1-530-666-7760 

1/2 THE cog www.econco.com 

OF NEW! SE HABLA ESPAÑOL 

C Electronics Co. 

NBA/ TUBES 
We have the alternatives 
for all your needs, at the 
lowest prices, direct from SVetiana 

OUR STCCKIII 
EIMAC, SVETLANA, PRO-TEK®, 

EEV and many others. 
(352) 688-2374 

PH: (800) 881- 2374 
FAX: (352) 683- 9595 

SE I-IABLA ESPANOL I@ 
WE EXPORT 

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 

TURNTABLES 

Want to Sell 

Technics SL1200mk2 T-T's (4) 
with extra styles. Don Noordyk, 
WSHN, 517 N Beebe St, Fremont 
MI 49412. 231-924-4700. 

Want to Buy 

TECHNICS SP-10MKII, SP-15. 
612-869-4963. 

Run your 
employment ad 
on our web site 

for only 
$2 per word! 

Call Simone Mullins 
for all the details at 

703-998-7600. 
ext. 154. 

RocJie World, 
5827 Columbia Pike, 1st Floor • Falls Church, VA 22041 

PHONE: 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-671-7409 

Classified Advertising Rates 
Effective January 1, 2001 

1-9 col inch (per inch) 

10-19 col inch (per inch) 

Distributor Directory 

Professional Card 

Station/Studio Services 

Classified Line Ad 

Blind Box Ad 

lx 6x 13x 26x 

S95 90 85 80 

$80 70 60 50 

8120 115 110 105 

$90 85 80 75 

$1 7 5 150 125 100 

$2 word 

$15 additional 

tL E CLCLL'L:1_1_LL:=LI. 

Lt_L.--..LLC L2 L=1: 1.c., L- Lt 

L:L:ncL.:7 L 
d 

LLL-‘,.£ 

o c 

pay, we now a 

VISA, MASTERCARD an 

American Express. 

EMPLOYMENT 
HELP WANTED 

LOGITEK ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
has an immediate opening for a Sates 
Manager. to be based in the company's 
main office in Houston. Texas. 
The qualified applicant must have 

knowledge of broadcast studio 
installaions. equipment. and functions, 
especially functionality of audio 
consoles. Previous experience with 
digital audio equipment is helpful as is 
knowledge of broadcast computer 
autornidim Systems Familiarity with a 
Windows PC environment if required. 
Good communication skins are 
essential. Prior sales experience is 
necessary. 

This person will assist customers by 
telephone, coordinate trade shows, and 
oversee Logitek's dealer network. 
Some travel is required. Salary is 
commensurate with experience and 
qualifications. 
To apply, e-mail a resume document 

with full contact information to 
infoOlogitekaudio.com or fax your 
resume to (713) 664-4479. All 
submissions are confidential. 

SPORTING NEWS RADIO, 
America's #1 sports radio network, 
has an immediate opening for a 
broadcast engineer. Duties include 
proper installation and operation of 
broadcast equipment. Strong 
analytical skills, the ability to work in 
a team environment and the ability 
to communicate well are all pluses. 
Associate or Bachelors' degree in a 
technical field with a minimum 5 
years experience in broadcast 
engineering required. SBE 
certification and/or FCC license 
preferred. If you are a bright 
broadcast engineer looking for a 
unique challenge, this is your 
chance to join Paul Allen's Wired 
World. Fax your resume to: 847-
400-3033 Attn: Human Resources 
or e-mail resume to: 
mlobusesoortingnews.com. EOE. 

POSITIONS WANTED 

Cool, refreshing & extremely 
satisfying. That's Me! Hard working, 
goal oriented radio grad looking to 
raise your rating & explode into the 
business. Sterling, 918-245-6545. 

Interested in an easy going 
personality who can attract & keep 
listeners? My name is Shaun Gant, 
I'm hard working & dedicated to 
broadcasting. 918-481-0468. 

Radio Announcer! Will work any 
shift in any state to get On-Air. 
Interested in Jazz, Blues or News. 
Charlie, 918-599-9964. 

Recent grad from American 
Broadcasting School looking for 
On-Air/production. Experienced in 
Cool- Edit Pro. Willing to relocate. 
Bobby, 405-737-0694 or 580-444-
2627. 

Willing to relocate. Extreme 
confidence. There's nothing I feel 
that I cannot do. Natural talent. 
Trained & ready. On-Air or 
production. Terry, 405-751-0335. 

Yes I'm exciting, Yes I'm talented, 
Yes you want me! Fresh young 
radio grad seeking a position in 
music, production or promotions. 
Darrell, 918-830-6004 or 918-591-
9426. 

American Broadcasting School 
graduate with four years job related 
experience. Seeking a position in 
production, on-air talent. Stephen 
Hufford, 972-216-1566. 

Attention Program Directors. 
Rookies talent seeking a position at 
your radio station. Willing to 
relocate. Mark, 972-235-2804. 

Cute + spunky CoCo. A little 
spice to add to your station. Willing 
to relocate. Recent A.B.S. graduate. 
214-335-8599. 

Extremely diligent, intelligent, 
hardworking & most of all 
dependable. Experienced with 
leadership positions. Call Kris, 817-
233-4842. 

If they keep score, I can call it! 
Quality play-by-play voice. Hard 
working with live experience. 
Broadcasting school graduate, 
willing to relocate. Jon, 405-359-
9184/oarr21 e yahoo.com. 

King Norm, your new voice of 
authority & image expert. Top 
production skills. Will relocate. Call 
972-264-0877 for an aircheck. 

Looking for a young energetic 
voice to spice up your station? 
Look no further! Rookie talent 
willing to relocate. Can handle any 
format. Jeremie, 918-486-4937. 

Molly Knott & I'm Knott on your 
radio, but I should be! On-air, 
copywriting, production experience. 
Will relocate. 817-923-2924. 

Recent ABS graduate seeking 
immediate employment in radio Can 
work on- air, news dept or 
production. Absolutely willing to 
travel. Can work all formats. 
Landon, 405-275-9552. 

Without advertising, a 
terrible thing happens... 

NOTHING. 
AdverIlse the Red. N'or. Cless,e0 sectIon 

I Call 1.1E00-336.30,45. eat 154 Ica dew's. 

cet 
L-L 

Radio Werld 
Classified Section 
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ACTION-GRAM 
EQUIPMENT LISTINGS 

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for radio stations only. All other end users will be chafed This FREE service 
does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads These are published on a pad basis only. Send your listings to us by filling out 

the form below Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear The listings run for two consecutive issues 
and must be resubmitted in order to run again Thank yOu. 

Please print and include Are you currently a subscriber to Radio World? 
all information: J Yes J No 

Signature Date - -

Contact Name 

Title 

Company/Station   

Address 

City/State 

Zip Code — 

Telephone 

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can 
participate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on a paid basis. Line ad listings & display 
advertising are available on a per word or per inch basis. 

WTS J WTB J Category: 
Make: Model 
Brief Description: 

Price: 

WTS -1 WTB J Category: 
Make: Model: _ 
Brief Description: 

Price: 

WTS J WTB J Category: 
Make: Model 
Brief Description 

Price: 

WTS r-1 WTB J Category 
Make: Model 
Brief Description: 

Pf-le: 

WTS J WTB J Category 
Make: Model . 
Brief Description 

Pr ; e: 

VV1S J WTB J Category: 
Make: Model 
Bri?.f Description. 

Price: 

WTS LI WTB CI Category: 
Make: Model: 
Brief Description: 

Pr ce: 

WTS J WTB J Category: 
Make: Model 
Brief Description: 

Price: 

Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for 
2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee. 

Broadcast Equipment Exchange 
PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 • Fax: 703-998-2966 

ADVERTISER INDEX 
PAGE 

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers. 
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy. 

ADVERTISER WEB SITE URL 

45 AEQ www.aeq.es 

46 Allied www.ocwhite.com 

16 Aphex Systems www.aphex.com 

12 Armstrong Transmitters www.armstrongtx.com 

46 ATI www atiguys.com 

8 Audio Precision www.audioprecision.com 

2 Audioarts Engineering/Wheatstone www.wheatstone.com 

46 Audion Labs www.voxpro.net 

6 AudioScience www.audioscience.com 

14 audioTXCommunicator/Musicam USA www.musicamusa.com 

56 Auditronics/Wheatstone www.wheatstone.com 

48 Autogram Corporation www.autogramcorp.com 

48 Avcom-Ramsey Technologies www.highpowerfm.com 

30 BALSYS www.balsys.com 

36 Belar www.belar.com 

51 Bext www.bext.com 

46 Broadcast Devices, Inc. www.broadcast-devices.com 

37 Broadcast Richardson www.broadast-richardson.com 

21 Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI) www.bsiusa.com 

23 Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI) www.bsiusa.com 

48 Broadcast Tools www.broadcasttools.com 

28,29 BSW www.bswusa.com 

4 Burk Technology www.burk.com 

46 Circuit Werkes www.circuitwerkes.com 

46 Coaxial Dynamics, Inc. www.coaxial.com 

7 Comrex www.comrex.com 

32 Conex Electro-Systems www.conex-electro.com 

31 CRL www.crlsystems.com 

47 Crown Broadcast www.crownbroadcast.com 

41 Digigram www.digigram.com 

17 Energy-Onix www.energy-onix.com 

49 Excalibur Electronics See ad for contact information 

30 Ghostwriters www.radio-mall.com 

40 GMV Network www.gmvnetwork.com 

46 Gorman-Redlich Mfg. Co. www.gorman-redlich.com 

30 Grace Broadcast Sales www.gracebroadcast.com 

1 Harris www.harris.com 

24 Harris www.harris.com 

19 Henry Engineering www.henryeng.com 

6 Inovonics www.inovon.com 

35 Inovonics www.inovon.com 

49 J Squared Technical Service jsquared@cdsnetnet 

15 Klotz Digital AG www.klotzdigital.com 

48 LBA Technology www.lbagroup.com 

25 Management Data Media Systems www.mdata-us.com 

27 MediaTouch www.imediatouch.com 

49 Nott Ltd. www.nottltd.com 

9 Omnia, a Telos Company www.omniaaudio.com 

11 Orban www.orban.com 

48 0E1 www.gei-broadcast.com 

34 Radio Computing Service (RCS) www.iselector.com 

20 Radio Design Labs www.rdlnet.com 

10 Radio Frequency System (RFS) info@rfsbroadcast.com 

5 Radio Systems www.radiosystems.com 

48 rfEngineers.com www.rfengineers.com 

3 S.C.M.S. www.scmsinc.com 

18 Scott Studios www.scottstudios.com 

12 Shively Labs www.shively.com 

48 Silicon Valley Power www.svpa.com 

10 Sine Systems www.sinesystems.com 

43 Syntrillium Software www.syntrillium.com 

13 Telos Systems www.zephyr.com 

39 Telos Systems www.telos-systems.com/smartsurface 

33 Wheatstone www.wheatstone.com 

55 Wheatstone www.wheatstone.com 
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•RE ADE R 'S F O R UM• 

NAB responds 

I read with interest the comments of 
Joe Klinger, president of JK Audio Inc, in 
the May 9 Reader's Forum. I wanted to 
take this opportunity to lay his fears 
about NAB's plans for The NAB Radio 
Show in New Orleans to rest. 

Yes, we have created a new conven-
tion, NAB Xstream, and we are very 
excited about the potential for this show 
to reach a new audience that has much in 
common with radio broadcasters. We 
contemplated launching this show after 
hearing a demand from our attendees for 
more information about interactive con-
tent and delivery and after seeing an 
increased demand from exhibitors offer-
ing these products and services. 
We made the final decision to launch 

the show after receiving strong support 
from our members and the Executive 
Committee. NAB Xstream will provide 
Radio Show attendees with the opportuni-
ty to learn more about online content 
delivery and how they can utilize this new 
technology as a potential revenue genera-
tor and as an added service to listeners. 

NAB is committed 
to delivering Radio 

Show attendees 

with an event of the 

highest quality — and 

we strongly believe 

that the addition of 

NAB Xstream will 

enhance that effort. 

While these industries do have a lot in 
common, there are also issues that sepa-
rate them. That is why we've created 
NAB Xstream as a separate show. It will 
have a separate exhibit hall floor, sepa-
rate sessions, a separate registration area, 
etc. Attendees will, however, be able to 
move from convention to convention, 
sampling "the best of both worlds." 
NAB is committed to delivering Radio 

Show attendees with an event of the 
highest quality — and we strongly 
believe that the addition of NAB Xstream 
will enhance that effort. We are putting 
the finishing touches on a show that will 
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highlight the latest trends in radio man-
agement, programming, sales, engineer-
ing and new technologies. 
We are confident that we can maintain 

the intimacy and focus of the Radio 
Show while running the two events con-
currently. NAB understands that Radio 
Show attendees have an unmatched pas-
sion for Radio, and we look forward to 
hosting a terrific event. 

Chris Brown 
Senior Vice President, 

Conventions & Expositions 
National Association of Broadcasters 

Washington 

Trademark notice 

We noticed the attached clipping 
(Workbench, March 30) which unfortu-
nately misuses the registered trademark 
VELCRO®. We are sure the misuse was 
unintentional, however, such an oversight 
can serve to weaken the identity and val-
ue of our VELCRO® hook and loop fas-
tener trademark. 
Many terms that we all use frequently 

in our everyday language were once 
trademarks, like "escalator," "thermos," 
"cellophane" and "nylon." All of these 
terms lost their distinction as trademarks 
because their owners allowed them to be 
misused by the public. 

That's why the Velcro companies pay 
close attention to how the VELCRO® 
trademark is used in the media. We must 
ensure that the VELCRO® trademark 
continues to be used as a brand name for 
the produce we manufacture — and not 
as a name for just any fastener. 

The VELCRO® trademark must modi-
fy the goods it distinguishes and because 
VELCRO® is a registered trademark, it 
needs to be easily distinguished from the 
rest of the printed text. If you mean to 
refer to our product, please capitalize the 
mark followed by the symbol "@," the 
word "brand" and the generic term "hook 
and loop fastener," "touch fastener" or 
"closure," i.e. "VELCRO® brand hook 
and loop fastener." 

However, the product must incorporate 
genuine VELCRO® fasteners in order for 
the trademark to be used. If you mean to 
refer to the type of fastener or if you are 
unsure whether or not the product is or 
incorporates genuine VELCRO® brand 
fasteners, use the generic term, "hook 
and loop fastener" or "touch fastener." 

Your assistance in properly using the 
VELCRO® trademark is greatly appreci-

Time to 

Mourn 

Shortwave? 

With its decision to cut shortwave service to 
North America, Australia, New Zealand and 
the Pacific Islands (see page 2), the British 
Broadcasting Corp. is doing what's economi-
cal for its service. 
The BBC is not abandoning shortwave 

entirely. But it says listeners have "migrated 
away" from shortwave, and now tune in via 
FM, the Internet, satellite, cable and mobile 

devices. Three times as many people in the United States listen to "The Beeb" on 
FM as on shortwave; half a million users access its broadcasts online each month. 

The BBC is using the money it would have spent to maintain these aging trans-
mission facilities to beef up its infrastructure in the Middle East and Asia, where 
shortwave is still the predominant way listeners hear the service. 

Given a life expectancy for a typical modern shortwave transmitter of 20 to 30 
years, the BBC seems serious about committing resources to protect such an 
infrastructure where it makes business sense to do so. 

While the trimming of shortwave is heart-wrenching to those who understand 
the history of broadcast communications, technology changes with the times. It is 
more important for a broadcast entity to deliver a message effectively, to meet its 
defined mission, than to protect its infrastructure for the sake of doing so. 

U.S. government broadcasters that send their transmissions overseas, such as 
the Voice of America, are wrestling with similar questions: When is shortwave the 
most economical way to get programming to the widest possible audience? Where 
do other methods makes sense? These decisions are being made in a post-Cold 
War world, with much different needs than in the past. 

Some would argue that shortwave remains necessary in countries where people 
can't afford computers and mobile devices, and where governments intentionally 
interfere with broadcasts for political reasons. 

The BBC agrees shortwave is vital in many areas, and estimates it has a total 
worldwide potential listening audience of 153 million. 

But while shortwave will retain a role for many years, a movement away from 
it is inevitable. The world's leading broadcast organizations are wise to consider 
more efficient ways of reaching their audiences. 

ated by the Velcro family of companies. 
Such careful attention results in more 
accurate communication; it is helpful to 
your audience; and it will help us to pre-
serve the integrity of the VELCRO® 
trademark — which exclusively identifies 
the brand of hook and loop fasteners 
manufactured by the Velcro companies. 

Joyce M. Belanger 
Legal Assistant 

Velcro Group Corp. 
Manchester, N.H. 

Marconi's experiments 

So what was Belrose's answer to 
Hooley's assertion that we don't know 
what harmonic Marconi was receiving 
("What Did Marconi Hear?" RW, May 
9)? Does Belrose sidestep this? Or was 
his answer just left out, not sought, or a 
repetition of his previous statements? 

It seems to me that Hooley's explanation 
is believable. In Marconi's day frequency 
was a somewhat nebulous area. Spark 
transmitters became notorious in later days 
for the copious harmonics they produced 
and how wide their emissions were com-
pared to later continuous-wave technology. 
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It was even hard to determine what fre-
quency they were on! Receivers certainly 
weren't particularly selective, either. Why 
would they have needed to be?! 

So it is quite likely that Mr. Marconi's 
transmitting station was actually transmit-
ting a quite powerful signal on many dif-
ferent frequencies, and that his receiver 
actually picked up a harmonic. Didn't pick 
it up very well, mind you. It wasn't 
designed for those frequencies! And the 
antenna was too long! We know that today 
but he didn't. Marconi probably inadver-
tantly stumbled upon "skywave" propaga-
tion at that time without realizing it! 

Mike Shane 
Operations Director 

KCRO Radio 
Omaha, Neb. 
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DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER 

VI/eh 'C) 

• BI-DfRECTIONAL FIBEROPTIC OR CAT-5 U\ITERLOCATION CONNECTIVITY 
• ALL DIGITAL DOMAIN AES SW;TCHWG 
• ANALOG OR DIGITAL (AES SAMPLE RATE) INPUTS 
• BOTH ANALOG AND AES DIGITAL OUTPUTS 
• SERIAL CONTROL AND DISPLAY MTH WHEATSTONE CONSOLES 

THE 2001 MAKES AUDIO NETWORKING PRACTICAL. 
It's simple to install, easy to learn, and certain to reduce 
system costs. Compact enough for small applicahons, 
yet stackable for tremendous growth potential, it's de-
sign consists of 7"rackenounit digital routing cages, each 
capable of handling 512 simultaneous audio channels 
on its backplane. 

Units can be stacked to suit particular card comple-
ments (analog or digital input and output cards or optical 
network cards) but more significantly cages can be 
separated by great distances and network their audio 
through either bidirectional fiberoptic links or a smgle 
CAT-5 wire. ONE INTERCONNECT DOES IT ALL: 
64 channels of simultaneous bidirectional digital audio, 
intercage communication, X-Y controller commands plus 
auxiliary RS-232 data streams. This single interconnect 
between your studio and central rackroom can save 
you tens if not hundreds of thousands of feet of wire in 
a typical installation. 

The 2001's graphic based setup software is intuitive 
and easy to use, with all the authorization and security 
levels you could want. And of course we have a full 

complement of control panels and PC applications to 
choose from —all designed for straightforward operation 
and a rapid learning curve. 

With 25 years of experience, Wheatstone has the 
infrastructure in place to help you build your OWN 
infrastructure. Contact us for answers. 

MIXED SIGNAL SWITCHING is easily accomplished with a choice of AES 
digital or ANALOG 24- bit A>D input cards, and of course 24-bit digital or 
24-bit D>A ANALOG output cards, all of which can be serviced from the 
front of the cage. All signals are routed entirely in the digital domain. 

Cc)r.r-c)t 
tel 252-638-7000/tax 252-635-4852/saiesgwheatstone corn 

www.whéatstone.com 
copyright 2001 by Wheatstone Corporation 

specifications and features subject to change without notice 



THE AtIrITR OAKS art-i4/1DM 
Continues 

OUR BRAND NEW 2600 SERIES 
is the PERFECT UPGRADE for those 
thousands of stations that have had 
AUDITRONICS consoles over the past 
thirty years. Designed for the TIGHTEST 
of BUDGETS, it is nonetheless the highest 
performance console Auditronics has 
ever offered! 

A MODULAR DESIGN, the 2600 
features twelve input channels, a monitor 
module with control room, studio, cue, 

tel 252-638-7C00/faK 252-635-4857/sales@wheatstone.com 

00 InduCrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA, 28562 

headphone and talkback circuits, and 
an output module with PROGRAM, 
AUDITION, both pre and post fader 
MONO outputs, and independent meter 
selection. Optional line selector and tape 
remote modules are also offered. 

This countertop design fits efficiently 
in only 25 by 26 inches of space, and like 
all our consoles is fabricated from steel 
to withstand the rigors of a broadcast 
envii onment. 

UDITRONICS 




